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Abstract
Side effects of frequency reuse are discussed, particularly co-channel interference in scalar 
measurement PM systems, Continuous and discrete time state-space models for multiple 
source angle modulated communications environments are developed and coupled digital 
phase-locked loop (CDPLL) estimator structures are derived based on the Extended Kalman 
Filter (EKP). Separability o f two sources is investigated by examination of state observability 
and by simulations of the derived estimators. The relationship between the EKF and the 
CDPLL is presented and their linear and nonlinear behavior discussed. Acquisition and 
tracking characteristics are simulated and results presented, The new estimator is compared 
to related efforts found in the literature. The effects of time-varying signal multiplicity is 
briefly treated. An example o f polarization diversity for frequency reuse (vector 
measurement) is also presented and is shown to be adequately modeled by the derived 
communications model.
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1. Introduction
The bandwidth allotted to mobile radios and mobile telephones has become insufficient to 

keep pace with demand [1]. As the air traffic around the world’s major airports increases, it 

becomes increasingly difficult to track and separate their radar reflections. Submarine pro

pellers are being designed to operate much quieter than in the past, making it more difficult 

to track them with sonar. As radio-astronomers peer to the edges of the known universe, sep

arating distinct radio sources pushes the detection instrumentation to the limits due to the 

minute apparent spatial separation and the infinitesimal power levels.

O n the surface these examples appear quite distinct and unrelated, however each may be 

reduced to the problem of spectral and spatial estimation. The estimation of temporal phases 

and o f directions of arrival of multiple narrowband sources is one of the recent research top

ics in beamforming, tracking, and array signal processing. A  number of spectral estimation 

methods have been developed which are based on the eigendecomposition of the covariance 

matrix of the received signal [2]. These methods yield good results, however they assume sta

tionary statistics and their computational overhead is quite high. This makes them unlikely 

candidates for real-time applications.

A  new method for tracking multiple narrowband sources which uses an array of coupled 

digital phase-locked loop pairs has recently been proposed [3] . Implementation o f the digital 

phase-locked loop generally produces comparatively low computational burden, unlike mod

ern eigendecomposition-based spectral estimation methods. Thus this new method facilitates 

the real-time implementation of a system which can continuously track both bearing angles 

and temporal phases of multiple uncorrelated sources.
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1.1 Motivation: Mobile Cellular Communication

Mobile communications, especially mobile telephony, has experienced rapid growth during

the last decade and the rate of growth is expected ro increase well into the next century [I],

Current commercial mobile radio and telephone systems are primarily analog; however, the

next generation of cellular technology will most probably be “digital” [4, Ch, I]. The general

assumption in the communication community is that digital transmission is to be t he vehicle

by which many of the current limitations on mobile telephony will be solved,

One phrase abounds in the current mobile communication literature: spectral efficiency. 

The bandwidth of wireless communication is inherently bounded by the “usable regions” of 

the electromagnetic spectrum. This finite resource is further restricted by regulatory bodies 

which parcel out bits and pieces to the various competing entities which each require "more 

Megahertz” [1]. A case in point is the first commercial American cellular system which was 

installed in Chicago in 1983 and by 1984 had saturated some of its cells [4], The United 

States Federal Communications Commission (FCC), as well as regulating bodies in other 

countries, have been slow to release additional spectrum for cellular use. There are also tech

nological limits. W ith current analog cellular technology’s spectral efficiency, approximately 

600 M H z of bandwidth would be required to support a 20% penetration level in a typical 

large metropolitan area [4]. Since all of the usable spectrum cannot be allocated for mobile 

radio and telephony, greater spectral efficiency is required.

It was this need for spectral efficiency that motivated the development of cellular mobile 

radio [5, Ch, 13]. One method o f increasing the capacity o f fixed number of channels is by 

re-using the same channels in different locations, Thus a geographical area is divided into 

cells; each cell operating in a particular portion of the total allocated spectrum. Adjacent cells 

necessarily use non-overlapping channels but cells which are separated by some distance may 

use the same channels (See Fig. 1—1). However, there are a few consequences of this method 

of frequency reuse.
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Figure 1-1 Basic, cell biock where D  is the distance between frequency re-use cells
and R is the radius of each cell [6].

Considering that the primary users of cellular are mobiles one of the most obvious rami

fications of cellular division is maintaining communications with a mobile while it moves 

from cell to cell. Since adjacent cells operate on different channels, a mobile must be released 

from the cell it is leaving and be picked up by the cell it is entering. This process, known as 

hand-off, is carried out by a mobile switching center which determines to which cell to hand- 

off the mobile. There is a substantial amount of overhead in this operation [4, Ch. 4].

Cellular topologies also suffer from two related types of interference that have plagued 

wireless communication since its conception. Adjacent channel interference (ACI) is a result of 

energy in one channel leaking into a spectrally proximate channel (See Fig. 1—2a). Co-channel 

interference (C C l) is a similar phenomenon except that the leakage is from a transmitter in 

the same channel (see. Fig. 1—2b). The level of ACI and of C C I increases as the spectrum be

comes more crowded, a result of increased spectral efficiency. This makes cellular an interfer

ence limited system [4, Ch. 9].
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I I Desired signal
r l Adjacent signal 
B P  Adjacent channel interference

frequency

I I Desired signal
EHZ3 Co-channel interference

frequency

Figure 1-2 Adjacent and co-channel interference.

Bearing in mind this interference bound on frequency reuse, it becomes evident that large 

technical as well as economic gains may be realized if the effective levels of ACI and CCI can 

be reduced. The technical benefits would be in the form of higher quality transmission due to 

reduced levels of interference. This would allow greater spectral utilization since the channels 

could be packed closer together which is economically advantageous. Digital transmission 

tends to be less affected by interference than its analog counterpart. This is partly due to the 

inherent quantization and coding of digital transmission; an interfering signal will be per

ceived as noise, not as an intelligible signal. The net effect of the interference is to increase 

the bit error rate (BER) of the desired signal [4, Ch. 9]. Therefore emphasis is on digital 

communications systems.
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1.2. Problem Formulation

We have shown the need for reduced ACI and CCI In the cellular communications scenario. 

These same types of interference manifest themselves in other applications as well. A C I and 

C C I are present in nearly every form of wireless communication as well as tracking applica

tions like sonar arrays and radar systems, The problem can be generalized to the separations 

of signals in space and time, In signal processiiig terminology, this is referred to as spatial and 

temporal (or spatio-temporal) spectral estimation.

Two common examples of spatial estimation are sonar arrays and radar tracking stations. 

In each case the position o f an object relative to the observer is desired. In the case of these 

two applications, the position is usually determined by the target’s range and bearing (see Fig. 

I -3 ) . Sensors may be broadly classed as active or passive, An active system transmits a signal 

to and then receives a signal from the target, The range or distance may be estimated by the 

echo time. A passive system “listens" for signals emitted by or reflected from the target and 

estimates the bearing, or angle of arrival (AOA), by the relative phases of the wavefront at 

each of the sensors. Thus the sensor array acts as a spatial aperture or window through which 

the target may be “seen” via spectral estimation techniques.

Temporal spectral estimation differs little from spatial spectral estimation except that the 

spatial aperture is replaced by a temporal aperture usually implemented as a delay line. The 

same basic spectral estimation techniques used to find range and bearing in the spatial win

dow can be used to find frequency and phase information in the temporal window. Thus 

spectral estimation provides the framework to separate signals in space and time be they air

planes tracked by radar, submarines tracked by sonar, or mobile telephones moving around ai 

cellular network.

The previous wvo decades have seen a great deal o f interest In spectral estimation theory 

with attendant improvements over “classical” spectral estimation [2, Ch. 1]. The cost o f these 

“modern” techniques is in their complexity, Whereas classical Fourier transform techniques
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AOfl

Target

Target

Bearin' Range

Passive Sonar Array Active Radar
Figure 1-3 Examples of spatial estimators.

exhibit a computational complexity 0 (/V lo g 2 N )  where N  is the number o f samples compris

ing the aperture, recent methods based on covariance matrix eigenstructure evince relative 

complexity o f 0 (A /3) (2, Ch. 14]. T | iis makes many of these new methods ill-suited for real

time applications,

Kirlin [7] has derived a maximum likelihood (M L) m ' 'e source tracker which was 

formulated in the phase-locked loop (PLL) context, Two important ideas resulted in this 

work: 1) a computationally feasible receiver/detector and 2) a link between the well devel

oped PLL theory and eigenstructure-based spectral estimation methods. The former facili

tates implementation and can be directly mapped Onto specific application areas. The latter 

allows PLL theory to facilitate the analysis o f difficult problems like resolution, detection 

probability, and error variance in eigenstructure methods [7].

Although Kiri in’s CPLL tracker has been shown to realize M L  temporal and spatial spec

tral estimation, there remain many unsolved problems, especially when particular application 

areas (e.g, mobile cellular) are investigated.

1.3. Related Work in the Literature

The novelty in Kirlin’s development lies in the "utilization of the well-developed theory of 

PLL’s” [7] to derive a M L  temporal and Spatial spectral estimator. The majority o f PLL the

ory that has been developed during the last thirty years is found in such classical reference

93
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texts as Viterbi [8], Stifflcr [9], Gardner [10], and Lindsey [11]. However, PLL’s are inher

ently non-linear making their complete analysis difficult for low-order loops and nearly im

possible for higher order loops. Much of the performance analysis is done by linearizing the 

loop’s characteristics around the steady-state or locked operating point. This linearization is 

not Valid during the capture or lock-in time, These classical references also treat only analog 

PLL’s; digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) theory is still maturing. The last ten to fifteen years 

have seen a shift from analog implementation to digital implementation in nearly every type 

of technology from household appliances to automobiles. Telecommunications is certainly 

no exception. Therefore prime emphasis is placed on DPLL’s in this work,

The problem of signal separation, be it separating a signal from unwanted noise or resolv

ing mult iple, interfering signals in space and time, is one of the fundamental aspects of signal 

processing. Equivalent problems are often cloaked in the guise o f unrelated applications. A  

review of relevant articles in the literature provides a background for this project,

Kirlin and Su [3] have shown that two cross-coupled digital phase-locked loops (CDPLl,) 

can track multiple narrowband sources impinging on an M element, uniform linear array,

[,s'i ( t) s2(t) • * • % (/) ] .  In this formulation, one PLL tracks the temporal phase (f) of the 

source and the other PLL tracks the spatial bearing 9  producing phase and bearing estimation 

errors yr̂  and yr0 respectively (see Fig. 1-4). The Numerically Controlled Oscillator (N C O ) 

then generates local estimate of the signal present at each sensor, [^ (t) s2(t) ••• % (f)]. 

By cascading multiple CDPLL pairs, multiple narrowband sources can be separated and 

tracked; each source is tracked by one CDPLL pair and its local estimates may be subtracted 

from the inputs to the other CDPLL pairs (see Fig, 1-5)*
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Kirlin and Su also studied the performance of the CDPLL pair when implemented with a 

zero-crossing digital phase-locked loop (ZC-DPLL). Expressions for stability, convergence, 

noise bandwidth, and signal to noise ratio (SNR) o f the linearized CDPLL where derived. 

Several two-signal baseband test cases were simulated for various loop parameters and initial 

conditions, All simulations compared favorably with established eigenstructure-based meth

ods.

A  similar problem has recently been treated by Parker and Anderson [12]. In this sce

nario, a nonsinusoidal periodic signal is tracked by estimating its fundamental frequency and 

its first m harmonics, both amplitude and phase. The estimator then follows the amplitudes 

and phases as they change over time. The estimator is based on the Extended Kalman Filter 

(EKF) and in certain situations, maybe realized by CPLL’s. This method differs from 

Kirlin’s in that/V harmonics of a single frequency are estimated as opposed to estimating A  

signals with unrelated frequencies. Thus some of the assumptions made in [12] are not valid 

for general signal separation which implies that Parker and Anderson’s method is a special 

case of that proposed by Kirlin,

The method proposed by Kirlin is very similar to the receiver proposed by Cassara etal, 

[13, 14, 15, 16] to reduce interchannel interference in frequency modulation (FM ) receivers. 

Here an optimal receiver is derived from maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation theory.

This optimal receiver is realized by two coupled analog phase locked loops. In this case the 

scalar measurement r  is composed of the desired signal and an adjacent or co-channel inter- 

fcrer, Each loop locks on to and tracks one of the signals whose estimate is then canceled 

from the input to the other PLL (see Fig, 1-6). Since the measurement is scalar, no spatial 

estimation is carried out, Thus Cassara’s FM receiver is a special case of Kirlin’s multiple 

source tracker,
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Figure 1-6 CCPLL demodulator [13].

In the study by Bradley [17]» Cassara’s analog PLL’s were replaced by ZC -D PLL’s. 

Computer simulation revealed that the use o f the CDPLL allowed the weaker signal to be de

tected or extracted from the much stronger interferer for a wide range of signal to interfer

ence ratios (SIR). Loop parameters were chosen heuristically. In a more recent paper Bradley 

[18] derived a CDPLL based FM  receiver from EKF tneory but little analysis has been car

ried out on the resulting structure. In a similar but independent work Lagunas [ 19] derived a 

receiver structure similar to that of Bradley. Although their efforts yielded some promising re

sults, they have also raised additional questions. It was discovered that in order to lock, the 

coupled loops required that their uncoupled closed-loop bandwidths had to be on the order 

of the carrier frequency as opposed to being on the order of the bandwidth o f the modulated 

signal as is usually the case. A tractable model of the CDPLL is required to give insight into 

tho design of the loop components.

This also raised the question, “What type of DPLL should be used?” The ZC -D PLL is by 

far the most common because it is relatively easy to implement and is the most studied o f the 

D PLL’s [20]. However the mapping from analog PLL’s to digital DPLL’s has been under
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continued investigation, especially by Gardner [21], So far the analysis of the CDPLL has 

only been carried out for the ZC-DPLL. It is highly desirable to be able to model the 

CDPLL independent o f the actual DPLL implementation.

With this in mind, attention will now be focused on PLL's themselves. It  is well known 

that the phase-locked loop is a realization of the optimum M AP estimator of a phase-modu

lated waveform, Van Trees [22, Ch. 2] derives the PLL demodulator first by an intuitive ap

proach and then by using the MAP estimator derived in [23, Ch. 5], He then also shows that 

the PLL, with properly designed filters, provides the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) 

est imate of the modulated signal when the loop error is small corresponding to the linear re

gion o f the loop’s operating characteristics. This analysis considered only continuous time 

signals.

The 1960’s saw great advances in digital technology, It  was during this time digital PLL’s 

made their debut. The transition from analog to digital has been gradual. Early “digital” 

loops may have had only one digital component. These types of loops are now referred to as 

hybrid phase-locked loops (BPLL) [24]. One of the first totally “digital” PLL’s was proposed 

by Gill and Gupta [25] in which the analog multiplier, loop filter, and the voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO) were replaced by a sampler, digital filter, and a digital clock respectively. 

This structure, the ZC-DPLL, is one of the most common forms of DPLL’s and has been ex

tensively studied [26, 20], Most of the early DPLL formulations were intuitively derived 

from their analog PLL counterparts, Since the PLL is a realization of the MAP estimator, a 

DPLL derived from a PLL also yields an approximation of the MAP estimator, although not 

necessarily optimum [27],

Kelly and Gupta [28], Polk and Gupta [29], and McBride [30] have approached the es

timation problem by deriving the DPLL structure from estimation theory instead of by ap

proximating the analog PLL. Kelly and Gupta examined demodulation of continuous-time 

signals from discrete-time observations. They extended the state-variable communication
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model to include discrete-time observation', and derived realizable estimation structure from 

two different approximations of conditional mean (CM ) estimation algorithms; the modified 

Gaussian and the modified truncated second-order approximations. From these results re

ceiver structures for amplitude modulation (AM), phase modulation (PM), and FM  were de

veloped, As expected, receiver structures for PM and for FM  were found to be DPLL’s. Kelly 

and Gupta concluded “.. .[there was] the need to consider the digital receiver as a device in 

itself and not as an approximation to the continuous-time receiver.” [28].

Polk and Gupta [29] followed this by examining two other non-linear approximations: 

the EKF and the MAP estimator, As in [28], Polk and Gupta derive thed'gital communica

tion model from the analog angle-modulated model and, in this case, apply the EKF and 

M AP algorithms to the discrete communication model. The DPLL structure is then ex

tracted from the two approximations and analyzed. It  was discovered that the DPLL struc

tures were identical to those found in [28], However, by use of the EKF it was also discov

ered that in high SNR conditions the loop filter reduces to the standard discrete Kalman fil

ter. This results in a simplified design procedure as compared to [28]. The relationship be

tween the EKF a.id the DPLL will figure prominently in this project,

McBride [30] also tackles the optimum discrete demodulation problem by synthesizing 

the structure from discrete estimation theory, Although similar to [28] and [29]. McBride’s 

derivation exhibits some distinctions. Firstly, the in-phase and quadrature components of the 

continuous time signal are sampled at carrier or intermediate frequency (IF), This allows for 

complete characterization of the bandpass signal as a complex baseband signal [31]. 

McBride’s discrete communication model is similar to Gupta’s but adds another driving 

noise in the state equation to account for the possible difference between the frequencies of 

the receiver and of the transmitter, McBride found an approximate solution to the MAP es

timator equations by a technique known as invariant imbedding [22], The realizable de-
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modulator structure obtained is a DPLL with a time-varying gain. For high SNR conditions 

this structure aJso reverts to the discrete Kalman filter.

Finally a note on the use of the term digital phase-locked loop is given. The exact deno

tation of digital in reference to PLLs seems to vary from author to authoi and from subject to 

subject. Many of the early papers classified a PLL as digital if  it contained any digital compo

nents (e.g. a digital V C O ). As D PLL’s advanced the terminology became more specific.

These first DPLL’s were classed as HPLL’s and structures like the ZC -DPLL were specified 

as discrete phase-locked loops. In a recent report Gardner [21] takes great care in formalizing 

the DPLL terminology to more accurately categorize the various implementations. By his 

definition a loop is a DPLL only if  it samples the analog waveform’s instantaneous frequency 

Uniformly (that is, asynchronously). This differentiates the “true” DPLL from the discrete 

PLL where, when locked, the analog waveform’s instantaneous frequency is sampled syn

chronously which results in non-uniform sampling intervals. Garnder’s definitions are ad

hered to in the remainder of this repo' ::.

1.4. Contributions of this Project

Kirlin [7] has shown that a pair o f coupled PLL’s can track the spatial bearing and temporal 

phase of multiple narrowband sources. However, the design of these CPLL’s has not been 

formalized and the analysis is incomplete. Kirlin and Su [3] have analyzed, both analytically 

and by simulation, a specific CDPLL pair where each DPLL is implemented by a ZC-DPLL. 

Stability criterion were established, but no general design guidelines were presented. Bradley 

[18] and Lagunas [19] have both derived CDPLL based receivers but little analysis has been 

carried out. Thus one o f the major components o f this effort is in the development of a gen

eral model o f a CDPLL which is independent of the actual DPLL implementation and use 

this model to study CDPLL tracking behavior. Much of this development is an extension of 

the work done by Gupta et al. [28, 29], McBride [30], Bradley [18] and Lagunas [19].
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Specific contributions of this thesis include:

• Development of a model for multiple co-channel sources

• Derivation of realizable estl. ator structures

• Investigation of the separability of co-channel signals

• Analysis of the behavior of the derived structures

1.5. Outline of Thesis

Chapter 2 is comprised of the development of the communiCa n model, Extended 

Kalman Filter, and derivation of resulting estimator structures.

Chapter 3 examines the co-channel signal observability and sep.vrability issue based 

on the previously derived EKF.

Chapter 4 provides analysis of a CDPLL receiver, its relationship to the EKF, and its 

acquisition and tracking characteristics. Time-varying co-channel signal multiplic

ity is also investigated.

Chapter 5 using the models and estimators derived in the previous chapters the 

framework for polarization diversity crosstalk is presented

Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis.
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2. Communication and Estimator Models
The first step in the development of an estimator is the modeling of the system of interest. 

The prime area of interest in this work is telecommunication, thus a meaningful model of a 

phase-modulated communication system is required. In this chapter the communication 

model used throughout this work is presented. It  is based on the state-space communication 

model in Polk [29], Bradley [18], and Lagunas [19] but has been extended to the multiple 

source, multiple sensor scenario.

An Extended Kalman Filter estimator is derived based on this communication model.

The EKF estimator provides the framework by which the problem can be studied.

2.1. Communication Model

starting point is the development o f the com munication model for angle modulation, either 

phase modulation (PM ) or frequency modulation (FM ). Angle modulation is accomplished 

by instantaneously altering the phase of a sinusoidal carrier

where A is the unmodulated carrier power, (Oe is the carrier frequency, and 0(t) is the in

stantaneous phase. In communication systems 6(t) is derived from the message process m{t) 

by scaling in the case of PM

The primary area of interest in this thesis is communication via angle modulation. A  natural

s(9(t), t) = -JlA s in (fiy 4- 0(t)) (2.1)

(2.2)

where dp is the phase sensitivity, and by integration in the case of FM

(2.3)
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where df  is the frequency sensitivity. Angle modulation is a nonlinear modulation scheme, 

and FM  in particular aiso exhibits memory due to the integration of the messr.'je process 

[23].

2.1.1. Message Process

In general, the message process is baseband in nature, at least with respect to the carrier fre

quency. Speech is a common example. However, speech is nonstationary and relatively diffi

cult to accurately model. Therefore it is common practice to model the message process by 

some stationary, bandlimited, random process. This is a first approximation to a "real” mes

sage process and simplifies the analysis, Modeling the message process as a linear dynamic 

system allows for various levels of complexity while maintaining analytic tractability and 

compact notation. State-space notation utilizes compact vector/matrix algebra and provides a 

convenient representation of differential equations. State-space notation will be used exclu

sively in this work. There are many excellent' Terences including [23, 32] for readers who 

are Unfamiliar with state-space.

The linear dynamic system (see Fig 2 -1 ) is a recursive structure which is described by the 

n-dimensional first-order stochastic differential equation

x (0  =  F x (0  +  Gu(f) (2.4)

where x is the state vector, F is the state equation matrix, and u is a white noise driving pro

cess with mean mu and covariance Ru. The characteristics o f the message process are de

termined by the state vector and the state equation matrix. A  stationary Gauss-Markov ran

dom process is used to model the message process because it is essentially flat over a finite 

bandwidth and exhibits an exponentially decaying auto-correlation function [32]. The ensu

ing derivation of the communication and estimator models follows closely with that of Folk 

[29] with the noted additions.
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x (0

Measurment ProcessMessage Process
Figure 2-1 Analog communication model.

The message process is described by an A^-order differential equation

d N~xm{t) , „  d m Q  , ( , 
dtN~x 1 £  ° W )  “  Mv )

which defines State vector for an A^'-order message model

XJ 0 :

!
to

1 i

..a 
I

-
A

1

1

H
t

I

.js 
I

■k 
^

t

< t )

(2.5)

(2.6)

For PM, the phase state vector \ e is the same as the message state vector xm. However for 

FM , the phase state xft is separate from the message state vector so the augmented FM  state 

vector is xe =  [aw x^]1 . Carrier amplitude may be included by augmenting the amplitude 

State XA =  A with the phase state vector x„ forming

*(0 = [*I(0  *a(0f- (2.7)

The majority of this Work will concentrate on a first order unit-energy lowpass message

process described by 
*

xm(t) =  m ( t ) ^ -a tn ( t )  +  j 2 a u ( t ) ,  (2.8)
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where u(t) is a zero-mean, unit variance, scalar white Gaussian process and tt, derived from 

(2.5), is the 3 dB bandwidth of the message process,

2,1.2. Observation Process

The modulation, modeled in the observation process side of Fig. 2-1, is the measurement 

equation

where h(x(t),t) is some observation transformation of the state x, and n is the measurement

2.1.3. Continuous-Time Multiple Source Model

The scalar observation communication model in [29] may be expanded to accommodate 

multiple, independent message processes by augmenting the “total” state vector with the state 

vector for each source

z(r) =  /t(x(O ,0 +  n(O> (2.9)

noise with mean nv and covariance R„. The form of h(x(t),t) is defined by the type of 

modulation. For angle modulation the observation function is

/i(x(t),r) = V2/1sin(<yct + 0(/)), I

where the phase angle 0(t) -  c l x 0(t) is derived from the state vector (2,7) by the phase 

“selection” vector

(2. 10)

The phase and amplitude state selection vector is

(2 .11)

(2 . 12)

x(f) =

x, (t) <— First source's state vector 

x2(t) <— Second source's state vector
(2,13)

xN(t) <— N lh source’s state vector 

where xt(t) denotes the state vector for the i ’̂ source described by the ft’ state equation
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*,(f) = F,x,(0 + G<“<(0’
19

(2.14)

The augmented state equation is in the form o f (2.4) where the state vector is (2,13) and the 

augmented state matrix is

F = F, ® I  , (2.15)
'  jVxJV v

where <8> denotes the Kroneckcr matrix product1 and I  is an /V-dimensional identity ma

trix. Use of the identity ensures that the N  different processes are uncoupled. Coupling be

tween processes may be accomplished by non-zero off-diagonal elements in the state matrix 

or by coupled driving noise processes. The process driving noise vector is augmented with N  

independent noise vectors

u (0  = [u i(r) u2(0  ••• u * ( f ) ] \  (2.16)

and the augmented noise gain matrix is

G  = G( ®  I  . (2,17)
’  Nx N  v '

The observation model also depends upon the type of sensor with which the measure

ment is made. For example* a measurement from a single antenna receiving multiple angle 

modulated sources is described by the scalar observation model

z (t) =  42 X 4 s i n K *  +  d,(f))
<=i

(2.18)

whereas an array of M  omnidirectional sensors makes the vector observation

L A si n K '  +  0 , ( ')K
L /= i

+ n(f), (2.19)

* 1 lie Kroneckcr matrix product A ®  B multiplies each element o f matrix B by matrix A. For example!

A  a
a b 
c it ,11

e O' 
0 /

ea eb 
ec nd

9 fa fb 
fc fd
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where a, is the source direction vector for the source, and n is the noise vector for the ar

ray. For the uniform linear array, the source direction vector is defined by

2 0

(2.20)

The differential phase of a planar wavefront at two adjacent sensors for the source is 

<pi =  <i>1Asin(l//l-)/C  where ft),, is the frequency of ith source, A is the sensor spacing, is 

the angle of arrival of the ft’ source, and C is the propagation velocity o f the medium. It is

apparent that (2.18) is simply the single sensor case of (2.19).

Whereas it is assumed in [29] that the amplitude of the carrier is known, it is a parameter

the state vector depends on the type of angle modulation, The state variable notation jt,, and 

A for example, will be used interchangeably for the stake of readability.

Phase Modulation

In phase modulation, the phase process is the message process, Thus the extended state vec

tor for the A^-order PM source becomes

The number o f state variables for each source is N  +1 where N  is the order of the message 

process.

to be estimated in our system and therefore will be included in the state vector. The form of

X0l(t) &t(t) <r- Carrier phase 

x.(t) =  : = : f -  Higher order states.

XA l(t) Carrier Amplitude

(2.21)

For the first order message process (2.8), the resulting state equation for the source’s 

phase process is

xg(t) =  6(t) =  ~ct0(t) +  V2 au(t) (2,22)

and the augmented state equation is
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Frequency M odulation

In frequency modulation, the phase is the integral of the message process so an additional 

slate variable is required, The extended state vector for the N ’̂-order FM  source where the 

instantaneous frequency is equal to the message process is

* / ( ' )  =

The number o f state variables for each source is N -1- 2 where TV is the order of the message 

process,

A  first-order low-pass FM message process is completely described by combining (2.3), 

(2,8), and (2,24) Into

\ , ( 0 ' A C ) ' Carrier phase

* / , .( ') f ,C) <— Message
(2.24)

| <— Higher order states

.XaAO, . A . <— Carrier Amplitude

'«(<)' o

i

-i.
'  0 '

j o . 0 - a . m .
T “ (0 -M 0 :

The augmented state vector for the first-order FM  source is

u M .

(2.25)

‘0 dh i °" 0

x (0  = - 0 - a , | 0 X f M + ^|2ai

J aM .
.......

j'o / aM . 0

(2.26)

2.1.4. Discrete-Time Multiple Source Model

The system will ultimately be implemented digitally, so the observations will be accom

plished by sampling (2,19) at times tk =  kT, where T , is the uniform sampling interval.

Thus an equivalent discrete communication model is required (see Fig 2-2 ).

The general form of a discrete state-space system is

x(li +  \ )  = <b(k +  \ ,k)x(k) +  r w (k ) ,  (2.27)
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x(k)

x ( £ - l )

unit

Message Process Measurement Process 
Figure 2-2 Discrete communication model,

where w(/fc) is a vector of independent zero mean, unit variance ( N  • [0, l])  Gaussian sam

ples, E { w w t }  = I .2 Since the message and amplitude processes are independent, (2.27) may 

be partitioned into the two separate state vectors x(k) -  [*» (£ ) |

x e ( £  +  l ) A I » 4- X ; O ' M X

1

+-V<i T T ' i .
.....

\ \

The measurement equation is

'i\k) = h(x(k),k) +  v(k).  (2.29)

where the measurement noise v has covariance R v. In (2,27) the state equation matrix F has 

been replaced by the state transition matrix The state transition matrix is the solution of 

the unforced homogeneous state equation x(t) =  Fx(/), I f  the linear system is stationary, that 

; i f F  is time invariant, then the state transition matrix is

0 ( k )  =  <p(k +  U )  = & ( tk+l -  tk) = =  em . (2.30)

2In general state models generate non-stationary processes v/hose statistics depend on the distribution o f the 

initial conditions. I f  the initial Conditions are drawn from the steady-state state covariance, then the process is 

stationery [391 • The state covariance is discussed in Chapter 3.
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Thus the state transition matrix may be found from [23, Chapter 6]

<J>(k) =  £Tl {<&(*)} = £■' {(s i -  F)"1} (2.31)

where £~[{ }  denotes the inverse Laplace transform.

The continuous-time process driving noise of (2.4) may be discretized by use of the ma

trix superposition integral[32]

r(*)w()fc) = |'‘ a>(rt ,T)G(T)d(T) dt ,  (2.32)

The resulting discrete process driving noise has covariance

Q r . = f" <H<,,T)<:(T)Ra(T)GT( r ) ® > 1,r )< ir . (2.33)

The discrete angle modulation observation function from (2.19) is

h(x(k),k) =  V 2A sin(o)ckTs +  6(k))a . (2.34)

The discrete first-order message process is obtained from (2.8) by substituting (2.31) and 

(2.32) into (2.27) yielding

x m(!c + 1 ) =  m(k + 1 ) =  e ^ m i k )  +  ( l  -  e~2c/r’ )* w(&). (2.35)

As in the continuous case, multiple signals are formed by augmenting their individual 

state equations. The discrete equivalent o f (2.13) is

x (* ) = [x ,(* )  x2(k) ••• x „ ( * ) f ,  (2.36)

the augmented state transition matrix is

0  = 4>,® I  , (2.37)
1 N x N

(2.16) becomes

W(^) = [w ,(^ ) w 2(k) ••• w N( k ) f ,  (2.38)

and (2.17) is

r = r , ®  I  . (2.39)
'  N x N  v
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The same holds true with the state and noise covariance matrices where the augmented pro

cess noise covariance is

Q » = Q w „® „i,,. (2.40)

Phase Modulation

For the discrete, first-order message process, the state transition matrix for the M  source is

j O'
=  o (.

0 ; 1
(2.41)

where the phase transition constant is

< 1 (2/ »2)  

For the first-order model defined in (2.23), the process driving noise covariance from (2.33) 

is

"l -  e~2a!r‘ \ ()
Qn»,i 0 | q

The discrete state equation for the i tk first-order PM source is

Z2.43)

i oi Xo,l(k) >»/
xAti(k + l ). o i l 4 I" .

(2.44)

where the phase process driving noise standard deviation is

y0J- (  l - e - W ' f .

A complete derivation may he found in Appendix A.

(2.45)

Frequency Modulation

For the discrete, first-order message process where xf  ~ X U, the state transition matrix for the

ph source is

1 \ ()• 

o \ o

o...o T i
(2.46)
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where

(*/„■ = ‘ ' v ‘

Using (2,33) the driving noise covariance the first-order model defined in (2.26) is,

<7y,i •

Qrw,/
t o .

where

=  pf(2a,Tt +  4e~,x‘r‘ -  t f  2“‘r* -  3)

^ , / =  V ;  = A ( l - e ~ a'/;)2 

qf , = l - e ~ 2̂

where A  =  is the bandwidth expansion ratio as defined in [22, p. 88], 

The discrete state equation for the first-order FM  source is

0 '1 i o '

1H»

>®./ /*,«•
jo

1

* ^ ( *  +  1) 0 4>/j | 0 Xu(k) + yjo,i Y/,i * f A k )
( ) ‘ " o ' " n x'aM. [ ....... 0 ........ i o j

where

y,M =  p{( 2 a tTf +  4<f -  e“2“(7; - 3)2 ,

r ^ - r / e . i - V A ( i - < r * r*)

A complete derivation may be found in Appendix A.

2 5

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)
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2.1.5. Deterministic Modulation

In digital data communications it is common to have deterministic message processes as op

posed to stochastic ones like (2.35). An example is the pseudo-noise (PN) sequence used in 

spread-spectrum communications [33]. Here the deterministic sequence, called the spreading 

sequence, is used by the transmitter to spread the bandwidth of the message such that the 

spectrum of the transmitted signal is nearly independent of the message, The receiver then 

uses the same spreading sequence to despread the received signal so the original message may 

be recovered.

An example of a spreading sequence would be that generated by a maxuoaMvngih linear 

feedback shift register where the sequence is of length oi; period L ~ 2 n -  I where n is the 

length of the shift register and N  is the number of elements comprising the Galois field (sec 

Fig. 2-3). A single cycle of the spreading sequence of phase or cyclic shift k is

s(k) = [s(k) s (k -1 ) -  s ( k - l  +  l ) f ,  (2.57)

and the entire spreading sequence is the continuous repetition of (2,57)

s = [s(A:)t  s(k)v **■* S(̂ )1]1. (2.58)

In order for the received signal to be correctly recovered, the spreading sequence,': at the 

transmitter and receiver must be synchronised. Since the transmission channel will Introduce 

p ime delay in the received signal, this delay will have to b? estimated by the receiver so the 

spreading sequences may be synchronized. In addition the receiver may not have a priori in

formation as to when the transmitters spreading sequence began so the relative phase k of the 

spreading sequences may also have to be estimated.

One of the benefits o f spread-spectrum communication is the ability to have numerous

users share the same channel; co-channel interference is an inherent part of the system. Thus

we require a model which adequately describes this situation,
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s(k - 1 )s(k + L) s(k +1)

modulo-A/ multiplier

registe

Figure 2-3 Maximal-lengtb linear feedback shift register.

Consider several users sharing the same channel and employing the same spreading se

quence s o f length L, Each transmitter’s spreading code will be received with a different 

phase relative to the receiver which translated into an unknown cyclic shift o f s. Thus for 

each cyclic shift of S there may or may not be a transmitter with that phase. The L  X 1 state 

vector for the /^  source is composed of delay states

V; = 0 0 = a ,l (2.59)0 0
d

where d is the sequence delay or phase for that source. The delay for the $  source does not 

change with time so the state equation is

X/(k + 1 ) =  Ox,(&) =  x;(fc)» (2.60)

so 0  = 1. Since all of the sources are using the same spreading sequence, the multiple source 

state vector is not augmented as in the previous chapter but simply added for each additional 

source
— T L-i

S '
;=o

0 a, 0 a 4 a s 0 a, 0 (2.61)

The state observation is one cycle of the spreading sequence
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z(k) = H(&)x(&) + v(k)

= sT(k)x(k) +  v(k) 

so after L  measurements each phase of the sequence has been observed.

2.2. Extended Kalman Filter Estimator

There are numerous references on the Kalman filter and the Extended Kalman filter. Very 

little introduction will be provided here; complete treatments are readily available in the lit

erature [34, 32, 35].

The Kalman filter is a “linear minimum error variance sequential state estimation algo

rithm” [34, Chapter 7]. For a time-varying linear system it is the optimum (in the minimum 

error variance sense) linear filter for any distribution and the best o f any linear or nonlinear 

filters for conditionally-Gaussian distributions. The Kalman filter has significant computa

tional advantages over other optimal linear filters like the Wiener-Kolmogorov filter. Thus 

the Kalman filter has been used in applications from radar tracking to economic forecasting.

The discrete Kalman filter equations for the system model (2.27) and measurement equa

tion

i ( * )  = H(*)x(*) + v(*) (2.63)

where H(fc) is the observation matrix, are [34, 32]

Next state prediction x (k  IX: — 1) = <P(k)x(k- 1) (2.64)

Error covariance prediction P ( k l k - 1) *  <t>(k)P(k - 1)0 »T (k) +  TX2(k)r'r (2.65)

State update x(k) = x(k  1 k - 1) + K(k)[z(k) ~ H (k)x(k 1 k - 1)] (2.66)

Error covariance update P (k) =  [I -  K(£)H(fc)]P(fc 1 k - 1) (2.67)

Kalman gain update K(/fe) = P (/t)H T(A:)Rv- 1(/fe) (2.68)

2 8

(2.62)

Table 2-1 Discrete Kalman Filter equations.

where the rotation x(k I k - l )  indicates the predicted value of X  at time k given the mea

surement taken at time k - l .  The Kalman filter first estimates the next State o f the system 

given the current measurement, Eqs, (2.64) and (2,65). The Kalman algorithm then adjusts
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the error covariance P (2,67) and the gain matrix K (2,68) to properly weight the new mea

surement, The state for the new measurement is then estimated (2.66),

Although the message process (2.27) is linear, the discrete measurement equation for the 

communication model (2.34) is nonlinear; the linear observation matrix H(fc) of (2.63) has 

been replaced by the non-linear observation function h(x (k \k  — l),k)  which is the same as 

h(x(k),k) in (2.29) except the state has been replaced by the predicted state This implies that 

the update equations (2.66), (2.67). and (2.68) may not be valid.

The discrete Kalman filter o f (2.64)-(2.68) may be extended to approximate the opti

mum minimum error variance estimator of a nonlinear system. In summary the nonlinear 

function h(x(k I k -  !),&) in our case, is expanded into a power series about the current pre

diction x ( k \ k - \ ) ,

h(x(k),k) = h(x(k  I k - 1),*) + H(x(* I k - 1 ),k){x(k) -  x(k  I -1)) + • • • (2.69)

where

H(x(* I k -1 ) ,  * )  =  dii h k) (2.70)
dx x=i(*!*-l)

Truncating all but the first two terms o f (2.69) and combining with (2.66), (2.67), and 

(2.68) yields the Extended Kalman Filter equations. Full derivations are presented in [34,

32].

Next state prediction x ( k \ k - l )  =  0 { k ) x ( k - \ ) (2.71)

Error covariance prediction P(k 1 £ - 1 )  =  <Dtk)P(k-l)<t»T( k ) + T Q ( k )  r T (2.72)

State update x(k) =  x(k  1 k - l )  +  K(k)\'i,(k) -  h(x(k 1 k  - 1),&)] (2.73)

Error covariance update P (* j =  [I -  K(£)H(x(/k 1 k - 1),*)]? (* 1 k - 1 ) (2.74)

Kalman gain update K(k) -  P(k )HT(x(k 1 k - l ) , k ) R ~ l(k) (2.75)
Table 2-2 Discrete Extended Kalman Filter equations.
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2.2.1. Scalar Observation
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I f  the observation is scalar, say from a single antenna, a, =  1 in (2,34), which when com- 

bined with (2,28) may be written

z(*) =  V 2  Y h ( \ t(k),k)  +  v(k),  (2.76)
j=i

where the observation function for the /^source is

h { * i ( k ) ’ k )  =  x a j  sinK ^ r  (2,77)

Since the measurement is a scalar, so is the measurement noise and R v -  Rv, Each source 

will be tracked by one estimator (or one EKF), thus the predicted observation for the 

source is

/t,.(x(fc I k - ! ) , / : )  =  V 2 Aj(k I k -  ljs in !© ^/;)) (2.78)

where

® i(k) =  (OckTs+ 0 i( k \ k - l )  (2,79)

and the corresponding gradient of the f t  source’s predicted observation, as defined in (2.70), 

is

\ [2A i(k \k - i ) c o s { @ t(k ) j  

0
(2.80)

V2sin(@;(A:)j

In  the scalar observation case the measurement noise v is also a scalar. Thus R "1 in (2,75) is 

simply the reciprocal of the measurement noise covariance R.

2.2.2. Vector Observation, Uniform Linear Array

For a vector observation from a uniform linear array of M  sensors, the source direction vec

tor a- in (2.34) is as defined in (2.20):

. , = [ i ’f - (2 .81)
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where 0, =  <UiAsin(yr/ ) /C  for the f t  source, Again each source will be tracked by one esti

mator so the predicted vector observation for the itf> source is

hi(\ (k  lfc-l),/fc) =  V 2A,(k I It -  l)s in (e ,)& ,(*), (2.82)

where the predicted source direction vector is

1 e i*< J 2* i T
and

fa = (coc +  X 2tt( k  I k -  l))Asin(vtt) /C  

is the predicted phase between adjacent sensors. The resulting gradient o f (2.82) is

*j2A-(k I k -  l)cos(@;)a;(£)
" l l 17 v / H  I r - W  i ' l l

H?^*! *-!),*) =

(2.83)

(2.84)

l i l ( x ( k \ k - \ ) , k ) 0

3 s i n ( e , ]}■,(*)

(2.85)

2.3. Estimator Formulation

The Extended Kalman Filter algorithms have been derived for the multiple source, discrete 

communication model. The next task is to examine these equations to find practical estima

tor structures.

Polk and Gupta [29] originally derived a digital phase-lock loop from an EKF estimator. 

Using the same methodology, we will formulate DPLL-based receiver structures from the 

EKF estimator derived in the previous section. Our contribution to Polk’s work is two-fold: 

inclusion o f amplitude estimation and expansion to include multiple sources.

Based on the communication model o f Fig. 2 -2  and the EKF equations (2.71)—(2.75). 

Polk and Gupta [29] have shown that the EKF may be realized by a DPLL. The form of the 

structure is arrived at by substituting (2,71) and (2.75) into (2.73) thus forming the Kalman 

filter equation
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x(k) =  4>x(k -1 ) + P(k)HT{x(k I k -1))/?;' (k)v(k) , (2.86)

where

v(k) = z(&) -  h(x(k I -1)) (2,87)

Is the so-called innovations process. This is actually an approximation of the true innovations 

since the nonlinear measurement function is based on the predicted state. I f  the prediction is 

poor, v(k) is not the true innovations. Henceforth v(k) will refer to the approximate inno

vations process. The error covariance matrix is updated by combining (2.73) and (2.75) to 

form

r rn  w in  W k - W TW \ k - W M M - W H t - i )  ,288.
1 > R ,(t)+H(x(tu-i))p(ti*:-i)nT(x (tu -i)) ' (

where the prior covariance update is (2.72).

2.3,1. Phase Estimation

In [29] the Kalman filter equation is further decomposed by substituting

c jH j ( x ft(fc I k — \),k ) for H(x(& I k — l ) ,k) where the vector c„ from (2 .11) selects the phase

from the state vector. The resulting estimator takes the form shown in Fig. 2-4.

Rewrite (2.86) as

* „ « = * . * . ( *  - 1)+ n  W e . * ; 1 ( * ¥ . ( * ) .

where

f , ( k )  = c J h ; ( * , ( *  I k ~ \ ) ) v ( k )  (2.90)

is the output o f the phase detector, Expanding (2.90) yields

<p.m=cX(x„(* i * - aw  - i k  - 1) ) h ( i , ( k  i k - 1)). (2.91)
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Pg(k)cgR
unit

* ( S )  * delay

l H re ( U k \ k - l ) )  

h(x g(k l k - l ) , k )

x 0( k -  i )

%e(kI ^ - 1 )
* e( k , k - 1)

(2.92)

Figure 2-4 Direct EKF realization.

!!„(•) and h#(') as defined in (2.80) and (2.77) are composed of sines and cosines at nearly 

the same frequency. Their product produces both sum and difference frequencies. In [29] the 

second order harmonics are neglected3 reducing (2.91) to

<pg(k) -  V2Acos(@(&)jz(fc) -  2 A2 cos(@(£))sin(@(&))

=  V2A cos(©(A:))z(&) — A2 sin^2@(^)j 

« -V2A cos(@(k)}z(k)

(p»(k) =  c jH j ( x e(£ I k -  l ) ) z ( 4

Eq. (2.86) becomes

x„(k) =  % x g( k - 1 )  +  Pe(k)ceR ( k ) c TgtTg(kg(k I k - \))z(k) .

The DPLL structure of Fig. 2-5  results directly from (2.93). This shows that the only con

tribution of the innovations process is the A2 sin^20(/:)) term which is effectively filtered 

out by the loop filter.

The realization of Fig. 2-5  has a slightly lower computational cost than that of Fig. 2-4. 

Unlike conventional PLLs and DPLLs, the gain Pg(k)cgR~1(k) comprising the loop filter 

is variable and is a function of the input z(k). Thus the EKF-derived DPLL is able to re-

(2.93)

3T h e  double frequency image is filtered by the loop filter and may be further be removed by filtering the output 

o f the DPLL.
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i i f c O !P„(k)ceR

x „ (k I k - 1)
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j................. numerical^ controlled osdH^ ..........
Figure 2-5 DPLL realization of EKF estimator [29].

cursively approach the minimum variance estimator. As will be shown later, this is one of the 

main advantages of this approach.

Using this foundation, DPLL structures are now derived for amplitude and phase esti

mation for single and multiple sources.

2.3.2. Inclusion of Amplitude Estimation

Amplitude estimation may be included by augmenting the amplitude state x A with the phase 

state vector X0 as in (2.28). When (2.28) is substituted into (2.86)

M k)'
x M .

<*>e \ 0
......T i +

P :P

P’*'" i P L * (m :• r a j
R,

,-i co%(k)

. <Pa & )  .
(2.94)

where

# )  =
C f l c X W *  ! * - % ( * )

. <Pa( $  .
(2.95)

two separate but coupled Kalman filter equations result, The coupling results from the cross- 

covariance vectors Pat as shown in Fig, 2-6,

Substituting (2,77), (2,80), and (2.87) into (2,95) and expanding results in double fre

quency term in the Kalman filter equation for both xg and xA, As previously, the loop filter 

of the DPLL will remove the double frequency components from x0, however the loop filter 

for xA is all-pass and thus the double frequency components present in the amplitude esti-
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unit
delay
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Figure 2 -6  Direct EKF realization with amplitude estimation.

mator cannot be neglected. Neglecting the second order harmonics for xe in (2.95) yields 

the approximation

c0c l K  (x(& 1 k -  l))z(&)

.  Va$ )  . H *(%(k 1 it - i*))z(ir)- x A(ic\ k - 1)

(2.97)

(2.96)

where <p'B{k) is from (2.92) and <pA(k ) is from

(pA(k) =  ■s/2sm{@(k)^z(k)-2xA(k lfc - l)s in 2(©(/:)) 

=  « j2 s in (® (k )y (k ) -x A(k I & -  l ) | l  -  cos(20(fc))j

*  a/2 sin(©(&))z(fc)-  xA(k I k - 1 )  

tp\(k) =  H  l { x {k  I k -1 ) ,  k)z{k) - x A(k\  k  - 1 ) ,  

which results in the realization of Fig. 2-7. Here the innovations process contributes the 

x A(k I k -  l) |l -  cos^20(&)jj term which even after being filtered by the loop filter leaves the 

residual amplitude estimate x A(k I k — 1).
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Figure 2-7 DPLL realization of EKF with amplitude estimation.

In  the case where only phase estimation is required, neglecting the double frequency 

terms results in a simplified realization. However, where amplitude estimation is included, 

the requirement of double frequency terms in the amplitude estimator obviates the benefits 

of ignoring the double frequency terms and actually results in a computationally less efficient 

realization as evident by the number of multipliers and summers.

The coupling of the two estimators occurs by the cross-covariance elements Py where 

i ^  j .  Since the phase and amplitude processes of (2.44) are not coupled, investigation into 

the nature o f the cross-covariance coupling is required. We begin by examining the error co- 

variance update (2.88) for the angle modulation observation matrix (2.80).

In  keeping with the assumption that P(M=0. make the initial error covariance diagonal

p,(0) » ■

. «  u r n .P(0) (2,98)
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and form the prior covariance estimate (2,72)

I * '

y 1 I  o | Pt (0)

which remains block diagonal. Applying (2.88) .and abbreviating I fc —1),&) as H

yields

P„(l 10 ) -  /iP,(l 10)HjH9Pe(l, 10) ! - n W  10)HjHAPA(0)
P(l)

where

(2.100)

)r =  [R, +  H #P„(110)HJ + H ,P ,(0 )H ^ ]‘  . (2.101)

Further study o f ytP()(I IO )H jH AP^(0) requires specific knowledge o f d)wPH(0)rI)^ +  

and will be examined in subsequent sections.

2.3.3. Inclusion of Multiple Sources

By using the multiple source state vector, (2.89) may be written

■ *,(*)"
x 2(k)

Cl),

<*>2
0

1i 
i 

—
<tt 

<x
»

+ p (k )n ;V (k ) , (2.102)

x N(k)_
0

< V _x# ( k - l )

where

' P M PM  • >.(*)"

P (k )« ; 'q > ( * )  =
P M

»

pM ■ • P» M <?M

p«(*) P«(*) • ■ p.»M_

(2.103)

and also

?/(*> -  9»j(k) -  c0,iCj,1H j i(x/(/: I k -1  ),k )v(k), 

where the innovations process is 

v(k) = z (k) -  X  ht (x/ (k I k - 1), k) .
/ a t

(2.104)

(2.105)
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Figure 2-8 Direct realization of EKF estimator (amplitudes known).

Thus Kalman filter equation for the estimator is

x i(/t) =  O .x i( / t - i ) 4 - P ( ) k R 1( % ( /0 .  (2.106)

For known carrier amplitudes, the direct implementation of (2.106) is shown in Fig. 2 -

8.

Expanding (2.104) yields 

Ve.iik) =  ce,ice,i
y=i

=
(2 ,107)

Substituting H *  (x(fc I -1 ) , / : )  from (2.80) gives

9 w (* )  =  C<M

N
*J lAt cosi©^z(k) -  2Af  cos^©,)sin|@,)-  2Al cos(@;) j T A jsin|@y)

joljyi
.(2.108)

The middle term of (2.108) simplifies to /4?sin(2ft)<,fc +  20i(&)) and, as it is solely composed 

of double frequency terms, will be removed by the loop filter and may be neglected leaving

9e,i(k) ~  c9,i V 2At cos/@,(ik))z(fc) -  2 At cos(©,(&)) ^ A j  sin(@y(/:)) (2.109)

The last term of which reduces to
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x , ( k \  k - l )

A  A, si

A w s f a M  +  (k \ k - 1 ) )

unit
delay

Figure 2-9 DPLL realization of i th EKF estimator with baseband coupling only
(amplitudes known).

2 Ai cosie^k)) £  Aj sin(@y(^)) =

A i X  ^'[sin(®*( )̂ + ®;(^))_sin(®((^)- ®y( )̂)]

(2.110)

To  allow (2.110) to describe both ACI and C C I, assume that the carriers need not have the 

same carrier frequency, that is ® t(k )  -  0)c tkJ j +  0 , ( A )  and @ y ( A )  =  tOcj k T 't +  9 j ( k )  where 

(i)c l and (O ĵ are not necessarily equal. In (2.110)

sin(©,(A) 4- ®j(k j )  =  sin((co01. +(OcJ)kTs +  §.(k) +  0/(A)) may be neglected since (0Bi +  (Oc j 

will always be substantially greater than the bandwidth of the loop filter. The other term in 

(2.110) is

sin(@j(fc) -  © ,.(*)) =  sin(AG)Ci y£7; +  et( k )  -  S j ( k ) j , (2.111)

where AtU^y =  0)cj - ( 0^ .  is the carrier frequency offset between the two sources, I f  (Atu^yj is

within the bandwidth of the loop filter, (2.111) cannot be neglected and (2.108) becomes

N
4 l A t cos(©/(A))z(A) -  A; £  Aj sin(Atuc y « ; +  0,.(A) -  0y(A))

;=i ,/w
(2.112)

the resulting CDPLL realisation is shown in Fig. 2 -9 . I f  Act)ej  =  0 then

$ i f i ^ 6 ( ( & )  -  © /(A )) =  sin(0j(A) -  0 y ( A ) )  in which case the coupling between the two source
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Figure 2-10 DPLL realization of /fh EKF estimator with baseband and passband 
coupling (amplitudes known).

estimators is strictly baseband. However, if A(Oe j  & 0 then the coupling due to (2, I I I )  is si 

bandpass process. As |A6)Ciy| increases, it begins to be removed by the loop filter and once 

A « cj |  is much greater than the bandwidth of the loop filter, (2 .111 ) may be neglected in 

which case (2.108) becomes simply cfl ,|V2Acos^0,(/c))z(/;)] which is identical to (2.92), an 

Uncoupled DPLL. This is intuitively satisfying since increasing means that* the two

signals are moving out o f the same channel and once (Actî  yj is greater than the bandwidth# 

of the sources, the two signals are no longer effecting each other; that is to say, neither A O  

not CC1 are present.

It  may be more efficient to implement (2.109) directly as opposed to generating (2,112), 

This is equivalent to moving the innovations coupling from baseband (2 .112) to passband 

(2.109) centered at the RF or IF. Fig. 2 -10  shows this passband coupled scheme which is 

functionally equivalent to thet of Fig. 2 -9.

I f  the carrier amplitude is to be estimated, then (2.106) is partitioned as in (2,94) result

ing in

i »’ ~koAk ~})~
* aM . i ^ ( £ - l j _

+ P ( k )R ; \ ( k ) , (2.113)

where from (2,103)
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Figure 2-11 Direct realization of ith EKF estimator with amplitude estimation.

P # )  =
fP w ( * )  ! * V # ) (2.114)

and

c®.»Hj,(x,(*l*-l))v(*)
_ < P A .i(k )  , . ;(x,(/: 1 k -  l))v (k )

(2.115)

The direct implementation of the f t  amplitude and phase estimator takes the form of Fig. 2- 

11. It quickly becomes obvious that the complexity o f the estimator o f Fig. 2-11 increases 

drastically with the increase in the number o f sources. Since the coupling is due to the error
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covariance matrix, the number of cross-couple connections increases as A/2 where N  is the 

number o f sources.

As before, the double frequency terms in phase estimation may be neglected. Substituting 

(2.80) into (2.115), expanding, and neglecting double frequency terms gives

9 M Y
V eA V  1

C.

y A}i(k)

N
« j 2 A t cos(@;( k f j z ( k )  -f 2A , cos(©,.(fc)) £  A } sin(©, (£))

j—Uj+i
’... .............................................. .............. ‘V.............  ......
V2sin(©.(£))z(&}-A,. — 2sin|@(.(£)j ^ A . sin|@y(A)j

y=i.;w

, (2,116)

where A-t =  A ^ k l k - l )  and where <Pe(/(&) is from (2.109). <pA>i(k) results from (2.115) by 

expanding (pAJJc)
N

(pA.(k) =  V 2  sin(@;(^))z(^) -  2A. sin2(© (.(jt)) -  2sin(©i(* )) £  A  s in (© # ) )  (2.117)

and using the trigonometric identity

2 sin2(£) =  1 -  cos(2£), 

and neglecting double frequency terms gives

N
<pA,i(k) = V2 sin(@i(^))z(fc) -  At -  £  Ay Cosf©^) -  ©;(£))•

(2.118)

(2.119)

So DPLL realization of the estimation of xgi(k ) utilizes (2.116) whereas the estimation of 

xA i(k) utilizes (2.115) as shown in Fig. 2-12.

When i = j  in the estimation error covariance matrix o f (2.113), is the auto-co-

variance of the estimation error in x,(&) which has been studied in Section 2,3.2. O f  interest 

at this point is the contribution of the cross-covariance matrices in the coupling c l the 

DPLLs. Using the same procedure as before, Set

* , . . ( » ) ;  o 
o i >,;(bjP«(0) = (2 .120 )
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V M ;sin(0y)

amplitude 
estimator
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XM

^ s in (Q .) ^ 4 y S in (© ; )

■ < ; ( * )P a * ,# ) *

P o A k K K  (* )

Pfl, ( * ) c A  ( *

x,),■(*. I X: — 1)
^ .  co s fe  ]H
VM ,sin(0.)

Figure 2-12 DPLL realization of i th EKF estimator with amplitude estimation.

and set fc/(0) =  0. The prior error covariance estimate from (2.72) remains block diagonal

P(110) =

M iio )
M i i o )

o

0
(2.121)

M ( n o ) .

Substituting (2.121) into (2.88) and examining the off-diagonal matrices reveals that 

_. P,(l 10)H,(x,(l 10))HJ(x,(l 10))PJ(110)
w

K + £ h ,(*,(1I0))P„(1I0)H7(x,(1I0))
(2 .122)

1=1
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indicating that the cross-covariance terms may not in general be neglected, The relative 

magnitude of the cross-covariance matrices determines the “strength" of the coupling be

tween the DPLLs.

Further examination of the direct and DPLL realizations is possible but is dependent on 

the particular state vector and modulation process. Much of the subsequent work focuses on 

the first-order phase process (2.44) for a PM  source. Therefore a PM receiver example will be 

presented. Bradley [18] derived an estimator for the FM  case described by (2.53) which will 

also be presented.

2.3.4. PM Receiver Structure

Example structures from Sections. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 are presented for phase modulated first 

order phase processes. First the single source case is examined and then a two source receiver 

is presented.

Single Source

For a phase modulate first order phase process, (2.28) is

" * • ( * + 1 ) ’ '0{k + 1)' 0e O' W 4*
' n

xA(k + 1). / ( *  + !)_ 0 1 A {k \
T

0
w(k). (2.123)

and the measurement is

z(k) =  j2A(k)sin((OckTs+ d (k ))  +  v(k).

From the observation function

h(x(k  I k - 1),*) = <j2A(k I k -  l)cos(e(!k)),

the observation matrix (2,80) is

■j2A(k I k -  l)cos(0

(2,124)

(2,125)

H ( x ( k \k ~ \ ) ,k )  =
V2sin^0(A)j

(2.126)
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Vi1.'.'.1

amplitude
estimator

l ^ c o s ( 8 ) > ----------

Figure 2--13 Single source PM direct EKF realization with amplitude estimation. 

Substituting (2,126) and (2,125) into (2,94) gives the EKF equation

(2.127)
'«(*)■ tyo O' ~ e ( k - \ )

4. P6a(^) R~l ~(Pe(k)~

. M l 0 1 A ( k - 1)
T

f « ( k ) Pa( * ) .
Ay

where from (2,95)

>«(*)" *j2A(k Ifc -T)cos(0(&))v(&)

a/2 sin(0(£)jv(&)
(2.128)

where the innovations process

v(k) = z(lc) -  *JlA(k \k - 1) sin(0(fc)j.

The elements of (2.127) give the phase estimate

» ( * )  =  - 1 )  +  P , ( k ) K '% ( k )  +  W W A

and amplitude estimate

(2,129)

(2.130)
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amplitude
estimator

z ( k ) -

i ... I

DPLL
e(k\k-\)

- A ( k - l )

Figure 2-14 Single source PM DPLL realization with amplitude estimation,

A(k) =  A(k  - 1 )  +  P M R ^ i k )  +  PA(k)R;'(pA (k). (2,131)

The direct realization of (2.130) and (2.131) is shown in Fig. 2—13, which is simply a 

special case o f Fig. 2 -6 . The separate amplitude and phase estimators may easily be seen. The 

phase estimator is that o f Fig. 2 -4  which is basically a DPLL with the addition of the inno

vations process input into the phase detector.

From (2.96) the double frequency terms of the phase estate estimate (2.130) may be ne

glected in (2.128)

*j2A(k  I k ~  l)cos(0(&))z(fc)

■V2 sin{@(k)^z(k) - A ( k \ k - \ )

However, the double frequency terms may not be neglected in amplitude estimation since 

the loop filter for the amplitude state is essentially all-pass. Thus only the phase state estimate 

(2.130) may be simplified as

'<Pe(k)' (2. 132)
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+  (2.133)

The resulting receiver structure of Fig. 2—14 is composed of coupled phase and ampli

tude estimators where the phase estimator is the DPLL o f Fig. 2 -4  with the addition o f the 

coupling of the amplitude estimator.

The coupling o f the two estimators occurs by the cross-covariance elements PM, Since 

the phase and amplitude processes of (2.123) are not coupled, investigation into the nature 

o f the cross-covariance coupling is required.

At this time we are interested only in the off-diagonal elements o f (2.100) into which we 

substitute (2.126) to find

„ m  _ 2f.(l I o y w m i  10)cos(e(*))sin(e(*)) ,
* U  ~ R ,  + 2/> (110)i,(110 ) c o s l ( e ( k ) ) + 2/’/,(0)sinJ(e ( t ) ) '

which after use of the trigonometry identities

2cos(£)sin(£)==sin(2£), (2,135)

and (2.118) (2.134) becomes

„ ... I ’M  IO)^(Q)-i,(l IO)sin(20(<:)) _____
*  ' «, + />#(IIO)^(llO)(l+cos(20(*)))+^(oXl-cos(2®(*)))'

The off-diagonal elements are zero if the numerator o f (2,136) is zero, The conditions 

which result in a zero denominator are i f  PA(0) =  0 or if  Pg( 1 10) =  0 which is unlikely since 

the prior error covariance of the estimates is zero only i f  A(& I k ~  1) =  A(k) or if

$(k  I k - 1) =  $(k) which will definitely not be the case during acquisition when the states are

being estimated. P0( 110) >  0  since 0  < <ftg — exp(-2aTt) < 1 and 0  < y \  - 1 — Thus the 

error covariance update (2.88) reveals that may not be zero during the acquisition stage. 

Once the states have been accurately estimated, then P^ may become less significant and 

may then possibly be neglected.
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Two Sources, Known Amplitudes

W e now expand the development the single source DPLL to that for two sources. For the 

case where the amplitudes of the carriers are known, the state equation is

(2,1*
'*0 .i(*  +  l ) '

1

00,1 0  T 0 , ( * ) - 4. Ye, t 0  T M * * ) '

* 0 #  +  l) . M k + 1). 0 Q o a l P i i k ) .
T

0 7 « ,2 J K ,2 (* ).

and the PM  measurement is

z(k) =  V 2 [A  sin(<a ckTt + 9x(k)) +  A2 sin (<W,iT, +  02(&))]+  v(A:),. 

where 4, and A2 are both known constants. The EKF equation is

'ex(k) >0.. o ‘ ' » , ( * -  O'
4-

‘  Pv (k) ^0,\0,4k) R~l (Pe,\ (^)

e2 (k)_

-------1
N

o
1 A  ( * - > ) .

T

J*0,\e,4k} 0̂,2 (k ) t JPe,4k).

where

>0.» w

JPe, z(k )_

4 2  Ax cos(@, (k)^v(k) 

4 2  A2 co^&2(k)^v(k)

(2,138)

(2.139)

(2.140)

with innovations process

v(k) =  z(k) -  4 2  ̂ 4, sin(@, (&)) +  42 sin|@2(£ )) j.

The phase estimates may be rewritten as

&i(lc) — <l>6)idx(k — T) +  P0iX(k)Rv <pe(i(^) +  Ee,\o,4J4 \̂> Vo.zifyf

= ^0,2^2 — 1) "F ^0,10,2( )̂^v (̂ 0,1 i k ) F 0̂,2 $0,4^) *

The resulting receiver structure is composed of two coupled phase estimators (see Fig. 2 -15). 

Neglecting the double frequency terms, (2.109) for this case becomes

4 2  A{ cos|@, (kfjz(k) -  24, cos (® l(* ) )4 2Sin(©2(* ))

4 2 A2 cos l ® 2(k)^z(k) -  2/42 cos|@2(fc))4, sin|@, w )

which may be implemented as shown in Fig. 2-16. The simplified innovations process is

(2.141)

(2.142)

(2.143)

>£ ,t(*)"

J > U k).
(2,144)
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exp(-a,7;)

W ) K
6 A k - 1)

0̂.10.2 (*)* DPLL #1
K k ) - * {  2

DPLL #2

f t ( * - l )

^ c o s f e ) e x p (-a 2Tr)
6 U * U - 1 )

Figure 2-15 Direct realization of two source EKF estimator.

'v ,(*)‘

y i ( k).
(2.145)

z(k) -  *J2A2 sin(@2(fc)) 

z(k) -  V2A, sin|©, (k)j

Although the two phase processes are independent, they are coupled. This is intuitively 

satisfying since the ability to correctly estimate one of the phases directly affects the ability to 

estimate the other, Here (2,122) becomes

p (i) -  -  e2)+cos(e,(^)+ e 2(*))]i’. il(i i o)p.,2(i i o) ^

w  ~ R, + A2(l+cos(2e,(*)))/>„,,(! 10)+ X|(l + cos(2e3(*)))/>,,(110)'

I f  the amplitude o f either one of the carriers is zero, then the cross-covariance is zero, 

This makes sense since if  one of the amplitudes is zero, then we have but a single source. The 

only other way that (2.146) may be zero is if  one of the Pei( 1 10) =  <PljPg<t(0) +  Y%gi terms is 

zero, Since 0 < -  exp (-2a (T t) < 1 and 0 < y \ti - 1 -  $ ti then P6 i{ 1 10) > 0. Therefore

the cross-covariance elements may not simply be neglected.
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z(k)—

" f .........../**"' \
V2 Ax cos(01)

v i & ) / < 7 Y V e M

DPLL #1

DPLL #2
0Af).2\k)K

e2( k - 1) ;

on° yflA2 COS (|Q2 ) ] ^

V.V«V.V.V.V.V.%W;i.V;.V.,\'.V»V.V. A if c j )
Figure 2-16 Two source PM CDPLL,

I f  the baseband coupling of Fig. 2 -16  is removed, that is P0\fi2{k) — 0, the case of the 

analog M A P derived CPLL estimator [13] and in the subsequent works [14] [15] results. In 

their estimator the estimate o f 02 is removed from the input o f DPLL #1 and vice versa (sec 

Fig. 1-6). However, as their MAP estimator simply uses independent stationary Gaussian 

processes to model the modulation, the baseband coupling between the states that result 

from the EKF are not present in the MAP derivation.

Another approach is to look at each DPLL as a separate estimator, each described by 

(2.93). This is accomplished by creating a separate innovations process for each of the two 

EKFs. In (2.141) the predicted state measurement is

h(x(k),k) =  V2 [/I, sin(@, (k)) +  A2 sin(©2( * ) ) ] . (2 .147)

However, the predicted state measurement for 0, is h{0{(k I k -  l),&j =  V2A| sin(®|(fc)j and 

similarly for Bv  In this manner (2.141) becomes
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< * ) '

V,\VV.V.W.VAW/AV,V.W.ViVA\V*V

d2( k - 1)

J2A, cos(02)
i ______________________________

Figure 2-17 Two source PM CDPLL with no innovations process.

> ,(*)' z{k) -  *J2A{ sin(@[ (£))

M k). z(k) -  4 2  A2 sin(@2(fc)j
(2.148)

Substituting (2.148) into (2.140) and neglecting double frequency terms leaves

'V2A cos

a /2 / \ 2 co s (@ 2 ( £ ) ) z (& )

9\{k)
<p'i(k)_

(2.149)

This is equivalent to replacing the innovations process with the measurement as in (2,93) 

which is realized by Fig, 2-17. This is similar to the receiver developed by Kumar [36, 37].

Two sources, unknown amplitude

Finally amplitude estimation is included in the two-source estimator. The state equation 

from (2.44) is
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' » , ( * + 1 ) 1 0 0 , l  0

0
' m y > 0.. o

0
A ( *  +  ! ) 0  1 m )

+
0  0 0

s ^ + l )
0

0 0 ,2  0 m ) 0
70 ,2  0

0  1
A ( * X

0  0 0  _

with corresponding measurement

z(k) =  V2[/},(fc)sin(ft)c/:r, +  6{(k)) +  A2(k)sin(cockT, +  6>2(fc))j +  v(k), 

resulting in the observation matrix

^2 A y{k I k -  l)cos(@,(/i))

H ( x ( k \ k - l ) , k ) r  =
V^sin^© ,^))

V 2A2(k I k -  i)cos(©2(fc)j 

V2sin (© 2(&)j

From the observation function of (2.151). the innovations process is 

v(k) =  z(k)-^[2^Al(k i k -  l)sin(@i(fc)) + ^ ( k  I k -  l)s in |© 2(/:)j|.

The Kalman Filter equation from (2.113) is

’ ^(ik +  l)" ’00,1 0 0
e,(k)

A ( ^ + i ) 0  1

e2( k + 1) 0 2 ^ » .( * )

A ( * + 1 ). -
0 1

A w .

Pu (k ) Pn (k) 

[Pu (k) P22(k )\
r :

<p, (k)

where P J k )  are defined in (2.114) and from (2.128)

«j2A.(k 1 k -  ̂ c o s ^ © ;^ )^ *:)  

V2sin(@.

which may be simplified via (2.116)

f M * ) ‘ 1 ^ 2  At cos(@;(/:))z(&) + 2 A, co$(® ̂ kfjAj sin(©y. (&)jj 

V2 sm(@;(k)^z(k)-  At -2sin(@((£)j/l. sin̂ @;.(/:)j

The realization o f (2.156) and the EKF equation is shown in Fig. 2—18.

52

(2.150)

(2.151)

(2.152)

(2.153)

(2.154)

(2.155)

(2.156)
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Figure 2-18 Two source EKF realization w
«kiiKU»krf5

estimation.

The coupling between A and 0  in Pit(k) was presented in (2,134). However the coupling 

between the two process estimators has not been studied. From (2.122) the elements o f 

are found to be
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8,iAj (1)
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-4,(110)[»in(e,(t) +  9 , (k) )  -  sin(tf, (*) -  9, W )]fw(l 10)P,.;(110)

r , + £ # ( 11 o)(i+<w(2®1(*)))/>„.,(i i o)+ ( i - cos(2e,(*)))n,.,(110)

54

(2.157)

[cos(«, (*) + ©2(*)) -  cos(e, <A) -  (110)^.2(110)
Pam,2 V-) = -2—  r---------------~ -----~— ”— ~— ;--------     > (2*158)2 , 

K  +  ' t  4 \ l  10)(l + cos(?,e,(*)))p„.,(11 o)+ (l -  cos(26, «))/>„,,( I 10)

and ^0,10,2(1) is as in (2.146). Again it is evident that the coupling cannot be dismissed espe

cially during acquisition.

2.3.5. FM Receiver Structure

The first example of angle modulation presented was phase modulation. Since the m. usage 

process is the same as the phase process, P M  is a convenient modulation scheme to examine, 

However, frequency modulation is the most common form of angle modulation and is 

commonly the modulation scheme examined in the literature, Therefore the FM equivalents 

o f the PM structures derived in the previous section will be presented.

Single Source

Since FM  demodulation requires the estimation of an additional state when compared to 

PM , the single source FM  receiver with amplitude estimation is presented first,

The state equation for a first-order FM  source from (2.53) is

(2.159)

■ *„ (£ + 1)‘ ‘ 0(k + 1)' 1 «V ! O' -0(ky
y »  y « r i q ~w0(ky

x; (k +  l) = / ( * + 1)

O©

m + wr (k)

_xA( k U ) A(k + 1). 0 0 j l_ M ) .
L o ■ o j 0

where ^  and <j)f  are defined in (2.47) and (2,48) respectively, The state selection vector is

c = [c1e j 0 f = [ l  0 ; 0]T, (2,160)

resulting in the same measurement equation as for PM, (2 .124), From (2.80) the observation 

matrix is
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HT(x(k\k- l ) ,k)
~cr0H re{x(k \ k - \ ) , k )

■^2A(k 1 k ~  l)cos^S>(£)J 

0
_ H A( i ( k \ k - ' i ) , k )  _

•\/2sin(0(fc)j

5 5

(2.161)

The estimator is formed by-substituting (2.159), (2.160), and (2.161) into (2,94) which 

becomes

(2.162)

0(k) '1 rtf o' ' e ( k - i ) > .( * ) P M P<»(k) '% {k )

f ( k ) = 0 df 0 f ( k - 1) + P; {k) P/A(k) <?f (k)
A(k) 0 0 1 A ( k - 1) %1 PAf(k) PA{k) _<PA(k)

where from (2.95)

<Pe(k)

9(k) = <Pf {k) =

.<PA(k)_

V2A (k I k -  l)cos(0(£)jv(& ) 

0

•V2sin(©(fc))v(fc)
(2.163)

: re-

(2.164)

(2.165)

and the innovations process is the same as (2.129).

Since <pf (k) =  0 the elements o f the middle column of P do not contribute to the 

ceiver arid may be neglected. The resulting individual state estimates are

0(k) =  6 {k ~  1) +  <t>J(k - 1) +  Pe(k)R;'(pd(k) +  P M R ^ i k )  

f ( k )  =  t , f ( k  - 1)+ Pfe{k)R;'<pe{k )+ pfA(k)R;l(pA(k)

M k )  =  M k - l )  +  PAe (k )K l% (k )  +  PA(k)R;l( p M  (2.166)

To facilitate a more compact diagram and also to better show the structure o f the loop 

filter, z-transform notation will be used for the state predictions, From [38] the causal differ

ence equation y(n) =  ay(n — 1) +  x(n) has a corresponding system function of

tf (z ) =  — ( 2. 167)  
1 -  az

where the region of convergence is |z| >  |a|. The single source FM  receiver is shown in Fig. 2 -  

19.

I f  the double frequency terms are neglected, from (2.96) (2.163) becomes
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A ( k - 1)
A (k ~  1)

amplitude
estimator

DPLL

Figure 2-19 Single source FM direct EKF realization with amplitude estimation,

(p'f {k) =

M * ) .

0

■yjl sin(@(&)jz(fc) -  A(k I k - 1)

(2.168)

realized by the receiver of Fig. 2-20.

The state coupling again needs to be investigated with the addition of the frequency

state. As previously mentioned, the middle column of P may be neglected so only the two

outer columns need to be examined. Starting with an initial error covariance

> e( 0) 0 O '

P (0 )=  0 Pf { 0) 0 (2.169)

0 0 PA( 0).

the error covariance prediction (2,72) is
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,V^\VV,V.\%\V.VSV.%W.%V,V.V,VV.V.V

Figure 2-20 Single source FM DPLL realization with amplitude estimation.

P(110)
Po(0) + Q y P f^  + Yg+Y# tpeffifPfity + YoYfe “L YefY/ O' 

M A (  ° ) + Ve'Yfe+ Y«fYf 4>}pf ( P ) + r % + r 2/  o
0 0  PA(0)

(2.170)

Thus it is immediately apparent that the coupling between the phase and frequency states, 

via Pp, may not be neglected. This is intuitively satisfying since the two states are coupled in 

the State equiition. The coupling between the amplitude and the phase and frequency states is 

due to jUPfl( l  10)HgH^PA(0) in (2.100) after substitution of (2.161) and (2.170) becomes

’ 2.4(0) cos(0(fc))Pe (1 10)sin(0(£))pA(O)"

2/4(0) cos(0(£))/% (l 1O)sin(0(/t))pA(O)
pP(,(ll0 )H jH AP,(0) = p (2.171)

where
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p  =  [/?v +  2 i 2(0)cos2(©(/k))pe( l  10 ) +  2 s in 2(e ( jt ) )p A( l  I ())]"'. (2.172)

Since none of the terms in the numerator of (2,171) are initially zero, again the state 

coupling cannot be neglected especially during acquisition,

Tw o Sources, Known Amplitudes

Nearly all o f the related CPLL and CDPLL literature [13, 14, 15, 18, 19] has been devel

oped with the two F M  source scenario. The latter three have included some form of ampli

tude estimation. Therefore as a final example we present the two FM source EKF derived re

ceiver structures, First we present the case where the amplitudes are known and then when 

they are unknown.

The state equation describing the two sources is

(2.173)

'et(k+ i)' ■«,(*)'
/,(* + !) /W 4-T,., # ' "7,iW
e2(*+i) » <i>. , °  v wt ,(k)
. /# + 1).

and the measurement equation is the same as (2.138). The observation matrix is

^2/4, ( k \ k -  l)cos(@| (&))

+J2 sin^0, (k)j 

'J lA 7[ k  I k -  l)cos^02(/:))

V2sin (©2(&)j

(2,174)

The innovations process is the same as (2,141), The Kalman Filter equation from (2,106) is

e ,( ic )
m 0 m - \ )
«,(*) .  0 4 (*-i)
.Aw. ,A(*-i).

+ P.i(A)
Lp2lW  p22(*).

V i(* ) (2.175)

where IL(& ) are defined in (2.114) and from (2.163)

V2/4,. cos {& i(k fjv (k )  

0
(2,176)
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frequency 

estimator #1

frequency 
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> af v M ) K

02(k \ k~ -1)
J lA ,  cos(©2)

Figure 2-21 Two-source FM direct EKF realization.

The baseband approximation of (2.176) from (2.109) is

N
V 2/t(.cos(@((fc))z(&)- 2A.cos(©.(fc)) sin(@,(k)}

0
(2.177)

The block diagram of the direct real ization of the resulting EKF equation is shown in 

Fig. 2-21. The CDPLL realization using (2.177) is nearly the same except that the innova

tions process of Fig. 2-21 is replaced by those of Fig. 2-16.

The coupling between 6 and/and in Pu(k) was presented in (2.171). However the 

coupling between the two process estimators has not been studied for FM. The cross-covari

ance matrix from (2.122) is
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p  /. \ _  ^0.10,2^ )  ^e,i/,2(^)
* 12(A) —

6 0

(2,178)

^6,10,2(1) was presented in Section 2.3.4. The elements of the last column of (2.178) do not 

contribute to the coupling since they are multiplied by (pfti(k) =  0 . The addition of the fre

quency state has thus introduced a new cross-covariance terms

W ) = m 4 4 ,  (1)+e,w )+cos(0, (1) -  4(1))]'’.,,/,, (110)P„(110), (2.179)

where

M = + X a [i  + coS(20 /(1))]p(,,,(IIO )| . (2.180)

It is clear that the cross-covariance terms may not be zero and should not be neglected at 

this point.

Two Sources, Unknown Amplitudes

Inclusion o f unknown amplitudes is a direct extension of the above results. The ittate equa

tion describing the two sources is

'0 , ( * + l ) " ' m y

^  0 t\ m *r0|1 0
0

wu (k)

Ax(k + 1) 0  1
0

A\{k)
+

0 0 0
02( *  +  l) 0 ^ 0,2 ® 02(k) 0

T0)2 «

7 a ( *  +  !)
0  1 m

0 0 Wf,t{k)

M k + l ). M k \ 0

(2.181)

the observation matrix is

*{2A{(k I k -  l)cos(®|(fc)) 
0

V2sin^0,(^)j

4 l A 2(k I k -  l)cos^02(/:)j 
0

V2 s in (02(fc)j

(2.182)

The innovations process is the same as (2.153). The Kalman Filter equation from (2,113) is
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e m ex( k - \ )

r m 0 « ]  
» > 0

' m - 1)
A,(k) , \ ( k - 1)

0 / k )
•  y  ?

« , ( * - 1 )

fz(k)
°  1

/ . ( * - ! )

M * ) .

p„M  p«(*)
[p,,(*) pb(*)J

R,-1 % ( k )

.9 z (* ) .
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(2.183)

where ft/(&) are defined in (2.114) and from (2.163)

■sf2A;(k I k -  l)cos(0,(£)jv(fc) 

0 (2.184)

V2 sin^€, [k)}v(k)

The baseband approximation of (2.184) from (2,116) is

cos(0,(&))z(fc) +  2 Aj cos(©,(/:)ji4y sin(©y(fc))J

<P M  =
? « # )

9 aM _
0

V2 sin^0,.(^)jz(i<) -  At -  2s in (0 i(fc))A; sin(0;.(&))

(2.185)

The block diagram of the direct realization of the resulting EKF equation is shown in 

Fig. 2-22 where the amplitude and phase estimators are as shown in Fig. 2-19.

The coupling between 6,fi  and A in P,v(/:) was presented in (2.171). However the cou

pling between the two process estimators has not been studied for FM. The cross-covariance 

matrix from (2.122) is

Pn« =
0̂,10,2(^) ^0,l/\2(^) ?>,!A,2(^)

^/,ie,2(^) f / , l / ,2(^) /̂,1A)2(^)

^ A , i8 ,2 ( ^ l  P a , I f , 2 ^ )  P A ,iA a ( iC)_

(2.186)

» Po,\A,Z 0)> Pa,\o, 2(1), and Pa,m ,zO) were presented in Section 2.3.4. The elements 

o f the middle column of (2.186) do not contribute to the coupling since they are multiplied 

by <p/'i(k) =  0 . The addition o f the frequency state has thus introduced two new cross-co

variance terms

P/.,«(0=M (0)A(0)[<=«(® ,0)+eJ(i))+cos(e1( i) - e 2(i))k,.,,,,(i'0)PM(i!0 )  (2.187)
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Figure 2-22 Two-source FM direct EKF realizat on with amplitude estimation.
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■ 0 , (^ 1 )

- < M * )

' 9 o A k) 

»02( k -  1)

>9A,2(k )

1)

and

^/J4 .2(l) = /'A(O)^2(O)[sin(e!( l)+ e 2( l ) ) - Sin(0,{l)-4(1))]A»..l/,,(l|O)/^i2(1|0) (2.188) 

where
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I t  is again cleat that the cross-covariance terms may not be zero and should not be ne

glected at this point.

2.5. Summary

In this chapter we have derived a model to describe the problem at hand. State-space nota

tion has been chosen for its ability to accurately and compactly describe the problem. State- 

space notation also facilitates the creation of a multiple source model by simply augmenting 

State vectors and matrices. A general A^-order Gauss-Markov stochastic model has been cho

sen and described to model random modulating processes. From this a first-order Gauss- 

Markov message process has been derived and will be used throughout much of the remain

ing work. Both FM  and PM first order message processes have also been derived.

From the continuous-time state-space model of the communication system a discrete 

model was derived as necessitated by the eventual digital implementation of the resulting re

ceiver structures. This allowed for the development of a discrete Extended Kalman Filter 

which form the foundation for the formulation of aC D P LL receiver.

Several PM  and FM  receiver structures have been defined formulated and some prelimi

nary analysis has been presented. Single and two source P M  and FM  examples with first-or

der message processes were illustrated. Further analysis follows in subsequent chapters,

Interference and improvement ratios have been defined for estimator performance com

parisons in subsequent chapters.
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3. Observation, Estimation, and State Separability
In this chapter the issue of signal separability is addressed. Due to the nonlinear nature of the 

angle modulation and demodulation processes, strict analytic solutions do not present them

selves especially in the multiple signal scenario presented here. Additionally, the BKFs formu

lated in the previous chapter may only be studied by computer simulation as the estimator 

structures employ time-varying gains [29]. Therefore the methodology employed in this 

work is to break the general problem down into its various related aspects and examining 

these topics individually. Each topic is then further simplified as to allow the models derived 

in the previous chapter to be employed. Although this method does not provide convenient 

closed form solutions, valuable insights into the problem as a whole are gained through com

puter simulation.

The state separability and estimation issue is addressed item by item each built on the 

preceding. In the simplest case the co-channel interference problem is couched as the separa

tion of two similar stochastic message processes. So as a foundation the non-linear PM  obser

vation function is grossly simplified by a linear observation model, The state separability is 

quantified by use of the state observability Gramian, W e then replace the linear approxima

tion with a non-linear one and examine state separability for first single and then two source 

cases, much the same manner as the EKF estimator was formulated in Section 2,3.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, estimation the amplitude as well as phase states are required, 

Since these are two distinct parameters, their observability and estimation will be treated sep

arately, Phase estimation will be considered first, followed by phase and amplitude estima

tion, and finally phase, frequency, and amplitude estimation, In all estimator simulations the



measurement noise is small relative to the signal power (high SNR) to facilitate the study of 

the multi-source signal separation,

3.1. Message Process Characterization

As in the proceeding chapter, the message process (2.35) will be modeled by a first uder 

unit-energy lowpass process described by

xm (k +1) =  m(k + 1) = e~ar’m(k) +  ( l  -  <f2ttr' f  w(k) (3.1)

Since the goal is the investigation of similar signal separability, two independent, similar 

processes, m, and m2, may be defined by the state equation

m, (k +1)

m±( k + 1).

e~a'r‘ 0 J mx{k)  

m2(k.)_0
+

0 wx(k)

_ M k ) _

(3.2)
( l  - « - * « ) *

0  ( l - c - 2" . '') * ]

where Wj and w2 are identical independent N  .‘ [0,1] discrete random processes. (3.2) may 

be written more compactly as

x(fc +  l )  =  Ox(fc) +Tw (fc). (3.3)

The state covariance matrix Q „ for a linear, time-invariant system is described by the 

Lyapunov equation [39]

Q x =<DQxO T + r Q wr T, (3.4)

where Q w is the covariance of the process driving noise w. For the first order case described 

by (3.2), the state covariance matrix is

Q *  =

1 o 

0 1
(3.5)

since the message processes are independent and each is unit-energy.

The two processes are both first-order lowpass processes whose spectral characteristics are 

solely defined by the parameter a  as well as being independent since £'[w1(/:)w2(/:)] =  0. I f  

a t =  tt2 then the two processes are statistically identical although they are still independent.
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In  time varying processes like speech, a , ^  a 2, however with mobile data ct1 =  (X2. Thus it is 

desirable to qualify and quantify the degree of similarity between the two processes.

One measure of similarity may be contained in the state transition matrix ®  in (3.3). In 

the simple case of (3.2), ®  =  diag{e~a'ls, and since ®  is diagonal, its eigenvalues are 

simply its diagonal elements. Thus if a, »  «y, then cty becomes the dominant eigenvalue 

o f®  and the eigenvalue ratio Am„ /A min becomes a crude measure o f process similarity. Also, 

the signal processes are asymptotically stable if all of the eigenvalues o f®  are less than unity 

[35].

3.2. Linear Time-Invariant Observation and Estimation

The crux of this work lies in the observation of the state variables. In general state-space no

tation the state observation is described by (repeated from Chapter 2)

7J(k) =  h(x(k),k) +  \ (k ) ,  (3.6)

where h(x(k), k) is an observation function possibly dependent on the state x and possibly 

dependent on the time k. As stated in Chapter 2, the observation function describing the 

process of phase modulation is inherently nonlinear. Thus the observation function plays a 

key role in the problem of the separation of signals.

In the investigation of nonlinear observation, we begin by examining the signal separabil

ity issue for linear observations of the state to gain some insight into the problem of how to 

treat the nonlinear case.

3.2. t . State Observation

In the case of linear, time invariant (LTI) state observation, h(x(k), /*) may be replaced by 

the constant observation matrix H  which results in the state observation equation

a ( * ) - H x ( * )  +  v (*), (3,7)

where z is the measurement o f the state x.
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The co-channel communication problem can be grossly simplified by removing the 

modulation process completely and replacing it with the L T I observation matrix. Thus re

ceiving the two processes of (3.2) on the same sensor, the scalar state measurement becomes

* (* )  =  [ 1 1] + v(k), (3.8)
!*? (*) .

which is simply the sum of the two states plus measurement noise. Having made this gross 

simplification, we may now use the plethora o f linear system theory in the initial investiga

tion of the observation of similar signals.

The observability of a system is the relationship between the measurement z and the state 

X. I f  every state \ ( k )  may be determined from knowledge of <D, H , and the initial state 

x(0 ), then the system is said to be uniformly completely observable. In the case of L T I systems, 

the system is completely observable if  the n X nm observability matrix [32]

S = [h t | 4>tHt j ••• j (Ot)""'h t ] (3.9)

has rank n where n is the dimension of the state vector and m is the dimension of the mea

surement vector. In the case of scalar observations, S is square and the system is completely 

observable if  S  is o f full rank. Substituting (3.2) and (3.8) into (3.9) yields

1 e 

\  e

Since the rank is defined as the dimension of the column space (the number of linearly inde

pendent columns), it is obvious that if  tt, =  <X2 then S  is not fiill rank and therefore the sys

tem is not completely observable. Analytically i f  a , ^  a 2 then the two columns are linearly 

independent and the matrix is of full rank. However, numerically there is a transition when 

a, ~ a 2 where it is difficult to define the rank. The rank of the observability matrix will be 

investigated by examining the singular values of the observability matrix which, for (3,10), 

are

-«ar, (3.10)
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A

1

6 8

Figure 3-1 Singular values of observability matrix for various and «2.

p12 = l-h^<f2",7'j + ̂ tf2fl2',:'
(3 I I)

± ^ 4  + + 2e”2(rt,+“l)r' + + 8e~(“l+“2)r' )*

and have been plotted in Fig, 3-1 with axes scaling ID ”3 < «, < 1, 1 O’1 ^ « 2 5  I where the (X  

axes are logarithmic and <T2, -  cr2 2 . When «, =  a 2, =  0 which indicates that S is sin

gular (not full rank) and the state variables are not distinguishable. As fl, and a2 become less 

equal, S  is still ill conditioned but becomes better conditioned as p2 increases. Thus the 

system becomes “more observable” as and a2 diverge.

3.2.2. State Estimation

The effect of this varying observability on state estimation (and separability) may be investi

gated by examining a discrete Kalman filter’s ability to separate similar processes for various 

a ’s. Since the L T I system is stationary, this may be accomplished by examining the solutions 

to the Kalman gain matrix, the prior (prediction) error covariance (Riccati equation), and the 

post (estimation) error covariance,
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Figure 3 -2  Kalman gains for various ax and a 2.

The effect of K 0, the steady-state optimum Kalman gain, the filter equation (from 

(2 .66))

x(k) = \ ( k \ k - i )  + K 0[ 4 k ) - H x ( k \ k - l ) ]  (3.12)

is to weight the information from the new measurement z(k) -  H x (£  I k — l ) ,  also known as 

the innovations process, against the prediction of the state \ (k  I & — 1). Thus if  K 0 is small, 

very little information is present in the new measurement resulting in the state estimate is 

based almost completely on the previous prediction. On the other hand, if  K 0 is large, the 

new measurement contains more information than the prediction resulting in the state esti

mate is based almost completely on the measurement. The gain matrix is proportional to the 

uncertainty in the estimate (expressed In trie error covariance P) and inversely proportional 

to the uncertainly o f the measurement (expressed in the measurement noise covariance R v). 

Thus K  increases if  the uncertainty in the estimate increases (indicating a poor state predic

tion) or if the measurement noise covariance decreases (indicating good state measurements).

In the simple system of (3.2) and (3.8), the Kalman filter equation (3.12) is
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^  a x =  a

Figure 3-3 Prior error covariances for various a, and a 2.

A (* ).

xx( k \ k - 1) 

x2( k \ k - l )

K.0,1
/(T.o,2

x}(k \ k - \ )  

x2( k \ k - l )
(3.13)

where Kc, and K0 2 are the optimal gains for the estimation of states and x2 respectively. 

By examining these gains for various oc’s we can determine how much information is deter

mined in the measurement o f these states (see Pig. 3-2). When a , =(X2, =  Kn 2 =  \

which indicates that equal information is available from the measurement o f Xt and X2. As 

a t > a 2, K 0<1 increases and Ka2 decreases indicating that the measurements contain more 

information about Xx than about Jt2 since the measurement noise is constant. Similarly
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when or, < tt2. When a is small (3.2), the transition from one state to the next is nearly 

unity since e"r/l‘ ~ 1 for small (X, and the contribution from the driving noise is nearly zero 

because of the (l -  ^  term. Since the Kalman filter assumes a priori knowledge of the

state transition matrix, it is able to make very accurate predictions in this case, thus the mea

surement provides very little additional information. On the other hand, when a is large, the 

driving noise is the dominant factor in the state transitions so the Kalman filter cannot accu

rately predict the state and must rely on the measurements for state information. This is also 

related to the variance of each state which increases with a ,  resulting in a commensurate in

crease in the divergence between the state covariances.

Examination of the prior estimation error covariance matrix reveals the error in predict

ing x(k I £ — 1) given the previous estimate. The covariance of the prediction error is given by 

the discrete-time Riccati recursion [35]

P(* + l l * )  =

O P (k I k -  l ) ( l -  H (H TP (*  \k  -  1)H +  R v H TP( / t ! k -  l ) ) o T 4- T Q wr T' (3‘1 ̂

For an asymptotically stable L T I system, there exists some P“ =  liin P(k +  11/:) which satis- 

fies the steady-state version of (3.14). By examining P~ for various a's we can determine the 

Kalman filter’s ability to predict independent but statistically similar states given an observa

tion of only their sum (see Fig. 3-3), where PJj is the steady-state prediction error covari

ance o f xt based on Xj. In all four cases prediction error is large when a, = 0C2. As a, in

creases with respect to a2, we see that the prediction error covariance elements deep*; se 

monotonicaUy except for P,~,. This is due to the (act that the state prediction is almost en

tirely based on the state transition matrix and in the case when a l »  a 2, the state transition 

o f is dominated by the process driving noise. Thus when a , »  a 2, it is more difficult to 

predict ,t, than it is to predict x2, as shown by comparing P^ with P22. A  similar argument 

applies when a , «  a 2.
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Figure 3-4 Post error covariances, P^u - P l ^ - P ^ ,  and P22l tor various a, and ot2.

Finally examination of the post error covariance, where P+ =  Zij(x — x)(x  — x)' J, reveals 

that little improvement is made in estimation when a ( ~ « 2 (see Fig, 3-4). However, as <7t 

and a2 diverge the estimation error variance decreases. When ocl »  a 2> the correction from 

the innovations process provides substantial improvement in the estimation of implying 

that the measurement has valuable information (compare Fig. 3 -3 , Pt“t to Fig. 3-4), Again 

this is due to the nature of the state transition of xv for large a { »  a 2 and similarly holds 

for x2 when a l «  a 2.

To get an idea of the absolute values involved, “slices” of Figs. 3 -1 -  3 -4  arc presented, 

flj was held constant at 0.0263665, the midpoint between 0.001 and I on the log scale, and 

a2 varied from 0.001 to 1.

In Fig. 3 -5  it is may be seen that when 0Ct =  (X2, the smaller singular val ue of the observ

ability matrix is zero, indicating that S is singular. S becomes better conditioned as av and 

a2 diverge.
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Figure 3-6 Kalman gains for varying a2.

Fig. 3 -6  demonstrates that the Kalman gains give greater weight to the process with the 

greater process driving noise contribution (larger a). When the a ’s are equal, so are the 

Kalman weights, In Fig, 3 -7  the prediction error P2 2 increases as a2 increases indicating the 

dominating effect o f the process driving noise on x2. Finally, Fig. 3 -8  shows that the pre

diction error peaks when a , =  a 2,
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3.2.3. Summary and Interpretation

This exercise has shown that, to some degree, it is possible to separate two linearly combined 

states measured with a L T I observation function as long as there is some difference in their
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state covariances, Holding the noise powers identical, this translates to the requirement that 

the state transition matrices must differ for different processes.

The degree or success of separation could be measured by setting a threshold on the post 

error covariance by defining an “acceptable” level o f separation. The choice of this threshold 

would depend on the application area.

Armed with this knowledge, we now tackle the interesting part: nonlinear observations of 

the states,

3.3. Nonlinear Observation and Estimation

Now we examine the effects o f phase modulation and the resulting nonlinear observation 

function on state observability and separability. First we will examine the observability for a 

single phase modulated first-order random process. Then we will extend this to multiple 

phase modulated processes, W e will also look at IF and in-phase/quadrature (I-Q ) sampling.

3.3.1. Single Source Phase Observability

The single sensor observation junction for a single angle modulated source from (2.34) is

h (\(k ), A) = - s /2 A sin(ft),.A'r  +cTx(fc)), (3.15)

where A is the amplitude, (ot is the carrier frequency, c is a state selection vector (2.12), and 

x(lc) is the current state. Since h(x(k),k) is a nonlinear function of both state and time, it 

cannot be expressed as a constant observation matrix H  as it was in the L T I system, In order 

to examine observability as defined above, a linear approximation of h(x(k),k} is required. 

Two cases will be examined: passband and baseband (I-Q ) observation functions.

Passband Sampling

The phase process for the single source phase modulated signal is the same as the message 

process (3,1) so

x0(k +1) = 6(k  +1) = e-«r‘9{k) + (t -  e~ai1‘ f  w (k ), (3.16)
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where 0(k) is the instantaneous phase. Since the phase selection vector c„ =  1 in thif case the 

phase modulated observation _y o f 0 is simply

y(jfc) =  h(0(k), k) = Am (cockTs 4- 0{k)),  (3,17)

and the resulting measurement is

z(k) = y(k) +  v(k), (3.18)

where v is the N  : [0 ,o f ] measurement noise.

The following is similar to the related work of Lagunas [40, 19}. Now define z to be an 

estimate of the measurement based on the a posteriori phase estimate,

z(k) = y (k) =  S  A s in U k T , +  0(k)),  (3 .19)
i ’ f

where 6  is the estimation of the instantaneous phase. Define the measurement estimation er

ror as

z(k) = z(k) -  z(k) =  y(k) -  y(k) 4- v(k) (3,20)

and define the phase estimation error as 0(k ) -  0 (k) — 0(k), Using the small angle approxi

mations cos(<(>)a  1 and sin(^) ~ <)) for <j) « 1 ,  it may be shown that1

y ( k ) - y ( k )  -  ■j2As'm(cockTf +  0(k))-■42Asin[<3>ck3\ 4*0(k)j

«  J2A  cos[o)ckTs 4- 0(k))o(k) (3.21)

for 0 « 1. Combining (3.20) and (3.21) yields

H k ) * j 2 A c o s ( ( O ck T ,+ 0 (k ) ) 0 ( k ) + v (k )  (3.22)

which is in the same form as (3.7) where the state x is 0 and the observation matrix H  is

«j2Acos((Q)jkTs 4-0(&)). Thus the observability o f the estimation error may be stud ied by

linearizing the observation function around each phase estimate. This is similar to the devel

opment o f the Extended Kalman Filter where the observation matrix used in the EKF equa-

*This is valid only after acquisition (phase lock) has been achieved. Acquisition behavior will be examined later.
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tions is formed by expanding the nonlinear observation function h(\(k) ,  k) by a truncated 

Taylor series around the current prediction as in (2.70). Applying (2.70) to (3.17) yields

H (e (A :U -l),fe ) =  - ^ M i )  =  f l A  cos\a)ckT' +  6 ( k \ k - 1)), (3.23)
d6(k)  |*_i)

where the cosine term is the same form as in (3.21) but the prediction has replaced the esti

mation. Formulating the new state 0  and its phase modulated observation H^0(£),A:j in this 

manner allows for the study o f the observability o f the estimation error of phase modulated 

signals for small estimation error. Although this is fairly restrictive, it is hoped that this will 

shed some much needed light on the observability of phase modulated states in general.

Firstly the State update equation of the new state 0 needs to be examined. The state es

timation from the Extended Kalman Filter equations is (from Chapter 2)

8{k) =  0 ( k \ k - \ )  +  K(k)[z(k) -  h{§(k 1 k -1 ) , * ) ] .  (3.24)

Examination of the state estimation error update 

8 ( k ) ^ 8 ( k ) - 0 ( k )

=  «I>0(* - 1 )  +  Tw(k) -  6(k. I k - 1 )  -  K(jfc)[z(Jt) -  h{§(k I k - 1), k )]

= -1) -  8(k -1)) + rw {k) -  K(fc)[z(&) -  h(d(k I k - 1),*)]

= «&0(A: 1) +  F w(k) -  K(fc)[z(*) -  h{d(k I k - 1), A:)], (3.25)

demonstrates that the state prediction error has the same transition matrix as the phase state 

as defined in (3.16). So, in summary we have defined a new process, the state estimation er

ror, defined by the state-space equations

8{k) -  <D0(it - 1 )  -  <MC(£)[z(/k) -  h(e(k i k - 1), it)] + Tw (k) (3.26)

z (k )= H (8 (k ) ,k )e (k )  +  v{k). (3.27)

Bear in mind that (3.26) and (3.27) are only valid for 0  « 1 .
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We now diverge from Lagunas [40, 19] by addressing state observability using tire above 

derivation. Although the state dependence has been removed from the observation function, 

it is still a function o f time, and thus the observability matrix of (3.9) cannot be directly ap

plied, However, a similar observability criteria exists for time varying observation matrices; 

actually (3.9) is a special case of the following. A system is uniformly completely observable if  

there exists an interval kf > k0 such that the matrix, often called the observability c ramian

[41],

^ ( ^ o ^ / ) = X ^ T( ^ .^ ) H T( ^ ) I I ( ^ ) ^ o ^ )  (3.28)

is positive definite [34]. The Gramian <t>TH rH<l> is symmetric and since and I I  are real, 

h>th th <d  is Hermitian. A Hermitian matrix is positive definite (semidefinite) if  and only if 

its eigenvalues are positive (nonnegative) [42], Thus the positive definateness of may lie 

determined by looking at its eigenvalues.

Substituting the state transition matrix from (3,16) and the observation matrix (3.23) 

into (3.28) yields

0 - 2f>

The observability condition will be satisfied if  there exists some kf > kit such that 

M (k 0 ,kf ) >  0 Since fWis a scalar in this case. The exponential term will always be greater 

than zero as long as its argument is finite. The cos2 (cockTs +  0 (k fj term is always greater 

than or equal to zero and is zero only when 0)ekTi +  9{k )| =  §  n where n =  ±1,3, 5,* > •. I n

communications, the bandwidth of the message process is substan tially lower than the carrier
A < 

frequency. Thus over a few cycles of the carrier, 0  will be nearly constant. Assum ing that

more than one sample is taken per carrier cycle, c o fT ^ + ^ k )  will not remain constant from

sample to sample, thus it is clear that there exists some interval k} >  k0 where
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^ockT, +  0(&)| =  f  n which satisfies the M ( k 0,kf } >  0 requirement for complete observability 

for a scalar sampled single phase modulated source,

Baseband Sampling

By sampling the signal’s true in-phase and quadrature components2, the bandpass signal can 

be completely described by two baseband signals. The I -Q  observation function is

cos 6(k)

Substituting (3.30) into (3.17) through (3.23) reveals that

Fl(0(&),kj = dh^ £ ~  = j 2 A [ - m d ( k )  -cos

(3.30)

(3.31)

»(*)=«(*)

for 6  « 1, The resulting observability Gramian from (3.28) is

« ( * „ , * , )  = V2,4
*=*«

cos 26(k) cos0(/i)sin0(fc) 
cos0(&)sin0(A) sin20(&)

(3.32)

For only one sample observation ( k() =  ^  = 0 ) the eigenvalues of £W(^0, k/ ĵ are [ l  0] 

which Is also consistent with the definition of M [ k 0, k^j which specifies that the observation 

interval must be k, > kn. I f  two observations are taken then

fltf(0,l): cos2 0(0) cos 0(0) sin 0(0)
cos 0(0) sin 0(0) sin2 0(0)

cos2 0(1) cos0(l)sin0(l) 
cos 0(1) sin 0(1) sin2 0(1)

+tf>

(3.33)

The worst case is where the phase estimate does not change during the observation interval so
A A

that 0(1) -  0(0). This is unlikely but not impossible if  the change due to the state transition 

is exactly balanced by the change do to the driving noise. In this case, the eigenvalues of 

£W(0,1) are [l +  0] and the eigenvalues of the sample are

2A  gain this assumes that aquisition has been achieved.
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This is somewhat of an artificial case since in general 0(N)  & ••*0(1) ^ 0 (0 ) clue to the 

process driving noise W. The point is that as long as the phase estimate does change with 

time, the phase states are observable.
A A

The rate of phase change does effect the observability. I f  6( i  + 1 ) ~ 0(t) then the eigen

values will not be zero but the 9v( will be ill-conditioned^. Two cases are illustrated! one
A <**

where 0  varies slowly with respect to the sampling rate and one where 0 varies rapidly with 

respect to the sampling rate. As may be expected, the states become “more observable’1 with
A

fewer samples when 0 varies rapidly with respect to the sampling rate.

4

^The condition o f a matrix is the ratio o f the largest to the smallest singular value. l ‘or Hermitian matrices, the 

singular values arc equal to the absolute values o f the eigenvalues.,
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3.3.2. Single Source Phase Estimation

To help tie in the observability issue with state estimation, the Extended Kalman Filter will 

be used to estimate (demodulate) the phase of a single phase modulated source. Since the 

analysis in the previous section is based on small phase estimation error, the EKF will be 

started with perfect knowledge of the signal’s true phase, thus no acquisition is required.

Passband Sampling

In the scalar sampling case, the state and EKF equations reduce to scalars, repeated here for

convenience. The state and measurement equations are

0 (* + 1 ) =  e ^ d ( k )  +  ( l -  f  w(k) (3.35)

z(k) =  42Asm((OckTll+0(lc)) +  v(k),  (3.3 6)

and the single source EKF reduces to

8(k) =  0 { k \ k - 1) +  K(k)[z(k)  -  S A  sm(wckTs +  0(/fc))] (3.37)

Oik +  U ^ ^ e ' ^ d i k )  (3.38)

P(k +  U k )  =  e~2̂ P (k )  +1  -  e ^ ‘ (3.39)

P(k)  =  [ l - K { k ) j l A cos{cockTs +  6 (k ) )Y (k  \ k - l )  (3.40)

K(k) -  P(k)^f2Acos(tockTs +  0(/fc))~V (3.41)
er y

The steady-state values of the Kalman gain K, observation matrix H, estimation error covari

ance T, and mean-square error (MSE) in phase estimation are shown in Fig. 3 -10  for an en

semble average of 100 runs. The cyclic nature of the observation matrix 

H (k )  =  ■sf2Aco$((OckTs -t-0(£)j results in periods during which little or no information is 

contained in the innovations process, thus the filter “goes with” the prediction by reducing 

the Kalman gain to zero. As a consequence the prediction error increases during these times 

indicating that the state, the phase in the case of PM, is not observable. However as \tt(k)\
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Figure 3-10 Steady-state EKF of single source estimation.

becomes greater than zero, more state information is available innovations process which is 

indicated by an increase in the magnitude of the Kalman gain. Given this additional infor

mation, the EKF is better able to estimate the state and the estimation error decreases. It 

should also be noted that the “ripple” in P is at twice the carrier frequency due to the mul

tiplication o f H  and K  in (3,40). It will be shown later that this is precisely how the pliasc- 

lock loop operates.

3.3.3. Single Source Phase and Amplitude Estimation

In addition to estimating the phase of a PM source, an estimate of the amplitude is also re* 

quired. Following the approach of previous two sections, the observability and estimation of 

amplitude ana phase will be examined.
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Passband Sampling

The phase and amplitude processes as defined in (2,123)

83

~ 0(k  + 1)" >9 o ' w i 7b'
_A(* + l) s 0 1 U w .

t*
0

(3,42)

(3.43)

(3,44)

(3.45)

The scalar measurement from (2.124) is

z(k) -  f2A(k)sm(cockTs +  6(k))  +  v(k) 

and from (3.19) the measurement estimate is

z(k) =  ■yj2A(k)sin{(06kTls +  0(kfji

with the resulting small angle estimation error 

z(k) =  z(k) -  z(k)

=  'j2A(k)tin(a>JtT, +  0(k)) +  v(k) -  V2,4(/c)sin(roc/ T v +  0(k))

« V 2[i(/k )co s (ft)^ rf +  0(k))e(k) +  A(k)sin((0nkTs +  0 ( * ) ) ]+  v(k)

for 6 « 1  and where A(k) = A ( k ) - A ( k )  . By forming the prediction error state vector 

ii(k) =  [o(k) A ( k t f  , (3.45) may be expressed in vector form as

42A(k)cos\cockTs +  0(kfj  

S s in {o )ckTt +  0(k))

As shown in (3.25)

\ ( k )  =  \ ( k )  -  \ ( k )

=  & x ( k - 1)-f rw(fc) — x ( k \ k - l ) -  K (k)[z(k) -  h(x(k I k - 1),&)]

= Q ( x ( k - 1) -  x(k - 1)) + rw (k ) -  K(*)[z(/fc) -  h{x(k I k -  !),£)]

=  Wk(k - 1 )  +  Tw{k) ~  K(k)[z(k) -  h{x(k I k - 1  ),k)]

which demonstrates that the state prediction error has the same transition matrix as the phase 

and amplitude state vector, This will be used to examine the observability of the state predic

tion errors,

z(k) = x(k) +  v(k) . (3.46)
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.As in the previous section, the observability Gramian is singular for one sample but the 

condition of 9vC{k  ̂k) again improves as the observation interval increases, However, with 

the inclusion of the amplitude state, the M { k Q, k) becomes a function o f both state variables. 

Fig, 3 - i  l shows the condition o f M (k 0, k)  for one cycle of the carrier for various A(k).  Fig. 

3-11 shows that, as in the previous section, an interval does exist such that \ (k )  is observ

able.

Simulation of the EKF estimator derived in Section 2.3.4 shows that both states may also 

be accurately estimated. The addition of amplitude estimation bears further examination. 

The linearized Kalman observation matrix (2.126) for single source phase and amplitude es

timation is

l l ( x ( k  I k - l ) , k ) :
A(k I k -  l)cos{o3jkVf +  d(k I k -  l)j 

sin(cackTs+ d ( k \ k - \ ) )
(3.48)

The behavior of the phase estimation part of the EKF is nearly identical to that shown in Fig, 

3 -10 . Fig, 3 -1 2  shows the EKF state observation matrix and Kalman gain responsible for
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amplitude estimation, It is interesting to note the Kalman gain for the amplitude state KA is 

essentially'zero once the EKF has converged, This is due to the random constant model o f 

the carrier amplitude; once the EKF has accurately estimated the carrier amplitude, very little 

additional state information is present in the innovations process and the estimator goes with 

the state prediction. The small corrections are mostly due to the measurement: noise

CTy =  10“3.

The estimation error covariance matrix P, defined as

P(&) s  e { ( x ( & )  -  x(k))(x(k) -  x(k))1} ,  (3.49)

which in this case has the familiar form

=  V * ) l .  (3 50)
( ) [ P M  PA( k ) \ ’

where the diagonal elements P6 and PA correspond to the estimation error variance of 0  and 

A respectively and off-diagonal elements represent the cross-covariance in the estimation er

ror o f 0  and A, The magnitude of the off-diagonal elements relative to the diagonal elements 

give an indication of the estimated coupling of the states. As shown in (2 .136) the off-diago

nal elements are not necessarily zero. Using the small state error condition of the EKF, the 

relative magnitudes of the error covariance terms and the resulting coupling between state 

estimators may be examined for estimator tracking. As shown in Fig. 3-13 the magnitudes of 

P&i , PA0) and PA are five orders o f magnitude smaller than that o f P0 indicating that during 

tracking, the states are essentially decoupled and the cross-covariance gains need not be in

cluded in the estimator once acquisition has occurred.

Unlike in phase estimation which converges within a few carrier cycles, the amplitude 

estimate converges much slower as do the cross-covariances (see Fig. 3-14), This slow con

vergence can be attributed to the small Kalman gain; the innovations process yields little in

formation for each additional sample thus the M M SE is slowly achieved, Fig. 3 -1 4  shows 

that the ctoss-covariance terms approach zero as is expected.
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3.3.4. Two Source Phase Observability

The analysis carried out in the previous section will now be extended to examine the .separa

bility of multiple PM sources. The two source scenario will be examined,

Passband Sampling

As shown in (2.137), two independent message processes may be represented by

(3.51)

where 0, and &2 are two independent random phase processes and may be written more 

compactly as

Q(k + \) = M ( k )  + rw (k ) . (3.52)

The scalar observation of the combination of the two phase modulated sources is

y(lc) =  h(Q(k),k) =  sin {o)ckTs + 6{(k)) -t- A2 sin ((0^ 7 , +  02(k))] (3.53)

with the resulting measurement as described by (2.138).
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Again define the z to be an estimate of the measurement based on the a posteriori phase 

estimate,

z(k) -  y(k) ~ V2^A| sin^fcT, + 0X (k)j + Aj sin̂ <?ckTs + 02 (&))], (3.54)

and the resulting measurement estimation error is as defined in (3.20). Under the small esti

mation error condition, it may be shown that

y(k) -  y(k) *  V2[A, sin(o)ckTs +  0, (k)) +  A2 sin(rockTs +  02 (k))]

-V2 [A, s in ^ T , + 0, (k)) +  A2 sin((ockTs +  02(*))]

~  V^A, c o s ((QjtT, + b x{kj)dl (k) +  A j cos t̂y^T, +  O2(k)^02(k)^  (3.55)

which may be expressed more compactly as

i(k)  =  V2
A, cosl

A, cosl

«(©,)

s(©2)_

ex(k)

A(*).
+  v(k). (3.5 6)

(3.58)

It is apparent that (3.56) is in the same form as (3.27) where, in this case, (3.56) takes the 

form

z (k )~  H^0(jfc),/t)0(fc) +  v(&). (3.57)

The observability Gramian of the two source case given one sample is 

(&,&,,) H  T (§(&), it )h  (§(&), k^<$>(k,k0) =

2 A,2̂ 2, cos2(©,(&)) 2A1A2&m0(J)2 cos^0j (k )) cos|@2 (&))

2A1A20()|1</»()i2 cos|0,(^))cos(©2(/:)) 2A2</>fl2 cos |© 2(&)j

with eigenvalues

Ai 2 = [o 2 Aj2̂ 2 cos2(© ,(& )j +  2A2</>2 cos2^©2(fc))j, (3.59)

indicating that the states are not uniformly completely observable given one measurement, 

following the same approach as in the previous section, the observability based on two con

secutive samples is examined. For k -  0,1
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figure 3-15 Condition of M ( k 0,kf ) for zero carrier phase difference.

HT(efO),o)H(0(O),o) + Ot (l,O)H'r(̂ ;L))l)ll(o(l)4)ff>(l,O)i
w, i /%

L"*2I "'22 J
(3.60)

where

ml , -  24,2|cos2|@,(0 ) )4 <pf cos2( 0 ,(1))J (3.61)

wj2 =  m2{ =  24,i42{cos(0,(O))cos(e2(O)).+0fli,0w  cos(e>, (1)) cos(©2 (1))} (3.62)

m22 =  2/42(cos2( 0 2(O)) +  02 cos2(© 2(1))} (3.63)

the eigenvalues of which are quite messy and will hot be expressed in closed form here. It 

may be shown that the only condition under which (3.60) is not positive definite is where 

-  a 2 and where 0^ /k ) •- 0 2(^) regardless of the relative carrier power (except in the lim

iting case where one o f the carriers has zero power in which case there is only a single source). 

This indicates that unless the signals are spectrally identical, they are observable. However, as 

previously discussed, the condition of ̂ tfmay also shed some light on the state observability. 

This will be examined numerically by computer simulation. Unless otherwise noted,

A  =  A  “  1 ‘u subsequent work.
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Figure 3-16 Condition of ^ { k ^ k ^  for nominally zero carrier phase difference.

To examine the effects of the interrelationships between aj  and & t(k )  on observability, 

the condition of iW(&0,&), as defined in (3.28), is numerically evaluated for various cases. 

Since it is has been shown that Ordjc^k^j is singular, the first point plotted in the following 

plots is M (k 0,k0 + 1 ). In the first simulation, the length o^the observation interval is in

creased (by taking more samples) for three different a  ratios while the carriers remain in phase, 

As expected, when tt, =  ot2 and 0 ) (k) =  ® 2(k).  ( a {/ « 2 =  1.01 in this case since when 

a, -  a 2 the condition o f M {kQ>k) remains about 1016) the observability Gramian shows 

that it remains ill conditioned throughout the observation interval (see Fig. 3—15). However, 

when CK, & a z Ml(k0,k) becomes better conditioned as the observation interval increases. 

There is a limit to the amount o f state information available from additional measurements 

which is reflected in the leveling off o f the condition of the observability matrix which is due 

to the decaying exponential nature o f the state transition term </>. =  e~a,T’ .

Maintaining 0)(Ar) =  0 2(&) is a bit artificial since ® t(k) is dependent on the stochastic 

process defined by (X and thus © t (k) ~  0 2(&) would only happen “occasionally.” Therefore 

the same experiment is repeated save that @{(k) - @ 2(k)\ is nominally zero but not exactly
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Figure 3-17 Condition of M (k 0,k) for orthogonal carriers,

zero since the phase difference is also stochastic (see Fig. 3-16). In an effort to keep the phase 

difference relatively constant, the phase sensivity described in (2,2) o f each carrier is reduced 

from unity to dp =  0.1, Here it is evident that the carrier phase difference has a far greater 

effect on state observability than the phase processes themselves, Even when ttt -  « 2 the ob

servability Gramian is well conditioned due to the non-zero carrier phase difference, When 

the initial carrier phases are orthogonal, quite a different behavior emerges, The observability 

Gramian is well conditioned after the first two samples and is essentially independent o f the 

message process bandwidth (see Fig. 3-17),

The observability as a function of effective sampling rate (the number of samples per car

rier cycle) is also of interest. Four plots are shown corresponding to four different sampling 

rates with respect to the carrier in Fig, 3-18, The carriers are orthogonal. In all four cases, 

the observability matrix becomes weil-conditioned after two samples indicating that, over a 

carrier cycle, the number of samples has little effect on state observability. This is due to 

the term in the state transition matrix; as Tt -»  0 , e~ul> -»  1 which means that the state 

changes little between two adjacent channels and little if any additional state information is
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Figure 3-18 Condition of iM(k(l,k) for various carrier sampling rates.

gained from the additional sample. In Figs. 3 *15 and 3-17  and for much of the following, 

work unless otherwise noted, eight samples per cycle are used so that the cyclic nature of the 

signals may be shown.

Next the effect of the phase difference between the two carriers on the state observability 

is further examined by looking at the observability as a function of carrier phase difference.

In Fig, 3-19, the eigenvalues of fr((k0,kf } are shown for 0 ^ ^  ~ 0 2 J ^ 2 n . When the carri

ers are orthogonal, the eigenvalues are nearly equal and M {k 0,kf ) is close to the identity ma

trix, very well conditioned and positive definite. This would indicate the best condition for 

State observability. When the carriers are in-phase or anti-phase, becomes ill con

ditioned indicating poor state observability. The inset graph shows the effect of various a  ra

tios, When the tt’s are equal and the carriers are :n-phase or anti-phase, 9^{k{),k ^  is singular 

which agrees with the above analysis. Even if the Oc’s are not equal, 9ri(k0,kf } is still ill- 

conditioned when the carriers are in-phase or anti-phase.

Fig, 3 -20 shows the condition of ^f[k (),k ^  as a function of carrier amplitude ratio. 

Although M '{k^ k^  is generally well conditioned in Fig, 3-20, as the power of once carrier
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overwhelms the second, the total state observability decreases since the states of the lower 

powered carrier are less observable,

Given the problems associated with nonlinear systems, we have, in a round about way, 

shown that two combined phase modulated signals may be separated unless their phases arc 

equal. This hypothesis will now be tested,

3.3.5. Two Source Phase Estimation

To further explore the relationship between observability and separability, the ability of the 

EKF derived in Section 2.2 to separate the two signals is studied, The work in the previous 

section .assumes that the phase estimation error is small, In a phase locked loop, this corrc* 

sponds to the lacked condition. Similarly, in the Kalman filer, this would require that the fil

ter has. already accurately estimated the states and the filter has reached steady-state. In the 

following simulation results, the EKF is initialized with perfect knowledge of the phase and 

the plots are shown in the steady-state condition. The two signals also have the same power,
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4| -  A2 s= 1) and bandwidths a, =  2 a  2 =  f j  100. The carriers are sampled at eight samples 

per cycle4.

Carriers Nom inally in Quadrature

As a first test the ability o f the EKF to track modulations on two orthogonal carriers is exam

ined. As shown in Fig. 3-21 the EKF is able to track each phase process. Examination of 

K(&), ll|0(£ I k — P(&)> and the phase estimation MSE also provides insight into the

EKF’s behavior. The graphs in Fig. 3-22 through 3-24  are the ensemble average of the esti

mation error of 100 separate runs. The EKF generally achieves steady-state within a few car

rier cycles.

The effect o f state observability on state estimation manifests itself in the Kalman gain 

matrix, K (see Fig. 3-22). The Kalman gain K. o f phase 9t is cyclic. The magnitude o f K i

4The effective sampling rate was increased solely for the purpose of graphing to better illustrate the subsequent 

discussions,
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Figure 3-21 Actual and EKF estimated phase processes.

decreases as 0t becomes less observable, |Af(.|-4 ( )  as 11^0,(/:!/: -  —> 0 from (2.80), re

sulting in a cyclic Kr  Also the RMS value of Ki decreases when |0 ,(& )- 02(k)\ is near zero. 

This is due to the reduced amount of state information available in the measurement and 

corresponding innovations process causing the EKF xo weight the prediction more than the 

measurement. This results in an attendant increase in the estimation error covariance and 

MSE during these periods of time (see P0] and P0>2 in Fig. 3-23).

As in Section 3.3.3, the estimation error covariance matrix P, has the form

Po,\(fy

J ’olw,\{k) E0i(k )m * (3.64)
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Figure 3-22 Kalman ga n and observation matrix for two source EKF.

where, in this case, the diagonal elements ffl.i and Pg 2 correspond to the estimation error 

variance of and 02 respectively. The off-diagonal elements represent the cross-covariance 

in the estimation error of 0, and 02. Again we would expect that the off-diagonal elements of 

(3.64) to be zero in preserving the uncoupled nature of states but as shown in (2.146) the 

cross-covariance terms are generally not zero especially during acquisition. Fig. 3 -23  reveals 

that the time-average cross-covariances are near zero when compared With the auto-covari- 

ances. However, since the phases are random processes, the carrier phase difference changes 

with time and as It changes, so does the “instantaneous” observability and separability. This 

can be readily observed in Fig. 3 -24  where both the auto and cross-covariances increase as 

the carriers approach in-phase and anti-phase (0° and +180°).
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Carriers Nom inally in Phase

As shown above when the carriers are not in phase the EKF is able to accr;ately track the two 

sources. However the situation is quite different when the carriers are in phase (or nearly so) 

and warrants additional investigation. The same simulations as above are carried out for the 

two sources nearly in phase. Since the carrier phases are random processes, it is not possible 

to maintain the in-phase condition. However the time over which the carriers are in phase 

may be increased by reducing the bandwidths of the PM sources and initializing the pro

cesses nearly in-phase (see Fig. 3 -25  where kp = 0.5 and where Ofx =  2a 2). Here there are 

four intervals during which the carriers are nearly in phase. Since only tracking behavior is 

presently under study, the processes cannot be started exactly in-phase because the EKF is 

not able to acquire (initially separate) them. Acquisition behavior is studied in a Subsequent 

chapter.

As shown in Fig 3 -26  the EKF is able to accurately track the two phase processes Some of 

the time* initially and during the interval 100-160. Looking at the time incervals starting at 6 

and again at 160 it may be seen that the phases are no longer being accurately tracked. This
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Figure 3-26 Actual and EKF estimated phase processes.

corresponds to intervals where the carriers are nearly in-phase in Fig. 3 -25. During the inter

vals 6-100  and 160-200 the phases are not separated even though the carriers are not in 

phase. This is because during the previous periods of low observability 0 -6  and 140-170 the 

EKF “lost track” o f the phases. Interestingly enough, when comparing 6, and 02 in Fig 3-26  

it is evident that during the intervals 6-100 and 160-200 the phase estimates have been 

“flipped”; that is d2 ~ 6, and 0, ~ 02. During the in-phase condition the phases are not 

locked so once the carriers move out of phase the phases each reacquired by the EKF. I f  

02 ~ 6l at the time of reacquisition, then the EKF continues tracking that phase process 

which may be seen by examination of the squared-error in the phase estimation shown in 

Fig. 3-27.
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The periods o f iow observability are quite evident when looking at the estimation error 

covariance. Fig. 3-28 shows both the auto and cross-covariance terms, the insets are during 

periods of high observability when the carriers are not in phase. When the carriers are nearly 

in-phase both auto and cross covariance terms increase substantially which has the effect of 

increasing the Kalman gain during these intervals. This increase in the Kalman gain effec

tively increases the closed-loop bandwidth of the phase-locked loop which increases the ac

quisition capability of the loop. The increase in the cross-covariance terms reflects the appar

ent increase in the state coupling; since the two independent phase processes cannot be read

ily observed, they essentially couple to form one process.

Sensitivity to Carrier Phase Difference

To further link observability and separability, the phase estimation error covariance as a 

function of nominal carrier phase difference is presented. Here again the phase sensitivity has 

been reduced to kp -0 ,1  to maintain nominally constant carrier phase difference, However, 

as shown in Fig. 3-29, as time progresses, the variance of the phase difference increases. This 

variance manifests itself by “spreading” the actual phase difference around the desired norni-
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Figure 3-28 Estimation error covariances.

nal phase difference and is thus why the MSB near in-phase case gradually increases from (the 

out-of-phase case. Figs. 3-29 and 3-30  are the results of 100 separate runs.

In the previous section we observed that when two PM sources are in-phase (or nearly 

so)* the EKF may flip the phase estimates. Thus, although the EKF is tracking to two phases, 

it is not tracking them in the appropriate order. This results in high MS.Es even though the 

EKF is operating “properly.” As shown previously, the error covariance is “immune” to this, 

state flipping.

In order to study the EKF tracking accuracy as a function o f relative carrier phase differ

ence, an ensemble set o f simulations are required for each phase difference 02 -  0 ,. For this 

study, We do not want the state estimate flipping to inflate our measure o f EKF tracking er

ror. That is to say for the purpose of this study, we are only concerned if  the EKF is tracking 

the phases at all, the order o f the states is unimportant. Therefore instead of using MSE as a 

metric, the error covariance will be used. This is also backed by Polk [29].

“.. .the effectiveness of the DPLL to lock and track depends on the prior phase esti
mate (that is, the estimate at stage k based on dar t to stage k - 1 )  rather than the
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30

phase estimate. Thus, the prior phase error variance should be used tc measure the 
DPLL performance.”

Fig. 3-30 shows the prior estimation error covariances P0il(& I k - 1) and Pg2(k  i k - 1 )  

over the 360° phase difference range. For each nominal phase difference, the covariances 

have been normalized by the sample state covariances and are the ensemble average o f the 

Steady-state time .averaged covariance. The tracking error increases when the states are not 

observable.

When the phase estimation error covariance, normalized by the sample state covariance 

(see Fig. 3-30), is compared with the eigenvalues of the observability Gramian (see Fig. 3 -  

19), it is evident that observability and separability are closely related. When the observability 

Gramian is ill conditioned, the EKF is not able to separate the two carriers as evidenced by 

the increase in error covariance. This is further exasperated when the phase processes have 

equal bandwidths (a , =  a 2). The apparent -1 0 °  offset in maximum error covariance and 0°, 

180°, and 360° is due to the n/32  radian initial phase offset required to allow the EKF to 

initially separate (or acquire) the two sources. At this stage only tracking behavior is being ex

amined; acquisition is deferred to a later chapter.

The difference in the error covariance between the two sources is nominal except for the 

case of 02 where the normalized error covariance increases as a , / a 2 increases. This is due to
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the reduced sampie state covariance as Ct2 decreases. As shown in (3.5) the state covariance is 

unity, however the sample state covariance may not be since \3.5) assumes an infinite num

ber o f samples. As (X decreases, energy is shifted from higher to lower frequencies and thus 

longer sample records are required to realize this low-frequency energy. I f  the error covari

ances are not normalized, there is no difference in the error covariances.

Sensitivity to Carrier Power

All o f the above simulation studies assume equal carrier amplitude. This will rarely be the 

case in practice. Thus the EKF’s ability to separate carriers of differing power warrants study.

Fig. 3-31 shows the prior estimation error covariances Pel(A: \k  1) and P„^(k I k 1-1 )  

over a 40 dB range in relative carrier power. For each amplitude ratio, the covariances have
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been normalized by the sample state covariances and are the ensemble average o f the steady- 

state time averaged covariance. The covariances show that the tracking error increases with 

the increasing power o f the “interfering" carrier. This agrees with the corresponding plot of 

the observability Gramian of Fig. 3-20. Thus P ^ & l& ^ - l)  is higher when A2 > A { and vice 

versa. Also at the bandwidth o f the interfere,r is reduced, the phase of the desired signal may 

be better tracked as shown by smaller Pe l(A: I k - 1) when a , =  10tt2 and conversely for 02.

3.3.6. Two Source Amplitude and Phase Fstimation

Next the observability and estimation of two carriers and their respective amplitudes is exam

ined. This is the culmination of the proceeding Sections. From (2.150) the state equation for 

two PM sources is
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at , the measurement equation is

z(k) =  ^ [ A ^ s i n ^ k T ,  +  O^k)) +  /t2(fc)sin (cockT, +  02(k ))]+  v(k). 

The measurement estimation error is described by

z(k) =  H(x(£),A:)x(&}+v{k)> 

where the estimation error observation matrix is

At (^)cos(@, (/t)) 

sin (0,(£)) 

/42(£)cos(02(£)) 

sin(0z(^))

and the state estimation error vector is

* ( * ) = [ » , ( * )  a (k) e,(k) A # ) f -

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.69)
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estimation.

Since it has been shown in the previous section that carriers in-phase cannot be sepa

rated, we will examine the case where the carriers are in quadrature. Analytical evaluation of 

the eigenvalues of the four sample observability Gramian (3.28) was not carried out because 

of the complexity (even mathematical computer applications Maple5 and Mathematical were 

not able to solve for the eigenvalues). Therefore the condition of the observability Gramian 

was numerically evaluated for the carriers maintained in quadrature and of equal amplitude. 

Fig. 3 -3 2  is the Case where the phase processes are tones and the phase difference is main

tained at approximately 90°. Fig. 3—33 uses the phase processes of (3.6*5) which results in a 

nominal 90° phase difference. Although the condition of the matrix is higher than in the 

previous sections, the condition of 9rf(k0,k) does drastically improve after four samples and 

indicates that the states do become observable.

In both Fig. 3-32 and Fig. 3 -33 the condition of the observability Gramian is nearly in

dependent of the relative the bandwidths o f the two message processes. I n Fig. 3 -33  the con

vergence of the case where a, t= I0 a 2 is slower than the other two cases. This is because the

5Maplc® is a registered trademark o f Waterloo Maple Software.

^ M ath em a tic a l is a trademark o f W olfram Research Inc.
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Figure 3-34 Carrier phase difference,

phase difference between the two carriers is slower to change since the frequency o f the tones 

are a function of Ot.

Next the ability of the EKF to separately track the two sources is examined for ~ A2 

and a, = 2a 2. The convergence Kalman gain for the amplitude states is substantially slower 

than that for the phase states (more on this in a later chapter), Therefore the tracking simu

lations presented below are after the EKF has r un for a long period of time. This is to help 

separate the transient (acquisition) behavior from that of the steady-state (tracking),

The carrier phase difference for the time interval 1850-1900 is shown in Fig, 3-34. 

During this interval the carrier are in anti-phase four times. As shown in Fig. 3 -35  both 

phases are successfully tracked with an increase in tracking error during the times where the 

carriers are in anti-phase. This agrees with the results of Section 3.3.5 where the carrier am

plitudes are known.

Fig. 3 -36  shows the amplitude estimation. Here A, = A2 and the estimates are nearly 

identical with a scant 3% bias, More interesting is that the amplitude estimates seem unaf

fected by the periods of low observability when the carriers are in anti-phase, This is due to 

reduction of the Kalman gain by the near-zero steady-state value of the amplitude error co- 

variances. The estimation error covariance matrix contains 16 elements o f greatly differing
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Figure 3-35 Two source EKF phase estimation.

magnitudes. In  Fig. 3 -37  the elements which ate plotted as a function of time are broken 

into three groups: those related to the phase state, those related to the amplitude state, and 

those cross-covariance elements related to both phase and amplitude. As in the case of 

Section 3,3.5, the phase covariances increase during the periods of low observability, 

However the amplitude covariance terms are nearly zero and are not effected by these periods 

o f low observability. As can be seen in plot Pm  the error covariances are on the order o f 10~5 

and slowly decreasing. The eross-covatiance terms are also quite small, order o f KT4.

When these reduced covariance terms are viewed in the Context o f the EKF realization of 

Fig. 2-22, it is clear that much the inter-state coupling is effectively zero in the steady-state. 

Thus only four o f the 16 elements of the error covariance matrix actually contribute to the 

tracking behavior where these four are all related to phase tracking, This is intuitively satisfy-
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1900

ing since the amplitudes do hot changed with time and thus, once they have been accurately 

estimated, need not be updated. Only the phases need to be tracked.

Even when a { =  « 2 the phases and amplitudes are accurately tracked. During the periods 

of low observability the phase estimate “flipping” described in Section 3.3.5 may occur but 

since the Kalman gains for the amplitude states are near zero, the amplitude estimated re

main unaffected.

To  examine the role that relative carrier power plays in state observability, condition of 

the observability Gramian as a function of relative carrier power is shown in Pig, 3 -38. This 

simulation consisted of 100 separate runs of the ensemble average is shown. To try to mini

mize the intervals of low observability the phase gain was reduced to kp — 0.5. It is evident 

that as one carrier's power dominates the second, the state observability of the lower power 

signal is diminished. In the limiting cafcN where one of the carriers has zero power, its states 

are certainly not observable.
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The effect of differing carrier power levels on signal separability may also be studied by 

examining how accurately the EKF can estimate the states. In Figs. 3 -39 and 3-40, the prior 

error covariances of phase process and carrier amplitude estimates for each carrier are shown 

as the carrier amplitude ratio is varied. The phase estimation error covariances have been 

normalized by the sample state covariance and the amplitude estimation error covariances 

have been normalized by the actual amplitude. It  is evident that the EKF is able to track the 

phase processes and maintain an accurate estimate o f the carrier amplitudes over a wide range 

o f relative carrier power levels. It  is also evident by the increased error covariance that as one 

carrier dominates the other, the EKF is less able to accurately estimate the states o f the lesser 

powered carrier. This agrees with Fig. 3-38. It  should also be pointed out that if  one carrier
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is at a substantially lower power level than the second, the lower powered signal’s contribu

tion to CCI will be substantially reduced.

Fig. 3-41 compares the case where the amplitude is estimated to the case where the 

amplitude is known (Section 3.3.5). The error covariance is nearly the same for each case 

with the case where the amplitudes are estimated being slightly less.

3.3.7. Phasê  Frequency; and Amplitude Estimation

Finally the two source FM  case is examined. This is the scenario which abounds in the litera

ture and will subsequently allow comparisons between the performance of the various estima

tor structure found therein.
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Single Source

The state equation for a first-order FM  source from (2.159) is
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280 300

The EKF of Section 2.3.5 is able to accurately track all three states as shown in Fig. 3 -

42.

The three states result in a 3 X 3 error covariance matrix. The behavior is much like that

in Section 3.3.5 so only the time average o f the steady-state P is presented (in radians2)

1.5 X10-2 1 .6 x l(T 3 3 .7 x l0 ~ 9*

P= 1.6 X10"3 2.4 X 10“3 5.3 x l ( r 8 , {3,71)
3.7 x lO '9 5.3 xlO-8 5.9 x 1(T7

which reveals that during tracking only the phase and frequency error auto and cross-covari

ances contribute to the estimator; the amplitude state estimate is uncoupled.

Two Sources

From (2.181) the state equation describing the two sources is
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Figure 3-44 FM EKF phase estimates.

The EKF of Section 2.3.5 operates on the sources described by (3.72) where df  = 0.1,

=  2 a z, At = A 2 =  1, and 0Z(O)—0,(0) = 90°. O f  particular interest in the F M  case is the 

relative carrier phase difference. As shown in Fig. 3 -43  there is an ever increasing phase dif

ference between the two carriers. When examined modulo- 2n,  the states repeatedly go 

through periods of low observability when the carriers are 0° or ±180°. In Fig. 3 -43  this 

happens .it times 160, 180, and during 210-240.

In  Fig. 3 -44  the tracking of the carrier phases is shown. As the carriers approach the anti 

phase condition around 160, the tracking error increases. When the carriers again approach
A A

the in-phase condition during the 210-240 interval, 0, and 02 both lose proper track and 

eventually the state estimates flip. During these periods the estimate o f the frequencies also 

suffered as evidenced in Fig. 3 -45  where the frequency estimates also flip. A relatively small
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Figure 3-45 FM EKF frequency estimates.

change in the amplitude estimates occurs during the periods o f low observabil ity (see Fig. 3 -  

46). There is only a 0,1% change in the amplitude estimates during the anti-phase interval at 

time 160.

The error covariance matrix is composed of 36 elements so only the time average of the 

steady-state P is presented (in radians2)
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Figure 3-46 FM EKF amplitude estimates.
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Figure 3-48 FM EKF cross-covariances.

which again shows that the coupling between the amplitude and the phase and frequency 

states is very small when compared to the coupling between phase and frequency. This why 

in Fig. 3 -46  only a small change in the amplitude estimates occurred when the phase and 

frequency estimates where more severely effected during the periods of low observability.

Each time the sources pass through these periods of low observability the cross-covariance 

terms play a part. Fig. 3 -47  shows the state auto-covariances and Fig. 3 -48  shows the cross

covariances. During periods of high observability, the cross-covariances are normally zero 

however, as the states become less observable, the contribution of the cross-covariances to the 

State coupling increases. Whether this is an helps or hinders tracking will be discussed in a 

subsequent chapter.
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The relationship between relative carrier power and prior error covariance is essentially 

the same as in the PM case: the error covariance increases for the lower powered signal (see 

Figs. 3-49  through 3-51).

3.4. Conclusions

The state observability has been examined in order to address the ability o f two similar pro

cesses to be separated. This problem is compounded in communications by the inherent 

nonlinearity of the modulation process. In  order to apply the state-space observability crite

ria, the problem has to be linearized. This is accomplished by the formation of a new state 

composed of the state estimation error when this error is small. This in effect linearizes the 

observation function so that the observability Gramian may be formed. The condition of the 

observability Gramian is examined to study the state observability. Although this is a very re-
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Figure 3-50 Normalized frequency estimation error covariance as a function of 
carrier amplitude ratio.

strictive case, it is valid for the “locked” condition of the phase-locked loop allowing facilitat

ing the tracking behavior of the estimator.

One of the more important discoveries is that two sources may be separated as long as 

their carriers are not in phase. The distinctness of the message processes seems to only play a 

role when the carriers are close to being in phase.

Through extensive simulation of the EKF estimators derived in Chapter 2 demonstrates 

the connection between state observability and state estimation or separation for high SNR.

It has been shown that the states can most accurately be estimated when their “observability” 

is high, as measured by the condition of the observability Gramian. From this EKF estima

tors have been shown to track one and two source PM and FM sources with both known and 

unknown carrier amplitudes. This simulation has also revealed the role o f the estimator state
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coupling as defined by the error covariance matrix. In particular it has been shown that in 

the steady-state, the amplitude states are virtually uncoupled with the other states and thus 

these “connections” in the estimator structures of Section 2,3 are very weak when compared 

to the phase and frequency state coupling.
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4. Coupled Digital Phase-Locked Loop Behavior
In Chapter 2 we presented EKF estimator structures which may be realized by coupled digi

tal phase-locked loops. In Chapter 3 w< Analyzed how well and under what conditions these 

EFK estimators could track multiple co-channel sources. In this chapter we elaborate on 

these CDPLL realizations and examine their acquisition and tracking behavior. These new 

structures are compared to associated work found in the literature.

W e also briefly examine the challenge of determining the signal multiplicity, that is the 

number of signals present in the channel.

As the DPLL forms the basis of the EKF-based realizations, we will begin by reviewing 

relevant DPLL theory.

4.1. Digital Phase-Locked Loops

DPLLs are discrete or digital implementations of analog phase-locked loops. The traditional 

PLL, shown in Fig. 4 -1 , is composed of three maior components; 1) the phase detector, 2) 

the loop filter, and 3) the voltage controlled oscillator. The PLL is a closed-loop control sys

tem that tries to track the phase of the incoming signal by minimizing the difference between 

the input and the output of the VC O , The output o f the phase detector is this error signal, 

the high frequency components o f which are removed by the loop filter, The resulting static 

error signal allows the V C O  to track relatively slow changes in the phase of the input signal, 

thus it is able to demodulate angle-modulated signals. It  has also been shown that the PLL is 

a realization of the optimum angle-modulation demodulator in the MAP and M M SE sense 

[22], Design methods and performance measures for analog PLLs abound it? the literature 

with notable references [8,9, 22,19],
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During the last two decades DPLLs have received an increasing amount of attention. 

This may be attributed to two main reasons: 1) the ever increasing strides in function and 

speed o f digital technology and 2) the increased flexibility of the DPLL compared to the 

PLL. This increased flexibility has left the field wide open for DPLL theory and application 

research. One result of the diversity in the DPLL research is some ambiguity in the use of the 

term “digital” in the DPLL context.

In the early days of the DPLL inclusion of any digital components would lead to calling 

the PLL digital. Thus a digital filter might be used as the loop filter but the phase detector 

and V C O  are still analog as in the case of Gupta [27]. In  current parlance, such a PLL would 

be labeled a hybrid PLL (HPLL); only PLLs with digital implementations of all three major 

components are referred to as DPLLs.

This has led to two major categories of DPLLs based on the method of sampling. 

Synchronous DPLLs sample the incoming signal at its zero crossings; thus they sample syn

chronously with the phase of the input, Since the phase is time-varying, the interval between 

samples is not constant and thus these types of DPLLs are also known as non uniform sam

pling DPLLs. These are by far the most common and most studied as they are relatively easy 

to implement and their performance and design procedures are quite similar to PLLs. Works 

o f note include Gill [25], Weinberg [26], Holms [43]* and Lindsey [20]. Although this is a 

very straight forward and well understood progression from analog to digital, Gardner [21]
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takes great pains to differentiate between hybrid loops and digital loops. By his definition, 

the synchronous DPLL should be classified as a hybrid loop because the sampling instants 

are not uniform.

The second category is the asychronous DPLL which samples the incoming signal at uni

form intervals, This is the only DPLL that adheres to Gardner’s definition. Here the applica

tion of PLL theory is not as direct as the synchronous DPLL, however the asychronous 

DPLL may be studied using digital signal processing theory, Much of the early work took 

this approach including Kelly [44, 28], McBride [30], and Polk [29],

The majority of the work o f the last two decades has focused on the synchronous DPLL, 

Its close relationship with well-established PLL theory and its relatively light computational 

load were the main driving factors. As the 1980s drew to a close, the asychronous DPLL  

started appearing. This may be attributed to the improvements and reduced cost of high-per

formance digital signal processors and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The relatively re

cent works of Shayan [45] and Statman [46] are examples.

4.1.1. DPLLs in CDPLL Structures

Returning to the topic of this thesis, namely coupled digital PLLs, leads us to the selection of 

the type of DPLL used in the CDPLL receiver. To address this issue, some review of prior 

efforts is in order.

Pure Analog (Analog-Ana log)

The original coupled PLL work was developed using analog PLLs [13, 1.4, 15], In this sce

nario the signals o f interest are analog in nature (e.g. FM  voice) as is the CPLL receiver (see 

Fig. 1-6). The derivation of the canceler is based on phase modulated sinusoids (carriers). 

Using MAP estimation theory the estimator was found to be in the form of two mutually 

coupled PLLs.
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Work relating to synchronized oscillators has also remained in the analog domain. 

Dessouky [47] and Sayhood [48] examine clock synchronization via mutually coupled PLLs.

H yb rid  (Analog-D igital)

The first extension of the strict analog case was to implement the PLL by a digital FLL [3, 

17]. In both these initial works the DPLL is in the form of a zero-crossing D PLL (ZC - 

DPLL) where in the loop tracks the zero crossings (hence the name) o f the carrier by sam

pling the carrier at the estimated zero crossing time and is thus a synchronous DPLL.

An additional problem from the implementation point o f view in volves coupling the two 

ZC-DPLLs. The signal recovered from the ZC -D PLL (its output) is in a discrete form where 

the time between samples is not constant. Thus there exists a synchronization problem be

tween the two ZC-DPLLs since they are sampling their respective carriers at different times
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(see Fig. 4 -2 ). Thus the two ZC-DPLLs must be resychronized with each sample. This may 

be accomplished by converting the output back to analog form (i.e. regenerating the carrier 

with proper phase and frequency) and then removing it from the input to the other Z C - 

DPLL (see Fig. 4—3). This is not an efficient solution. A “purely” digital formulation with 

asychronous carrier sampling would avoid this problem as the samples would be properly 

aligned in time.

Pure D ig ita l (D ig ita l-D ig ita l)

In  this case both the signals o f interest and the DPLLs are digital. Although the carrier and 

the message process may be analog, sampling is performed external to the DPLL as is recre

ation of the analog message process if  that is even required. In digital communication, the 

message process would simply be a bit stream and the digital output o f the DPLL is the de

sired form o f the information. For a loop to be considered digital by Gardner’s definition, 

the sampling of the carrier must be performed asynchronously to allow the time between 

sampling instants to be constant. In such a DPLL, also known as a Nyquist rate DPLL (N R -
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DPLL) [20], more than two samples per cycle are required depending on the bandwidth as 

per the Nyquist criterion, In order to make timing corrections (achieve phase-lock), either 

many samples per carrier cycle are required or the “missing” data samples must be interpo

lated from the existing data.

The interpolator assumes a known pulse shape o f the digital data. This is not the case 

when the baseband information is analog. However, it may be possible to interpolate the 

missing analog samples by using a linear predictor and estimating the information (baseband) 

signal within a Kalman filter,

Bradley employed the NR-DPLL in his CDPLL estimator [18]. The estimator structures 

derived in Sections 2.3.4 and 2,3.5 also employ the NR-DPLL.

4.1.2. The DPLL and its Relation to Phase Estimation

From this point forward, we restrict ourselves to the study of uniform sampling (Nyquist 

rate) DPLLs. In Section 2.3 we showed that the derived EKF could be implemented by a 

D PLL and we have also stated that the PLL is an optimum demodulator in the MAP sense. 

Here we present in summary form how the PLL is derived from MAP estimates. Most o f the 

summary is from van Trees [22] and although the presentation is based on continuous 

waveforms, for the purposes of discussion, the mapping to sampled waveforms is a direct one 

as long as we adhere to the Nyquist sampling criteria.

Let the phase be a filtered version of the random message process a(t) characterized by 

its covariance function K a(t,u) where

0( t )=  Pk(t,u)a(u)du, T  < t < T f , (4.1)

where k(t,u) is the impulse response of the filter. From (2.1) the output of the phase modu

lator is
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s{0(t),t) = V2A  sin(ct)c/  +  8(t)), T ^ t < T p  (4.2)

and due to the (Gaussian) measurement noise the received signal is

z(r) = s(0(O,r)+nit), Tt < t< T r  (4.3)

The objective is to find the MAP estimate of a(t) over the interval 7] <, t <i Tp  The MAP es

timate is found to be [22]

where

(4.5)*.(».£)■ T ,< tS T f .

A block diagram of (4.4) is shown in Fig. 4 -4 . When compared to the EKF realization of 

Fig. 2 -4  it is clear that they are the same structures where &„(f*n) is equivalent to the state 

equation, 2/N 0 is the inverse of the measurement noise covariance /?v, and the observation 

function h(xe) and its derivative H(x0) are present at the output of the signal generator. 

Substituting (4.2) and

+ » ( ,) )

and assuming that the filter k(t,u ) is time-invariant, (4.4) becomes

-  m)a/2A cos (a)cu +  0(w)|z(m) -  A sin(tyfiM 4- 0(«))j d u , (4.7)
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for an infinite observation interval. This optimum demodulator is shown in Fig. 4 -5 . Again 

when compared to the DPLL portion o f Fig. 2 -13  the similarities are evident.

When comparing Figs. 4 -4  and 4 -5  to Figs. 2 -4  and 2-13 o f particular note is the pres

ence of the innovations process, z(t )~  s(d(t),tj. In Fig. 4 -5  the phase error may be written 

(p(t) =  4 P  sin|0(f) -  0 ( f ) j+  n{i)42 cos(eoc/  +  0(r)j

+ 4 P  sin^oty -F 6(t) +  0(t)j -  4 P  s\n{l(Oct +  2 0 (f)). (4.8)

I f  we assume that the filter k ( t )  has a bandwidth smaller than (Oc then it will be much 

smaller than 2(Oe and the last two terms on the R.H.S. of (4.8) will not pass through the fil

ter. The term VjPsin^Ct^f+ 20(f)) is due to the feedback creating the innovations process; 

since it is not passed through k(f )  the feedback path may be removed result.ng in the famil

iar PLL structure o f Fig. 4-6.

The measurement noise may be decomposed into its in-phase and quadrature compo

nents

« (0  = V 2[n / (t)cos(ft)et ) - « G(t)sin(tuct)]) (4.9)

where nt (t) and nQ(t) are sample (unctions from independent low-pass Guassian processes 

with bandwidth B0 <  Bn «  0)c. Ignoring double frequency terms, (f)V 2  cos^ycf 4- 0(f)) 

may be rewritten as
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k( t)

n '(t) -  n ,(t)co^0(t)^  + «G(/)sin|0(r)j. (4,10)

Substituting (4.10) into (4.8) yields the simplified expression for phase error

<p(t) = 4 P  sin[0(r) -  0(r)] + n '(t), (4.11)

and a simplified diagram of the angle modulation and demodulation system is shown in Fig. 

4 -7 .

W e have shown in the form of a review of [22] that the PLL is the M M SE and the MAP

estimator for angle modulated signals; thus the PLL is the optimum demodulator. We now

move to the behavior of the DPLL.

4.1.3. DPLL Behavior

The DPLL (and PLL) operate in two “modes”: acquisition which is non-linear and tracking 

which is (very nearly) linear.
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Linear Behavior

The baseband model of the DPLL shown in Fig. 4 -8  is functionally identical to the PLL 

model. Here the function g ()  defines the phase detector (for example, g(>) =  sin(-) for a si

nusoidal phase detector), D (z) is the transfer function of the loop filter, and l /(z  - 1 )  is the 

z-transform representation of the N C O . The measurement noise n(k) has been separated 

from the i; put in the same manner as in (4.9) and (4.10).

The local phase estimate in the z-domain is [20]

8 ( 2)  =  - 5 ^ { g [ e ( z ) ] + V ' ' ( Z) }  (4 .1 2 )

and the phase error is

e(z) 0 (z) -  j g[e(z) j + y '( z)} ,  (4 .i3 )

where 0(z), 0 (z ), 0(z), and V'(z) are the z-transforms of the sequences d(k), d(k), 6{k), 

and v'(k) respectively.

Linear approximations to the PLL may be applied when the PLL is in tracking mode; 

that is when the phase error is small compared to one radian. In this case the approximation 

g [y "(&)] *  g'(0)<p"(k) where g'(k) = dg[(p"(k)]/d(p"(k) may be used which effectively re

moves the nonlinear phase detector characteristics in Fig. 4 -8  and thus linearizes the model.
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Since g '(0) is a constant, it maybe lumped in with the loop filter D(z). Thus the linear 

(tracking) loop equation for the phase error is [20]

0(z) =  [1 -  H(z)]Q(z) -  H (z )V '(z ) , (4,14)

where the closed loop transfer function is

m — ( 415)
z - l  +  D (z)

From Appendix B we found that the EKF-derived second-order DPLL has a loop filter 

with transfer function

D (z) = 0 , + - A -  (4,16)
1 — z

where

G{ = P 0( k ) K \  ■ (4.17)

G2 =<t>v Pfe(k )R ; \  (4.18)

The nonlinear function of the phase detector from Appendix B is #[0(&)] =  2 /\2sin 6̂>(A:)j 

which is linearized to 2 A2d(k) where the constant gain 2A2 will be included with the loop 

filter D(z) . Substituting (4.16) into (4.15) gives the closed loop transfer function of the sec

ond-order DPLL operating in tracking mode

2 ^ [ ( G ,+ C 2)z -C ,1  

(2 - I ) 2 +  2.42[(G, + G 3) z - G , j

(C| + g 2)z - g ,----------------  (4 |9 )

z2 4-[2A 2(G, 4- G2) -  2]z -  2A2G, 4-1 ‘

From [49] the one-sided closed-loop bandwidth is defined as

B,[Hz] =  —— H ( z)H ( z^ ) z~] dz> (4,20)
u  1 27) / /  (1) 2m M ~ l w  v ;

which, after substitution (4.19) and use of the integral table in [20], reduces to
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r  I7r 1 _  1 2/42g| +  A 2G i G 2 +  G 2 
J 2TS G ,(2 -  2A2G{ -  A2G2)

Substituting (4,17) and (4.18) gives

b m  m  = 1 +  w m + A ' W ' . m w K '

(4.21)

(4.22)
IT ,  P , ( l l p - 2 A 2P , ( k ) K ; ' - A \ P l , (k )R ; ' )

I t  is important to note that due to the time-varying gains, the loop bandwidth is also a func

tion of time.

The resulting second-order DPLL is shown in Fig 4-9. As shown in Appendix B, inclu

sion of amplitude estimation results in the DPLL of Fig. 4-10.

When the DPLL is operating in tracking mode, the time dependency exhibited in the er

ror covariance is solely due to the observation matrix Hg(x(& \ k - l ) , k ) .  As noted in 

Appendix B, the baseband model of the DPLL replaces Hg(x(fc I fc — l),fc) with c£. Thus the 

baseband model of the estimation error covariance recursion (2.88) loses the time depen

dence of H£(x(& \k — l),k). Since this linearizes the EKF to simply a Kalman filter, the 

steady-state (or tracking) solution to the error covariance may be found.

Friedland [50] finds the steady-state solution to a Kalman filter which is very similar to 

the one we have developed1. Starting with P(k) from (2.67) and the Kalman gain update 

(2.68)

'T h e  process noise covariance in [50] is much simpler than that presented in Section 2.1.4,
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Figure 4-10 Second-order DPLL with amplitude estimation.

(4.23)P -1 (k) - P ~ ' ( k \  k - V )  +  H T/?~‘ I I  

where P (k I k — 1) is from (2.65). In the steady-state P(k) =  P(k — 1) and 

P(k  I k - 1 )  =  P ( k - W k - 2 )  and thus (2.68) and (4.23) may be rewritten

p(& i f c - i ) -  r Q wr T =  t ^ p 1 ( k \ k - i ) + H ',7?;lii)a » r . (4.24)

Each side may be expanded and the element-by-element equality will result in a system of 

equations which may be solved. Although this has been done for our EKF using Maple™  

the results are not presented here as they would take several pages to repeat.

An alternative approach is that taken by Ekstrand [51] which uses the method reported 

by Vaughan [52]. Here the solution o f the error covariances (4.23) and (2,65) is determined 

from the eigenvectors o f the matrix

' o - T

rQ ro »  r o + n j r o  'y?;
K  =

v -
(4.25)
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Figure 4-11 Simplified second-order DPLL with amplitude estimation.

The steady-state solution of the error covariance is

P = W W~!
* s . i  21 11 > (4.2 6)

where W21 and Wu are from the partitioned eigenvector matrix. Like the previous method, 

the analytic solution becomes a lesson in bookkeeping and is thus not presented. This 

method is, however, very well suited for numeric evaluation. In the case o f joint phase, fre

quency, and phase estimation, numeric evaluation o f (4.26) reveals that, in the steady-state, 

the cross-covariance o f phase and frequency with amplitude is indeed zero. That is,

(4.27)

which agrees with the estimated error covariance of (3.71). Thus, during tracking, there is no 

coupling o f the phase and the frequency states with the amplitude state, and Fig. 4 -10  re

duces to 4 -11 which is of the same form as reported by Bradley [18],

~Pe Per o'
p =$$ Pf0 Pf 0

0 0 0
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N onlinear Behavior

The nonlinear behavior o f the PLL has been extensively studied and is well understood, 

Classic references are Viterbi [8], van Trees [22], and Gardner [10], The nonlinear analysis is 

generally broken down into two scenarios: noise free and noisy environments where phase- 

plane and Fokker-Plank techniques are employed, More recently it has been shown that 

nonlinear behavior o f PLLs exhibit chaotic dynamics [53, 54] and have thus become an area 

o f interest in chaos theory circles.

Most o f the DPLL literature has focused on the non-uniform sampling DPLL and the 

ZC -D PLL in particular. Similar techniques to those used in the PLL analysis have been used 

as well as examination of nonlinear behavior from the chaos perspective have been reported 

[55].

The acquisition behavior of the joint phase, frequency, and amplitude estimator is exam

ined here by simulation. Results from both the EKF and the DPLL structure of Chapter 2 

are presented O f  particular interest is the state coupling of phase and frequency with ampli

tude. To study acquisition, the EKF is initialized with initial state estimate

x(0) = E[x(0)], (4.28)

and initial error covariance estimate

P(0) = fi[(x(0) -  *(0))(x(0) -  S(0))T], (4.79)

Since the EKF may have to acquire the signal at any time, the initial state o f the ;,c*urce 

should be random. The phase is uniformly distributed between -7rand 7t radians. We will let 

the variance of the initial frequency be equal to the frequency covariance Yft  Finally we will 

let the amplitude be % i‘> that is, Chi-squared with one degree of freed'‘t . For these initial 

conditions of the source’s state, (4.28) is

x(0) = [0 0 i f  (4.30)

and (4.28) is
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(4.31)

0 2

A sample run of the EKF during acquisition is shown in Fig. 4 -12. Here as in the case of

[18] (X ~  f cj 100, dy =  1, the effective sampling rate is f s — 25f c, and the input SNR is 22 

dB. The amplitude is accurately estimated witnin four carrier cycles. Frequency acquisition 

and phase locking occur within two carrier cycles. The estimation error covariances during 

acquisition are shown in Fig. 4-13. The auto-covariances Pe and Pf  attain their steady-state 

values found in Chapter 3 within one carrier cycle. PA decays exponentially showing that the 

amplitude is estimated quick!/ and subsequent measurements improve the estimate little. O f  

interest are the error cross-covariances. The phase and frequency cross-covatiance P^ reaches 

its non-zero steady-state value as quickly as the phase and frequency auto-variances do. This 

shows that the coupling between phase and frequency is important during all time. However, 

the cross-covariances inclUdtag amplitude, PeA and PfA, are non-zero only during the initial 

amplitude estimation. This indicates that this coupling is important for accurate amplitude 

estimation. In a similar simulation PM and PfA were maintained at zero (effectively decou

pling the state estimates) and the DPLL could not acquire the states. Once the amplitude is 

correctly estimated, and PfA approach zero which effectively decouples the amplitude 

from phase and frequency estimation.
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Figure 4-12 EKF acquisition of phase, frequency, and amplitude.
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The same data was processed by the EKF-derived DPLL of Section 2,3,4, the results of 

which are shown in Figs, 4 -14  and 4-15. The increased ripple is due to the double fre

quency terms that are not completely removed by the loop filter. The DPLL exhibits faster
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Figure 4-15 DPLL estimator error covariance during phase, frequency, and
amplitude acquisition.

acquisition than the EKF from which is was derived, however the estimates of phase and of 

the amplitude are biased,
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Figure 4-16 DPLL loop bandwidth.

Fig 4 -16  shows the loop bandwidth as a function of time where the loop bandwidth is 

calculated from (4.22). Initially the loop bandwidth is zero since the cross-covariance terms 

are zero. The loop bandwidth quickly increases during acquisition and then settles down 

during tracking. The ripple is due to the double frequency terms present in the error covari

ance matrix.

4.2. Coupled Digital Phase-Locked Loops

W ith  the exception of the work by Bradley [18] and Lagunas [19] neither of which treated 

acquisition behavior, the literature related to coupled phase-locked loops has remained in the 

analog world. One of the most complete treatments to date o f CPLL acquisition i behavior is 

presented in [ l4 j. Based on the work presented in [13] stability regions for the CPLL system 

described by coupled nonlinear differential equations were found via computer simulation. 

Specific cases were simulated: first order loops with continuous wave (CW ) interference, first 

and second order loops with a frequency offset interferer, and second order loops with PM
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interferer. The stability regions for these cases were determined resulting in general design 

guidelines. It was assumed that the carriers are not of equal power,

O f  note was a high sensitivity to initial conditions and relatively volatile stability regions. 

For example, changing a particular loop constraint by less than 10% resulted in an inability 

of the CPLL to successfully acquire. In their paper a decade later Endo and Chua [56] show 

that CPLLs operating in a marginal out-of-lock condition exhibit chaotic behavior, One 

characteristic of chaotic systems is high sensitivity to initial conditions and system parameters

[57].

4.2.1. Linear Analysis

Although the DPLLs comprising the CDPLL receiver may individually be linearized, the 

CDPLL itself cannot, Kumar [36, 37] was able to linearize his receiver because his signal 

model did not include ACI or C C I, thus no RF coupling was present, Neither Bradley [18] 

nor Lagunas [19] presented linear analysis of their CDPLLs.

The problem of linearization lies in the RF coupling of the independent sources. 

Continuing with the derivation of Section 2.3.3., the baseband phase error for the estima

tor from (4.32) is

* P ~ C6,t
N

*J2A,. cos(@,)z(&) -  2A. cos^0.j jT Ay sin(©yj (4.32)

where the measurement from (2.76) is

N
z(k) =  V 2  A,, sin (tO^T, +  #,.(/;)) +  v(k) . (4.33)

=  ce,( 2Aj c o s (0 ,)X  Ay sin(0y) +  v'(k) -  2A. cos|©,) ^  Ay sin^0; j

Substituting (4,33) and rewriting (4.32)

N

S
;=i ’ '

where from (B. 10)

v[(k) -  A,|v/(k)cos{di(k I & -1 ) )  +  ve(fc)cos(0,.(fc I k  -  l) j|.

(4.34)

(4.35)
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Expanding (4.34) and neglecting double frequency terms yields

9w (*) = c«,i[A2 sin(fl((*) -  0,(* U  -1 )) + v/(*)]

£  r / * \ i *  * \1‘ ^ ,36)
+cfl,A  £  ^ | s i n ( 0 , - 0 ; ) - s i n ( 0 ; - 0 y)

It  is evident that the first term is the same as in the single DPLL case as shown in (B, 11) of 

Appendix B. The sin(/J)«  /? linearizing approximation for high input SNR is valid for the 

first term. Unfortunately in the CDPLL case, the coupling between the loops, 

sin(©,. -  0 ; ) -  sin^0, -  0y j  cannot be linearized since the i‘  ̂and f h  sources are uncoupled
A A A

and small angle approximations cannot be made for either 0 ,  -  0y or 0 ; -  ©y. Given this, 

CDPLLs cannot be linearized.

4.2.2. Tracking Behavior

The tracking behavior of two coupled DPLLs was studied in the previous chapter. Since we 

have shown that the DPLL may be derived from the EKF realizations of Section 2.3, the 

simulation study presented in Section 3.3 is in effect the CDPLL operating in tracking 

mode.

4.2.3. Acquisition Behavior

As previously mentioned, the acquisition behavior will be examined by simulation. We will 

begin with two FM  sources with known amplitude and then include amplitude estimation. 

In both cases the acquisition of the EKF will be discussed before the EKF-derived CDPLLs.

The EKFs and CDPLLs are initialized as above in (4.28)—(4.3!)• However, the initial 

phases of the EKFs and CDPLLs are not all zero as would be expected from (4.28). As dis

covered in the previous chapter, the states are not observable when the carriers are in phase; 

initializing the local oscillators with the same phase and frequency would make the state es

timated unobservable. Simulation reveals that the EKF is not able to acquire the states if  the 

local oscillators are started in-phase, Therefore the two local oscillators are initialized so that
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they have the same frequency but are in quadrature, The message bandwidths are

a, “  X/100, « 2~ /c/2C0, d f i  = df  2 - 1, the effective sampling rate is f s ~ 25f c.

1 4 6

Known Am plitudes

A  sample acquisition run for the EKF derived in Section 2.3.4 (see Fig. 2-21) is shown in 

Fig. 4-17- As shown, the frequencies are acquired and the phases locked within the first cycle 

and subsequently tracked,

The gains that contribute to state coupling are shown in Fig. 4-18. The gains quickly at

tain their steady-state value as the states are acquired. The auto-covariances Pe l and P6 2 as 

well as the phase and frequency cross-covariances for the same signal Pf>ie l and / / (29i2 have a 

non-zero D C  component, However the cross-covariances between the signals have zero or 

near-zero D C  component. I f  these cross-covariance terms are set to zero, the EKF is not able 

to acquire the states, All covariance terms increase during the periods of low state observabil

ity.

As shown in the previous section and in Appendix B, the EKF for an FM  signal my be 

realized by a second-order phase-locked loop with closed loop bandwidth (4.21). Therefore, 

to a close approximation, (4.22) may be used to approximate the bandwidths of the EKFs. 

Thus we approximate the closed-loop bandwidth o f the ft’ EKF source estimator as

However, the derivation in Appendix B is based on a single DPLL and does not include 

coupling between DPLLs. The closed-loop bandwidth of a CDPLL requires a linear base

band model which, as previously stated, is not available due to the nonlinear coupling be

tween the DPLLs.
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Figure 4-17 State acquisition of two-source EKF.
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Figure 4-18 Error covariances of two-source EKF,

In  Fig, 4—19, the carrier phase difference and the EKF closed loop bandwidths are 

shown. In Chapter 3 it was shown that the estimation error covariance increased as the car

rier phases moved to in-phase and anti-phase condition, By use o f (4,22) it is revealed that 

the closed loop bandwidths decrease during these periods of low observability. This is due to 

the greater weight put on the state predictions as opposed to the state measurements. By re

ducing the closed loop bandwidth, the EKF is rejecting the majority of the input, which it 

sees as noise, and follows the state predictions. In this manner the EKF is better able to 

“track1’ the states when they are not observable. AVo shown in Fig. 4 -19  the closed loop 

bandwidths are greater just before and just after the interval o f low observability. This is a 

very desirable behavior for the DPLL since the closed-loop bandwidth is directly related to 

the acquisition and lock-in ranges of the DPLL. Since the DPLL must re-acquire the states at
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Figure 4-19 Carrier phase difference and EKF closed loop bandwidths,

the end of these unobservable periods, a wide loop bandwidth increases the loops' acquisition 

and lock ranges.

So far we have examined the acquisition behavior of the EKF. Similar simulation with 

the resulting EKF-derived CDPLL revealed that it rarely, if  ever, was able to acquire the 

states. There are two differences between the EKF and its derived CDPLL: 1) the loop filter 

and 2) the input to the phase detectors. The loop filters differ by a lossy integrator in the 

EKF, ( l  -  ) being replaced by a perfect integrator in the CDPLL, ( l — z“' ) 1. This is

Valid since for practical values of a, « 1 , Simulation of the EKF using the perfect integra

tor shows very little difference when compared to using the lossy integrator, Thus the re

duced loop filter is not the culprit in the CDPLL’s inability to correctly estimate the states. 

This leaves the inputs to the phase detectors as the problem’s source,
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Figure 4-20 Simplified block diagram of "new" CDPLL structure.

As discussed in Section 2.3, the innovations process from the EKF may be simplified by 

neglecting the double frequency terms present in the innovations process as they will be re

moved by the loop filter. However, as shown in Fig. 4 -19, the closed loop bandwidth, which 

is a function of the bandwidth o f the loop filter, is dynamic especially during acquisition. 

Thus, neglecting the double frequency terms during acquisition may not be valid in the case 

o f multiple sources. This poses little problem actually. The EKFs may still realized by 

DPLLs, however the input to the phase detector o f each DPLL becomes the EKF innova

tions process, that is z (k )-h (x (k  I — 1), A:), unlike the case of Fig. 2 -16  where a different 

phase detector input is created for each DPLL. A simplified block diagram of this new 

CDPLL is shown in Fig. 4-20. This is functionally the same as the EKF.

Unknow n Am plitudes

The final situation is the case where phase, frequency, and amplitude of two FM  sources are 

to be estimated. The phase and frequency estimation are handled as above. The amplitude
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estimated differs from the single DPLL case in that the X\ random carrier amplitude is re

placed by specific amplitude ratios; in this case A2 = 1. This facilitates acquisition study 

for a controllable range of interference levels. The initial estimate of carrier amplitude is zero 

for all cases. The initial error covariance for the amplitude estimate is sec equal to the mea

surement noise covariance /?v,

Fig. 4 -21 shows the state estimates for a sample run, Here it is evident that the state es

timates “flipped” twice during the 30 carrier cycles, Initially each DPLLs lock onto the 

“wrong” source; that is DPLL #1 acquires source #2 and visa versa. In Fig. 4 -22  the ampli

tude estimates show that A2 is accurately estimated during this time while At is much less so, 

The state estimates “flip” during the fifth carrier cycle and DPLL #1 tracks source #1, 

During this time the amplitude estimates jump to 80% of their actual value and then slowly 

approach their true value, The phase and frequency state are tracked until the fifteenth car

rier cycle when they “flip” again. During the initial acquisition, the first two carrier cycles, 

the auto and cross-covariances are quite high as shown in Figs. 4 -23 and 4-24, The covari

ance terms related to amplitude quickly drop to zero as the amplitudes arc correctly esti

mated and provide little coupling after the first five carrier cycles. The covariance terms re

lated to phase and frequency remain quite active especially during the periods o f low State 

observability. This is reflected in the reduced closed loop bandwidths during these times as 

evidenced by Fig. 4-25.

The closed loop bandwidths of Fig. 4 -19  differ slightly from those of Fig, 4-25. In the 

case of the former, the carrier amplitudes are a known constant and the closed loop band

width is given by (4.37). However, in the case of the latter the amplitude is an unknown 

constant and (4.37) becomes
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Figure 4-21 Phase and frequency acquisition of two-source EKF.
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(4.38)

4.2.4. Acquisition Performance

An important performance measure from the world o f phase-locked loops is the time to 

phase lock or the acquisition time. By definition, phase-lock occurs when the phase error is 

zero [10]. However, when used as a demodulator, the phase error contains the message pro

cess and will thus never be zero. According to Gupta, “the acquisition time or lock time is 

the time before the system stops skipping cycles” [24].

Although this appears to be a simple statistic to measure, it becomes much less so when 

dealing with CDPLLs and their simulation. The source (state) model and its resulting EKF 

estimator include the instantaneous frequency as a state and it is assumed in the derivation 

that the source and the estimator are operating at the same carrier frequency. Although the 

states of the CDPLLs are initialized with random phase and frequency, the local oscillator is 

initially at the same frequency as the source. Therefore when the first sample is processed by 

the estimator, there is no Doppler frequency offset between the source and the local
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oscillator. Since the phase is a function of the frequency state, the local oscillator may drift 

with respect to the source after this first sample. Therefore cycle slipping during initial ac

quisition is not exhibited in the simulations; the CDPLL either “acquires” within the first 

two samples or fails to acquire. However, slipping may be exhibited if the CDPLLs lose lock 

as may happen during a period of low state observability, Also as previously mentioned the 

DPLL may acquire and track the “wrong” signal and “flip” these estimates with time, From 

the simulation standpoint this makes it difficult to declare if  the DPLL has acquired the sig

nal since, we do not know which signal it acquired.
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Figure 4-25 Carrier phase difference and EKF closed loop bandwidths.

To provide some investigation into the acquisition behavior, we examine some statistics 

which are not common in the DPLL world but will shed some light on the CDPLLs ability 

to acquire the sources. We first estimate the probability o f phase lock by examining the phase 

error of each DPLL for^ach cycle of the carrier; if the change in phase error is less than it 

radians for the duration of the carrier cycle, phase lock is declared for that cycle. Similarly the 

probability o f frequency acquisition is estimated by examining the frequency error for each 

carrier cycle; if the frequency error is less than the frequency deviation dp  frequency lock is 

declared. For each of the 500 runs, the percentage of time that the DPLL is locked is 

recorded.

The results for the case where joint phase, frequency, and amplitude is presented; the re

sults for known carrier amplitude were very similar.
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Figure 4-26 Distributions of the portion of time of phase lock as a function of car
rier amplitude ratio,

Fig. 4 -2 6  shows the normalized histograms o f the portion of time that the DPLLs were 

phase-locked as a function of carrier amplitude ratio, For example) the case when source # I is 

20 dB stronger than source #2 (A J A 2 =  10) shows that in about 80% of the runs DPLL #1 

was phase locked at least 95% of the time. It  also shows that nearly 20% of the time DPLL  

#1 was not able to lock at all, In general the DPLLs are better able to lock on the stronger 

source,
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Figure 4-27 Distributions of the portion of time of frequency lock as a function of
carrier amplitude ratio.

Fig. 4 -27 shows the normalized histograms of the portion of time that the DPLLs were 

frequency-locked as a function o f carrier amplitude ratio. When A JA 2 =  10 DPLL #1 was 

frequency-locked least 95%  of the time in about 40%  of the runs. It  again shows that nearly 

20% of the time DPLL #1 was not able to frequency lock at all. As the power o f the mterfer-
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Figure 4-28 Single source EKF operating in a two source environment.

ing carrier increases the frequency estimation error increasing causing the loop to fall out of 

frequency lock more often.

4.2.5. Signal Improvement

The final, but perhaps the most important, performance measure that we examine is how 

Well the new system separates and tracks the signals. In Chapter 3 we examined the ability of 

the EKF to separate the signals by looking at the state error covariance as a function of mes

sage process bandwidth and carrier amplitude. Here we will examine the improvement o f the 

EKF CDPLL over a single EKF derived DPLL operating in the same multi-source environ

ment.
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Figure 4-30 Distributions of the portion of time of frequency lock as a function of 
carrier amplitude ratio for single DPLL.

Simple qualitative analysis shows that the single source EKF is not able to acquire either 

o f the two sources. Fig. 4 -28 shows that the single source EKF is not able to accurately esti

mate the phase or the state when operating on the same signals as in Fig. 4—17 where the 

multi-source EKF was able to separate the signals. This is also reflected in the acquisition be-
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havior. Fig. 4 -29  shows the portion of time the DPLL is in phase lock and Fig. 4 -30  shows 

the portion o f time the DPLL is in frequency lock. Comparison of Figs. 4 -29  and 4-30  to 

Figs. 4 -26  and 4 -26  shows that the single DPLL operating in a multi-source environment is 

much less able to acquire the desired signal.

A  more quantitative analysis uses the level of improvement o f the multi-source EKF over 

the single source EKF. The improvement is defined as

. . .  . M SE of DPLL
signal improvement =  — -  _ , (4.39)

MSE of CDPLL

where in the simulations, the EKF is used to implement the DPLLs. This removes any post

filtering required to remove the double frequency terms present after the loop filter. Also, the 

new CDPLL uses the EKF’s innovations process (see Fig. 4-20) so the same advantage is 

given to the single DPLL operating in the multi-source environment.

Fig. 4—31 shows the state estimate improvement of the two source EKF over the single 

source EKF as defined in (4.39). The most useful measure o f the improvement of the 

C D PLL over the DPLL is that o f the frequency state as this is the information bearing signal 

that is the final output of the receiver. Over the 40 dB carrier power ratio, the CDPLL pro

vides at least 20 dB of signal improvement over the DPLL. Maximum improvement appears 

when the interfering carrier is about 10 dB less than the desired carrier. The phase improve

ment appears somewhat marginal, however this is primarily due to the modulo-2# nature o f 

the phase and the resulting phase error,

Initially disconcerting is the rapid fall-off of improvement as the carrier amplitude ratio 

increases, This is due to the capture effect of the DPLL. When A JA 2 < 1 the single DPLL  

tends to capture the stronger signal (signal #2, the “wrong” signal) and thus estimates its 

amplitude. The CDPLL is able to estimate each source and each sources’ amplitude; thus the 

improvement in amplitude estimation is quite high, However as A JA 2 increases, the single 

D PLL begins capturing the “correct” signal and thus estimating the correct amplitude result-
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Figure 4-31 Phase, frequency, and amplitude estimation improvement of new es

timator.

ing in a reduction o f the amplitude improvement. When AJA2 >  1 the single DPLL cap

tures and estimates the “correct” single most of the time and correctly estimates Its ampli

tude. As previously shown, the CDPLL tends to “split” the amplitude estimate between the 

two DPLLs. Although the CDPLL is correctly tracking each of the signals, the amplitude es

timates may not be extremely accurate resulting in the state estimate degradation of 4-31.

As mentioned In Chapter 3, there is a difficulty in accurately measuring the state estima

tion error for the two source EKF due to the “state flipping.” In the above simulations, the 

estimation error for each condition (source #1 tracked by estimator #1 and source #1 tracked 

by estimator #2) was calculated and the lesser was used in the MSE calculation. This takes 

into account the case where source#! is always tracked by estimator #2 (and vice versa) how

ever if the state estimates flip multiple times, the estimation error is artificially inflated.

4.3. Dynamic Source Enumeration

The main issue of this dissertation deals with multiple signals in a common, or nearby, 

channel. Thus an important issue is the number of signals in the channel, The previous
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chapter deal mainly with two co-channel signals, However the number o f sources actually 

present is often unknown. Therefore it is important to be able to quantify the co-channel 

signal multiplicity.

It  is doubtful that the number of sources in a channel remain fixed with time, fo r exam

ple, if  the sources are mobile phones, they will be moving from cell to cell and thus the num

ber o f sources may vary considerably with time, Thus it is desirable to investigate the effect 

on the derived estimators of sources “appearing" and “disappearing” with time.

In the preceding chapter various EKF-based estimators were derived for specific problem 

scenarios. This treatment assumes a priori knowledge of the number of co-channel signals 

present. There are many applications where this information is not available. Since the esti

mator structures derived this far assume a priori knowledge of the co-channel signal multi

plicity, using these estimators three possible scenarios exist:

Scenario 1 There are more co-channel signals than for which the estimator is de

signed.

Scenario 2 There are the same number co-channel signals than for which the estima

tor is designed.

Scenario 3 There are fewer co-channel signals than for which the estimator is de

signed.

The first difficulty is deciding what constitutes a signal's presence in a channel, This de

cision may be based in the level of interference a signal is introducing, or its SIR. Since the 

SIR is a continuous function of amplitude ratio and spectral proximity, arbitrary thresholds 

need to be established before a particular signal is included as an interfering signal, The 

choice of a threshold depends on the specific application, An example in digital radio would 

be to look at the Bit Error Rate (BER) introduced by a particular source and declare that 

source to be an interferer if  the BER exceeds a certain level.
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W e set up the two signal EKF of Section 3.3.7 (that is phase, frequency, and amplitude 

estimation) for two cases:

Case 1 both signals are present for only part of the time (Scenario 3).

Case 2 both signals are present all o f the time (Scenario 2).

Case 2 corresponds to the two-source analysis that has been presented thus far. Case 1 

corresponds to times when the “second” signal is not present in the channel. Switching the 

source off and on is accomplished by setting the states to zero for times when the signal is not 

present, The two-source EKF operates on a received signal that contains two sources one-half 

o f the time and one sources the rest of the time (see Fig. 4-32). Two possibilities exist: one is 

that both signals are present initially and the other is where only one signal is present at start 

and the second appears later,

The estimator is first run for the case where the two signals are always present as a basis 

for comparison (see Figs. 4 -33 and 4-34). In this case the EKF is able to acquire the states
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within 10 cycles and track them for the remainder of the run. Fig. 4 -35  shows the closed 

loop bandwidth of each DPLL. As previously discussed, the bandwidths decrease when the 

carrier are in phase but have a “constant” average value for the remainder o f the time.

The estimator then operates in the environment where both signals are initially present 

but then source #2 disappears and reappears as shown in Fig. 4-32. Fig. 4 -3 6  shows the 

phase and frequency states and Fig. 4 -37  shows the amplitude when source #2 is turned off 

during time 20-40 and 60-80. Since both signals are present from times 0 -20 , Figs. 4—36 

through 4 -38  are the same as Figs. 4—33 through 4—35 for this interval. As soon as source #2
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disappears the behavior changes drastically from the case where both signals are always pre

sent. When source #2 disappears, phase and frequency lock of source #1 immediately is lost 

and neither is regained until well after source #2 reappears. Examination of Fig. 4 -37  shows 

that the estimator is not able to “track” the changing amplitude. This is due to the model of 

the carrier amplitude which is simply a random constant. Thus the EKF does not expect the 

amplitude to change once it has been estimated. Therefore for the estimator to handle time- 

varying signal multiplicity, the amplitude model must be changed to reflect the time-varying 

nature of the carrier amplitude in this environment,

Looking back at Fig. 4-36, it may he seen that the estimator is able to reacquire the 

phase and frequency states for each source at approximately time 50. A t time 60 the second 

source disappears again but this time source #1 is still tracked. Interestingly enough, the es

timator for source #2 also tracks source #1 during this time.

Probably the most important discovery made from this experiment is the effect of time 

varying signal multiplicity on the closed loop bandwidths of the estimators (see Fig. 4-38). 

During the intervals where only one source is present the closed loop bandwidth of the sec

ond source’s estimator is substantially reduced. This is a reflection of the increase in the error 

covariance during these times. The importance of this discovery lies in its possible use as a 

“detector” which would indicate if  redundant estimators are present.
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As a final experiment the estimator operates in an environment where only one source is 

present initially and then the second one appears. Looking at the state estimates (Fig. 4-39) 

shows that source #1 is successfully acquired and tracked by both estimators for the interval 

0-20 . Fig. 4 -4 0  shows that with only one source present during acquisition, the amplitude 

estimator is not able to determine that only one signal exists and “splits” the amplitude be

tween the two estimates.

When source #2 appears at time 20 both estimators are able to maintain phase lock on 

each signal, however the phase error is increased. A t about time index 35 frequency lock is
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lost for both signals and not regained until about time index 60 resulting in cycle slipping, 

However, at time 40 when signal #2 disappears, its estimator begins tracking source #1 (the 

state estimate has “flipped”) until source #2 again appears at time 60 at which time neither 

signal is successfully tracked. The estimate o f the amplitude of source #1 improves when 

source #2 appears at time 20 (see Fig. 4 -40) however source 2 ’s amplitude estimate remains 

poor.

Looking at the closed loop bandwidths (see Fig. 4—4 l)  again shows the reduced band

width when only one signal is present. However, during the first interval when only source 

#1 is present, both bandwidths are low relative to the intervals where both signals are present. 

This may be due to the fact that both estimators are tracking the same source and are in a 

sense “sharing” it.

The previous example demonstrates the need to know the number o f signals present in 

the channel. As the number of sources changes, additional coupled DPLLs will need to be 

created and destroyed so that the number of DPLLs is equal to the number of sources. Thus 

there ought to be a method of determining the signal multiplicity,
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4.4. Summary

We began this chapter with a review of PLL and DPLL theory. We presented the analog, hy

brid* and digital PLLs as they have been used in literature relating to coupled PLL structures. 

We followed this by presenting an overview of how the PLL and DPLL are derived from the 

optimal phase estimator including the EKF. Finally we characterised the linear and nonlinear 

behavior of the DPLL from established literature.

Next we turned our attention to the CDPLLs as derived in Chapter 2 and analyzed in 

Chapter 3. We showed that the coupling between DPLLs could not be linearized even when 

the DPLLs could be because the small angle approximation is not valid due to the multiple 

carriers. Much of the analysis of the tracking behavior had been previously presented in 

Chapter 3. Due to the nonlinear coupling and nonlinear behavior o f the DPLLs the acquisi

tion behavior analysis was all carried out by simulation. O ut of the acquisition behavior came 

our new CDPLL where the inputs to the DPLLs is the EKF innovations process instead of 

simply the measurement of the state. This differs from methods proposed in related litera

ture. Acquisition time is difficult to define with this new estimator structure so the probabil

ity o f lock was presented. Finally the state MSEs and level of signal improvement over the 

single EKF were presented.
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The last section examined signal multiplicity. The ability (or inability) of the multiple 

source EKF to track when the true number of signals was not known was briefly discussed. 

The framework for a possible signal multiplicity detector was established using the closed* 

loop bandwidths of the DPLLs.
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5. Polarization Diversity for Frequency Reuse
In the previous three chapters the phenomenon of co-channel interference was examined 

from the perspective of a single receiving antenna. The measurement models and estimators 

were derived for scalar measurements. While this model is valid for many environments, vec

tor measurements are also prevalent. An example is the use of polarization diversity to in

crease channel capacity of a microwave link. This method of frequency reuse is very common 

in satellite communications [58].

Frequency reuse by polarization diversity relies on the spatial orientation o f the transmit

ted electromagnetic waves. Two waves, with the same carrier frequency, are transmitted with 

orthogonal spatial orientations of the electric fields which we will denote as horizontal and 

vertical polarization. The transmitter and receiver each have two antennas: one oriented to 

receive the horizontal wave and the other oriented to receive the vertical wave. I f  the anten

nas are perfectly aligned and the medium isotropic, the two waves are perfectly separated. 

However, in practice the antennas are not perfectly aligned and, a far more troublesome 

problem, the medium is anisotropic. Thus the received waves may no longer be orthogonally 

polarized.

In this chapter we present discrete-time process and measurement models for a polariza

tion diversity communication system from which estimators are derived. Our goal here is to 

show that the general development o f Chapter 2 may be applied to other application areas. 

However, no analysis or simulation is performed based on these models; our objective is to 

show that the work presented in the previous chapters may be extended to other application 

areas.
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Figure 5-1 Depolarization of cross-polarized waves due to anisotropic medium
[59].

5.1. Polarization Diversity

Polarization diversity relies on orthogonal spatial orientation of the electromagnetic wave 

which carries the information. In. theory if two waves are orthogonally polarized, they may be 

separately received by orthogonally polarized antenna even though they occupy the same 

communications channel, In practice perfectly orthogonal polarization is not possible.

There are a number of factors which effect cross-polarization, one of the most predomi

nant in satellite communications being the anisotropic medium though which the electro

magnetic waves travel [58]. An example of this anisotropy is the presence of raindrops in the 

atmosphere. Depending on the angle of incidence that the wave has with the rain drop, the 

wave is attenuated, phase shifted, and depolarized. Thus, even if the transmitter is able to 

send perfectly cross-polarized waves, the waves will suffer various depolarization effects and 

the received wave will no longer be perfectly cross-polarized [58, 59]. This is shown graphi

cally in Fig. 5-1. The result of depolarization is crosstalk between the horizontal and vertical 

components which may be expressed by the transform [58]
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(5.1)

where tH and tv are the horizontal and vertical transmitted waves and rn and rv are the 

horizontal and vertical received waves. The coefficients in the transform matrix describe the 

attenuation and depolarization effects of the medium.

5.2. State and Measurement Model

Having defined the crosstalk due to depolarization; we now expand the communication 

model derived in Chapter 2 to include 1) vector measurement via two sensors and 2) 

crosstalk between sensors, The sensors are the horizontally and vertically aligned antennas. 

The crosstalk is due to the off-diagonal elements in the transformation matrix of (5.1).

As in Chapter 2, the two sources are independent FM message processes defined from 

(2.53)

Ye,n Yof.n0„ (k -f 1) ‘1 <Pof,ll O' d„ (k)

fn (k  + \) = 0 <Pf.ii 0 fn(k) +
p),(k + 1) 0 0 1 jP n (k I

for the horizontal component and

'ev(k + \) 1 <P()ftV
fv(k  + 1) = 0 0 fv(k) +

_Pv(k + 1)_ 0 0 1 pv(k)

Y  j s j i  7  f j i

0

Ye,v Yef.v

Y/e.v y  f,v
0

we,n(k)

0
(5.2)

We,v(k)'
wfiV(k)

0
(5.3)

for the vertical component. The fs  are as defined in (2,54)-(2.56). Here we have replaced 

the carrier amplitude with the copolarized signal attenuations p,, and pv. Like the carrier 

amplitudes these are constants to be estimated, so the carrier amplitudes are included as part 

of the transform coefficients.

The state vector describing both components as well as the crosstalk is formed by aug

menting (5.2) and (5.3) with the state equations describing the crosstalk. In our simple 

model the cross-polarization coefficients are random constants and we add these to the state
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vector. We acknowledge the fact that the channel characteristics change with time and thus 

the transformation matrix of (5.1) would be time-varying, however our goal is to show that 

polarization diversity may be modeled in a manner similar to our treatment of scalar mea

surements. The model framework presented here readily supports inclusion of time-varying 

channel characteristics. The total state equation then becomes

xv(k + \) O v 0
0

Tiy(k)

* //(*  + !) 0 «►„ xH(k)

Pny(k 'hi) 0
1 0 P n v (k )

_Pvn(k + 1) 0 1 _Pvu(k )

+
rv o
o r„ 

o

w v{k)'
w „(k)

0
(5.4)

The state measurement has many similarities to that presented in Chapter 2. The main 

difference is that the scalar measurement equation (2.76) is replaced by the vector measure

ment equation

l{k )  =
v(k j

M k),
= h(x(k)ik) +

vv(k)'

M k).
(5.5)

where the V is the A^OjK^measurement noise present at the horizontal and vertical anten

nas respectively. The observation function is also a vector. Our observation model is defined 

for a separate FM transmission on each polarization component. Thus using the notation of 

(5*1) and Fig, 5-1, the transmitted signal is

V l f l  (lr\Y
(5.6)tv sin (ro^kTs + 9v(k))

h . sin̂ CD'kTs + Qn(k))

The effects of the medium are included by use of the transformation matrix of (5-0 with

(5.6) resulting in the observation function

,/ .a  rv _  Pv Pvii sin(o)ekTti +  0v(k))

’ ~ U J ~ IP n v  Pii J[sin(tycm + (/: ) ) /

When this is substituted into (5.5) the complete measurement equation is given

(5.7)
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With the state and measurement models defined, we can now derive an estimator, We use 

the Extended Kalman Filter. We begin our derivation assuming that the depolarization ef

fects of the channel are known; that is the coefficients of the transformation matrix are 

known. This allows examination of the phase and frequency estimation separately frcm 

channel parameter estimation. We then extend the estimator to estimate the channel parame

ters as well.

5.3.1. Medium Known

If  the medium is known, the depolarization coefficients need not be included in the state 

equation (5.4) and it simplifies to

(5-9)

X ( * + I ) ' ’ 1
0

-ev(k)- i \ ~WeA k )
,/v(^ + l) 0 Qf.v M k ) + 7/e. v Y /,v

\ f
wLV{k)

0
1 Qef.n 0„(k) 0 Yo,h YOf,n w <>A k )

/ „ ( £  + !)_ 0 M k ) . Y fo.u Y / . i i . wfll,(k)

The measurement equation remains the same. 

The EKF observation matrix from (2.70) is

H(x(* I * - ! ) ,* ) *

Py COs(©y ) p„y COs(@y ) 
0 0

pvll cos(©/,) pH cos(©„) 
0 0

(5.10)

The Kalman filter equation from (2.86) is

x(k) = <t>x(k-1)4- P(&)HT(x(fc I k ( k ) v i k ) ,  (5.11)

where

v(k) = /(&)- h(\(k  I fc -1 )). (5.12)

In the case of the scalar measurement, expansion and analysis of the Kalman filter equa

tion revealed an underlying structure shown to be similar to the DPLL. However (5.11) dif-
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fers from the scalar measurement case in that the measurement noise covariance is now a ma

trix,. not a scalar, and thus the term P(fc)HT(x(£ \k — \))R~l(k)v(lc) may not be reordered, 

The EKF observation matrix H, while a vector in the scalar measurement case, becomes a 

matrix for vector measurements. Thus expanding (5.11) does not reveal a simple underlying 

structure due to the cross-coupling between the two measurements brought about by R"1 

and H, I f  the noise present that the horizontal and vertical antennas is not correlated, then 

R”1 is diagonal. Although this does simplify (5.11) to some extent, no obvious structures are 

evident,

5.3.2. Medium Unknown

When the medium is unknown the co and cross-polarization coefficients are unknown con

stants and must be included in the state equation as in (5.4). In this case the EKF observa

tion matrix is

When substituted into (5.11) the estimator equation for each state becomes even more 

complex. There is coupling among all of the states and between the states and the measure

ments and again no simpler structures are evident from the expansion of (5. I I),

5.4. Summary

In this chapter we have briefly outlined ari approach to the problem of crosstalk in poljtma- 

tion diversity frequency reuse communication systems. No analysis was presented as mu goal

pv cos(@t,) pnv cos(@v)
0 0

s in ^ j 0

Pvu cos(0„) P//CO «(©„)
0 0
0 s>n(©„)

0 sin^Gy j

sin(ew) 0
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was to demonstrate a level of versatility in the work presented in the previous chapters. Using 

the above derived framework the same analysis presented in Chaplets 2 ai d 3 could be car

ried out on the polarization crosstalk problem. Concepts such as state observability would 

play a similar role. For example, the observability would be a function of the level of cross- 

polarization in the polarization diversity scenario instead of the carrier phase difference as it 

was in the scalar measurement case.



6. Conclusions
Jn this dissertation we have examined the problem of co-channel interference and proposed a 

new method to combat it. The need to operate in adjacent and co-channel interference envi

ronments is due to the ever increasing demands placed on the limited electromagnetic spec

trum We have concentrated on the scalar measurement FM scenario as it applies to mobile 

radio and telephony as it is the most difficult problem. We have also shown that similar in

terference may be found in polarization diversity systems.

We have begun the investigation by developing models for the types of signals encoun

tered in the FM and we have extended models found in the literature to adequately describe 

the multiple source communications environment. Although derived from continuous-time, 

our model is described by discrete time state-space equations, because any eventual imple

mentation will most likely be digital. An Extended Kalman Filter estimator using the state- 

space mode! was derived and upon further examination was found to be implementable by 

Coupled digital phase-locked loops,

Using different methods several authors have also derived coupled phase-locked loop re

ceivers, Howevdr, their approaches and performance analyses of the behavior of these struc

tures were to a great extent heuristic, In an effort to carry out a more methodical analysis, we 

have employed tools appropriate for our state-space model. O f principle interest is the inves

tigation of the multiple source separability by examination of the state observability. In con

cert with numerous simulations of the estimator, this has provided the framework to allow us 

to better predict and explain the behavior of the derived estimator,

We then expanded on the relationship between the EKF and the CDPLL. The linear and 

nonlinear behavior of die CDPLL has been discussed and the difficulties in a complete ana-
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lytic treatment were presented. Acquisition behavior of the estimator has been examined by 

simulation as an analytic approach is not feasible. Our estimator has been compared n- !• con

trasted with similar works in the literature. Finally the problems associated with time-varying 

source multiplicity were presented and an avenue of further research opened.

The scope of the thesis has been slightly broadened by briefly examining polarization di

versity crosstalk. Here the scalar measurement was replaced by a vector measurement which 

was shown to be adequately described by our communication model.

6.1. Summary of Findings

Several discoveries have been made in various parts of this work that have not been found in 

related literature. We briefly highlight each of them here.

EKF-derived, CDPlXs have been previously shown in the literature. Howevet these do 

not include all of the state coupling that optimally should be present due to the estimation 

error covariance matrix, As we have shown, it is not valid to assume that particular states art" 

not coupled because during acquisition coupling exists between all states. Once the estimator 

has acquired the signals, the states related to carrier amplitude become uncoupled with the 

phase and frequency states, However, during periods of low observability, the interstate 

coupling does increase.

The study of state observability revealed that the states are observabl e when the carriers 

are not completely in phase. The bandwidth differences of the individual signals effects the 

state observability only when the carriers are nearly in phase or in antiphase. Simulations of 

the derived. EKF reveal that the state coupling is low when the states are observable but in

creases drastically when the observability decreases, Durir > these intervals the EKF ignores 

the measurement and tries to predict the states. This has the effect of reducing the band

width of the DPLLs during the periods of low observability and increasing the bandwidths 

during the transition between observable and unobservable conditions. In this manner the
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EKF is able to reacquire the states once the measurements again hold useful information. We 

also showed that the estimator is able to operate over a wide range of carrier amplitude ratios 

but noted that there is a limit where one carrier overwhelms the other and the lower powered 

signal is not recoverable, We also show that the DPLL bandwidths may be of use in deter

mining the source multiplicity.

In the treatment of the relationship between the EKF and the CDPLL, we have shown 

that many of the estimators presented in the literature are special cases of our more general 

development, Some have included the bandpass coupling but not the baseband coupling 

while others include the baseband but not the bandpass coupling. We have also shown that 

unlike the DPLL, it is not appropriate to neglect the innovations process as all of its compo

nents are not removed by the loop filters. Therefore our final CDPLL uses two DPLLs each 

of which use the innovations process as their input, not the measurement itself.

We have noted that the DPLLs sometimes lock onto the “wrong” signal and will “flip” 

which signal is being tracked during the periods of low observability. Although this leads to 

frustration from the simulation point of view, it not an insurmountable obstacle from the 

implementation point of view. One possible solution would use two antennas (spatial diver

sity) since it is Very unlikely that the carriers will be in-phase at both antennas at the same 

time. The measurement with the greater observability would be used. An alternative would 

be to include some distinguishing characteristics into the modulating signals: for example a 

distinct sub-audible tone could be added to the message process of each co-channel signal.

Finally we have shown that our communications model is general enough to describe po

larization diversity crosstalk, This allows for the derivation of an EKF estimator, however', 

unlike the scalar measurement case, no underlying familiar estimator structures were found 

in the expansion of the Kalman filter equation.
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6.2. Further Work

Like most research this work as answered some questions while creating others. There arc 

several avenues of research that could be carried out from this thesis.

• The separability of more than two sources has not been addressed in the literature 

or in this work. Are three sources separable.'’ Four? Is there a limit? Under what 

conditions may N  sources be separated? It would seem that there is a limit since we 

have shown that carriers that are nearly in-phase cannot be separated. The work 

presented in Chapters 2 and 3 provides the foundation for such an investigation,

• This work uas used a first order Gaussian random process as the modulation or 

message process. The order of the model could be increased. Also the estimator as- 

sumes a priori knowledge of the bandwidth of the process. Process parameter esti

mation can be included in the estimator. A model for deterministic modulation 

was outlined but not examined. Separability of multiple deterministic modulations 

or a mix ol random and deterministic modulations is also of interest.

• The measurement noise has been kept to a minimum. We have chosen to concen

trate on the signal separability as an issue unto itself and inclusion of measurement 

noise would introduce yet another unknown into the problem. The effects of a 

noisy co-channel environment are of great interest and would be a logical next Step 

in the investigation of the problem.

• A method to determine or to control the state estimate “flipping’’ is also required, 

The two above proposed solutions would be a starting point.,

• The polarization diversity problem was set-up but not analyzed. A similar treat

ment could be given to that problem as the ideas of state observability and sepa

rability apply there also. A more detailed examination of the resulting EKF may 

reveal some hidden receiver structure like the CDPLL,
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• Implementation of the CDPLL was not addressed. Given today’s digital signal 

processing technology, it should be possible to devise a real-time implementation 

of the CDPLL.
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Appendix A 
Derivation of Discrete State-Space Message 
Model

The disciete State equation defining the m r  ...ge model is derived from the analog message 

model presented in Section 2.1,1 where the analog state equation is

* ( / )  =  Fx(f) +  G d(f) (A. 1)

for which we wish to derive an equivalent discrete state equation

x(k  +1) -  0 (k  +1, k)x(k) + r (k)w(k) , (A.2)

The state vector x(t) is simply replaced by the discrete state vector x(k). The relationship 

between F O  *P(k,k - 1) and G T(k) depends on the system being described. The con

tinuous-time driving noise cl is replaced by the discrete-time driving noise w.

A.1. Frequency Modulation

The continuous state equation, repeated from (2,23), is

(A. 3)
Xf)(t) ‘ 0 d r 0 * x#(t) ‘  0  "

Xf(t) - 0 - a 0 X/(t) + ■mS S

0 0 0 Xa(0. 0  _

d(t).

The state transition matrix may be found by using (2,31) resulting in

P  “ df 0' - i‘ X dt
s(s-a) o j

0 s +  a 0 li 0 0

I-
-— o o s_ 0 0 1s

(A .4)

and (2,46) is formed by performing the inverse Laplace transform and defining Ts =  tk
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The discrete process driving noise is related to the continuous casehy the matrix super

position integral (2,32)

r(k)w(k)= f* P̂{tk,r)0(z)d(i:)dt, (A,5)

however (A.3) does not directly provide a means for finding F, We have defined w as „ vec

tor of i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian samples such that Z?{ww'} a I ,  The covariance of the dis

crete process driving noise is

q  r = E {rw w Tr T} = r£ {w w T} r T = n r r  a r r ' r . (a ,6)

Using (A.5) the covariance of the discrete process driving noise may also be found from 

(2.33)

Qrv = ( '  t ̂  A - *)G (*)R,i ( W  (r)® '1' W > *) d r, (A,7)

Substituting (A.3) into (A,7) yields

(lo dtif ;
Q rv

0
(l/0 (lf • (A. 8)

where

q0 -  2a2/?2 f* ( l
“■A t '

= /?2(2a7^+ 4<ftf/; -  e~wr’ -  3) 

qv = qJn -  2a2j3|(* -  e"2a('t“r)'jdt

=  P(l -  <f ̂  f 
qf  s= 2ct2j ‘k

(A,9)

(A. 10)

(A. I!)

F may then be found by equating the two expressions for the discrete process driving noise 

covariance (A.6) and (2.33),
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= Q r>Q-rv —

~(!o Qv  

Q/o (! f
0 11

'Y e  YV

Yie Y f

r

...
...

~i f
O

L" o...... o j [ " ' O '  ' OJ 0 i OJ

allowing the elements of T  to be scadily found. Thus

y B = p(2c(rs + 4e~w‘ -  -  3)2

Yof = 7/e = # ( l - e " rtr*)

y /  =  ( l - e " 2flr')5

fo ra > 0 .
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(A. 12)

(A. 13) 

(A. 14) 

(A. 15)

A.2. Phase Modulation

The model for phase modulation is contained in that of frequency modulation; the state 

equation for PM is (A.3) less the state variable x e( t ) .  Thus the PM state transition matrix is 

simply the lower 3 x 3  submatrix of (2.46) which is t,2.4l). Only one discrete noise process is 

needed and T  becomes the column vector

r = (l - e ~ 2€(r’ Y  0 (A. 16)



Appendix B, Second-Order DPLL Derived from EKF
In this appendix we derive the “traditional" second-order digital phase lock loop from (he 

Extended Kalman Filter estimator.

B.1. Phase and Frequency Estimator

Our objective is to derive a DPLL with a baseband model of Fig. 4-8 parting from the 

Kalman filter equation for the single FM source case. For a single FM source with known 

amplitude, the EKF estimator from (2.162) is

‘ i ' e ( k - i ) 4. > . ( * ) Pgf(k)

. / ( * ) . 0 * ! . / ( * - ! ) .
X

pf (k) <p}(k)

where from (2.163)

<Pe(k) 4% A cos(@)z (k) 

0

(B.l )

(B.2)

(B.3)

with measurement

z(k) — 42A  sin(©) -I- v(k)

= *J2A sin(a)ckTs + 9(k)) +  v(k)

For notational convenience, (B.l) is rewritten as

\ (k )  = x(k \ k - \ )  +  P(k)R~lty'(k),

with state prediction

x(/UA:-l) = <Dx(*-l),

This results in the general DPLL realization of Fig 2-5. The auto-regressive part of the loop 

filter, shown in Fig. B - l , is

(B.4)

(B.5)
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y(k)

195

u(k) Unit
Delay

Figure B-1 Auto-regressive process block diagram.

(p'e(k) ,-i [ zl -  O ]ri.

x g(k \ k - \ )
* e ( k , k - 1)

Figure B-2 Simplified EKF phase and frequency estimator. 

u(fc) = Au (k -1 ) 4- \(k ) (B .6)

which may be written in the z-domain as

U(z) = Az“'!J(z) + V(z)

U(z)-Az-'U(z):'-- V(z) 

zU (z)-A U (z) = zV(z)

U(z) = zV (z )[z I-A ]-1 • (B-7)

However, the output of interest in Fig. B-1 is u(& -1 ) , not u(k). Multiplying both sides 

of(B.7) by the unit delay z_l yields

z_1U(z) = z“1zV (z )[z I-A ]-1

= V (z )[z l-A ]-1 . (B.8)

Thus Fig 2-5 simplifies to Fig. B-2.

To transform Fig, B-2 to the baseband model, (B.3) and (B.2) are substituted into (4.8) 

(p's(k) = V2 A cos(@jV2A sin(0) + V2 A cos (®)vW

= 2/t2[sin(«(*) -e(k I k - 1)) + sin(2o),*r, +  6(k) + » ( m - l ) ) l  +  v'(lfc) 

where from (4.10)

v' (k)  ~  Vj (k)co$(d(k I k -1)) + ve(k)sin̂ S(k I k -  l)j. (B. 10)

(B.9)
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m

196

9 { k \ k -  l j
[ r f - o r '

xB( k \ k ~  1)9 ( k \ k - l )
* t { k , k - 1)

Figure B-3 Baseband model of EKF derived DPLL.

The double frequency term will be removed by the loop filter. Thus the baseband form be

comes

(p"(k) = 2 A2 s\n(d(k) -  6(k)) 4- v'(k) (B, 11)

In effect, the baseband model reduces the observation matrix Hj(x(fc I k -  1),/:) to simply 

the selection vector Cg. This results in the baseband representation of Fig, B~3.

From the baseband model

§ ( k \ k ~ l )  =  c J«D[zI -  <&]“' V(k)R~{c6<p"(k), (B.l 2)

which results in the transfer function

[1 0]

---
1 1

I---*

z -1  ( z - l ) ( z - ^ ) > .< *) V
0 <t>f _

0 z - ^
pf (k) A

(b . i 3)

which simplifies to

e(ti*-i) i p.w+v,.(*)k1*-
(p"(k) z_̂ A

clock <■

Z — if)
(B.l A)

loop filter

When (B,l4) is compared to Fig. 4-8, tbe tranfer function may be decomposed into the 

clock and the loop filter.

The second order DPLL has a first order loop filter with transfer function [20]
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m <42sin(- 0 , +

Figure B-4 Baseband model of EKF derived second-order DPLL.

(G,+G2)z -G ,
D(z) = -

z - 1
(B.l 5)

which is very similar to the loop filter of (B.14). The presense of the term in (B. 14), due 

to the State transition term for the state/, may be set equal to unity since from (2.48)

0y = e~(>tr’ where cfl] «  1. So replacing this imperfect integrator (or summer) in (B.14)

0(k \ k - \ )  _ J _  ( . = 1 {Po(k) + <t>9Pf6(k)}K'z-Pe(k)R, 
(p"(k) z —1 Z z -1  z — 1

-l
(B.l 6)

where

g , =/>»(*)«;',

resulting in the baseband model of the second order DPLL of Fig. B-4,

(B.17) 

(B.l 8)

B.2. Phase, Frequency, and Amplitude Estimator

The inclusion of amplitude estimation is an easy progression from the previous section. 

Staring from (2.168)

4 lA (k  I k -  l)cos(@jz(&)
0 , (B.l 9)

V2 sin(©)z(/fc) -  A{k \k - 1)

substituting (B.3) and simplifying gives

(p'gik)

<P/(k) =
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<*)■
amplitude
estimator

A ( k \ k - 1)

L-.
r 3  1 - 2  1

m

^ \ d ( k \ k - \ ) ^ / \ y \  ^ t . /N x^jPo ( „ .  a f Z
^  AsinO
f. 7

(Kk\ k ~ l ) 2-1
1-2"'

Figure B-5 Baseband model of EKF derived second-order DPLL with amplitude 
estimator,

>«(*)* A(k \k - \ )A s in (d (k ) - 0(k 1 & - l)j + v'(k)

<p/\k) — 0 (B.20)

y m . A - A ( ^ U - l )  + v'(/k)

where <p'g(k) is the same as in (B.ll) and

v'A(k) = vQ(k)cos{d(k I k -  l)j -  v,(k)sin(6(k I k -  l)j.

As in (B.l2)*

6(k I k - 1) = ct<D|>I -  <D]"' P(k)R;ly"(k)

which reduces to

B { k \ k - 1) =
2_ 1

[ 0 1 + G 2K 12 - C 1 < ( / : )  +  f a  + G ^ z - G ^

(B.22)

(B.23)
2 —  1 T ” X 2 - 1  

where Gj and G2 are defined in (B. 17) and (B. l 8) respectively, Similarly

c , = />M ( k ) R ; \

As the amplitude estimator has an all-pass loop filter, the baseband approximations are not 

valid for A(k I A: — 1) as given in (2,166), The baseband form of the DPLL with amplitude 

estimation is shown in Fig, B-5* The DPLL implementation is shown in Fig, 2-20.

(B.24)

(B.25)


